It is argued in most academic literature that the Business Model (BM) is a general model for how any business "runs" or should run its business – "a blueprint of the business". The book argues that no business has just one BM and just one model on which it runs its entire business or intends to run all its business. The research presented in the book points in contrast to other BM frameworks that businesses have more BMs – and have both "as-is" and "to-be" BMs. Further our research shows that the BM framework can and should be used for both "as-is" and "to-be" Models – which we call "The Multi Business Model Approach".

Theoretically research indicated already by Markides and Charitou in 2004 and Casadesus-Masanell and Ricart in 2010 indicated that business have more BMs. Sadly nobody followed up on this in the BM community, which could have made an earlier breakthrough in the understanding of BMs, BMI and strategic BMI.

The book addresses further the concern that BM community and BMI practice mainly focus on the ideation and conceptualization of BMs. "BM canvassing" and just innovating BM building blocks can in many cases be classified as "blind business model innovation". This is not sufficient to run and create a sustainable competitive business today. BM understanding and BMI must address all 7 levels of BMI and all BMs in the business. All BMs are and should be continuously objects to BMI in the aim of maximizing the performance and sustainability of the business. The core business with all its 7 BM levels – BM dimension components, BM dimensions, BM portfolio, Business and Business Model Ecosystem (BMES) and BMI Process should all be objects for BMI.

The book addresses and documents this gap in BM research and propose a new generic definition and language of a BM and a Business BMI layers. The book points to the huge unexplored possibilities that BMI offers today and can offer businesses in the future. When thoroughly understanding the 7 levels of BMI and businesses are able to communicate, work and innovate with these together, then a next step in BM and BMI research and practice can hopefully be taken.

The book proposed that any BMs are related to seven BM dimensions – value proposition, user and/or customer, value chain functions (internal), competence, network, relations and value formulae. Conceptually, any Business Model Cube can be formed on behalf of these seven generic BM dimensions and these can be used both in a 2D and a 3D version. This is what the forthcoming part 2 of the book will elaborate on.
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<tr>
<td>BM</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMES</td>
<td>Business Model Ecosystem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>Business Model Innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMIL</td>
<td>Business Model Innovation Leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMIM</td>
<td>Business Model Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMrN</td>
<td>Business Model relation Node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMrNP</td>
<td>Business Model relation node port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOP</td>
<td>Bottom of the Pyramid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Competence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBM</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTIF</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERP</td>
<td>Economic Resource Planning System</td>
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<tr>
<td>ICI</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIB</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETSI</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBIT</td>
<td>Multi Business Model Innovation and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIT</td>
<td>Massachusetts Institute of Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBBM</td>
<td>Network Based Business Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBM</td>
<td>Open Business Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Relation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VP</td>
<td>Value Proposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VF</td>
<td>Value Formula</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
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PART 1

The Multi Business Model Approach
1

MBIT Research and Research Group: A History

Peter Lindgren

1.1 Introduction to the Background and History of MBIT

As I have mentioned elsewhere (Lindgren 2017), the research work of my PhD actually laid the ground for my interest in business models and later multi business model innovation. My son Thorbjørn and others have often asked me:

> What are you working on and what is actually your job?

To explain this I thought it could be valuable to tell you briefly the story of the Multi Business Model Innovation and Technology (MBIT) research group and how I became interested in multi business model innovation.

This will also – I hope – explain why I am researching MBIT and why every morning I wake up with a smile on my face, eager to begin my work on discovering new dimensions of the manifold ecosystems of business models.

I have already covered my research before 2005 in the book *Network Based High Speed Product Development* (Lindgren 2017), so let’s begin in the year 2005 when I began, together with a group of researchers, to investigate the “DNA of the business model”.

The Newgibm (New Global ICT-based Business Models) project and its corresponding book (Lindgren 2011) were the very first outputs of this work. Projects like Global E-commerce and Global Innovation followed and gave more confidence and motivation to study Multi Business Model Innovation as a way to resist the increasing amount of product innovation carried out under high speed and understand why neither product innovation nor service innovation were enough for businesses to survive in the coming years.

At this time Zara Inditex had already grown very large and Ryanair was slowly taking over more and more of the low-cost carriage business model ecosystem (BMES). Large and established businesses (SAS, Lufthansa, KLM, Air France) were slowly feeling “the breath” of these new types of businesses
and their business models – founded and built on the Multi Business Model Approach.

However we did not as a research group quite understand how they (Ryanair, Zara Inditex and a little later Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter) operated their businesses. Maybe, like a “humble bee”, they did not even know why they were flying themselves – but they did. We were trying to touch the “elephant” from different angels – but we had still no idea how the BM really look like and how we could define it (Figure 1.1).

However, what we could see was that the accepted and generally agreed upon best practice innovation and business innovation tools, frameworks, strategies and theories seemed not to work. This was a major trigger for us as researchers to find out how these businesses were thinking and doing business.

In August 2006 we applied to establish the International Center for Innovation (ICI) at the Center for Industrial Production at Aalborg University. The application was made as a network-based business model innovation project firstly by a core research group of six members meeting for three days in a November storm at a small fish restaurant called Niels Juel at Cold Hawaii (Cold Hawaii 2016) in Klitmøller in the Danish National Park in Thy (Pictures 1.1 and 1.2). The place itself is a case study of Multi Business Model Innovation and technology in action, and well worth a visit.

Later on, when gathering about 40 motivated network partners at the Cold Hawaii residence (Cold Hawaii 2016), the final project strategy for
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Pictures 1.1 and 1.2 Niels Juel Restaurant in Klitmøller at the Danish National Park in Thy where the ideation and conceptualization of ICI took place.

Pictures 1.3 and 1.4 The strategy formation process for ICI.

ICI was produced under the process supervision of Kaj Voetmann, who also contributed later to the formation of the ICI LAB (Pictures 1.3 and 1.4).

Again the project meetings were held at Niels Juel Restaurant, hosted by its owner, Jesper Nielsen, who understood immediately what we were trying to achieve and was very happy to host us at this rural area by the North Sea.

The final core values of ICI, together with the cultures of ICI’s core vision and the final application, were discussed, elaborated and finalized. The business model innovation strategy behind establishing ICI was decided upon and the operation plan was written. We could now “act and do” and make ICI happen.

After a long evaluation and acceptance phase from the EU, the Ministry of Economics and the Growth Forum for the Northern Region, in November 2007 we finally gained acceptance to fund ICI with 5.1 million euros. It enabled us to establish an applied research centre focusing on business model innovation in networks with a total budget of about 11 million euros heavily supported by industry – especially entrepreneurs and SMEs.
In November 2007 at the opening of the ICI (Picture 1.5) we invited some of the most well-known academics in business modelling at the time to give opening speeches on their work with business models and business model innovation (Pictures 1.6, 1.7 and 1.8).

Speeches were given by business theorist, author and consultant Alexander Osterwalder of Lausanne, Switzerland, Professor Henry Chesbrough of De Haas University, Berkeley, CA, USA and Professor Christopher L. Tucci of the College of Management of Technology, Entrepreneurship and Innovation, Lausanne, Switzerland.

In 2008 The ICI opened its first International Innovation Hub at the Innovation Center Denmark’s department at Silicon Valley, CA, USA (Innovation Center Denmark, n.d.) as part of one of the seven work packages that we had promised to deliver to our funders.

The opening for this centre was held at Stanford University Faculty Club (Pictures 1.9 to 1.18), gathering figures in Danish and American industry, organizations and academia as well as entrepreneurs, to reveal the core value of ICI – research-based business model innovation – in an interdisciplinary collaboration between stakeholders from all kind of competence fields.

Later on, ICI connected with the Innovation Center Denmark’s departments in Shanghai and Munich (Innovation Center Denmark, n.d.). In October 2010 a midterm evaluation report was made by COWI consulting group evaluating the first three years of ICI (COWI 2010). The evaluation was very
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positive and ICI was allowed to finish the last 2.5 years of its total funded time period. ICI finished its funded operation in spring 2013.

ICI formed the basis and platform for a young research team (Picture 1.19) focusing on business model innovation research from an interdisciplinary perspective.

Different business model (BM) typologies and frameworks, and approaches to innovating business models were studied with academic partners worldwide and businesses who laid their projects on BM and Business Model Innovation (BMI) open to study from different academic angles and viewpoints. Several researchers valued and contributed to the knowledge of BMs and BMI from this work.

Associated Professor Yariv Taran did valuable research work on verifying and finding the fundamental “building blocks” of the BM – which we later called **business model dimensions**. This work was published in his PhD Dissertation “Rethinking it All: Overcoming Obstacles to Business Model Innovation” (Taran 2011) and later on in the paper “A business model
Pictures 1.9, 1.10 and 1.11  Participants listening to speakers at the ICI opening in Silicon Valley, USA.

Pictures 1.12 and 1.13  Special guest speakers Professor Larry Leifer of Stanford Mechanical Engineering, Member of Bio-X and Affiliate of Stanford Woods Institute for the Environment, CA, USA, and Professor Woody Powell, of Stanford University Center on Philanthropy and Civil Society, CA, USA speaking at the ICI opening in Silicon Valley.
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Picture 1.14  Rebecca Hwang, Head of Development at YouNoodle.com, speaking at the ICI opening at Stanford University Faculty Club.

Pictures 1.15 and 1.16  Professor Jeffrey Schnapp of Humanity Lab, Stanford University, Henrik Bennetsen, Head of Research, Humanity Lab, Stanford University and Joachim Krebs, Chief Technologist at YouNoodle.com with the company’s Head of Development Rebecca Hwang at the ICI opening at Silicon Valley.

innovation typology” (Taran et al. 2015). Yariv Taran also contributed to our first work on risk related to BMI and how to classify this risk. He proposed a framework covering complexity, radicality and reach, which we will comment on later in this book’s Part 1 and Part 2.

Ailin Mazura Abdullah contributed to the first work on business model innovation leadership (BMIL) (Abdullah and Lindgren 2008; Lindgren and Abdullah 2013), especially covering the difference between BMIL and business model innovation management (BMIM).
Pictures 1.17 and 1.18  Martha Russell, Executive Director of mediaX at Stanford University and Senior Research Scholar with the Human Sciences Technology Advanced Research Institute at Stanford, and Professor Keith Devlin, co-founder and Executive Director of the university’s H-STAR institute, co-founder of the Stanford mediaX research network and Senior Researcher at CSLI, speakers at the ICI opening in Silicon Valley.

Picture 1.19  ICI Research Team 2008 – Professor Peter Lindgren, Associate Professor Yariv Taran, Research Fellow Ailin Mazura Abdullah, Associate Professor René Chester Goduscheit, Research Fellow and Consultant Jacob Hoi Jørgensen, Research Fellow Subria Clemmensen, Research Fellow Kristin Falck Saghaug and Assistant Professor Jacob Ravn.

Subria Clemmensen in her very first work contributed to the concept of Green Business Models (Lindgren and Clemmensen 2008) and the earliest ICI research on sustainable business models.

Associate Professor René Chester Goduscheit commenced the research group’s first work on network-based business model innovation, focusing on the basics of how businesses can lead a business model innovation project in an inter-organizational network. He contributed to the research group’s earliest work on networks and how to define a network.
Jacob Høj Jørgensen contributed to our first work on customer innovation leadership and the difference between customers and users in business model innovation. He also contributed to seeing the value proposition of a business model (products, services and processes) from both the user’s and customer’s viewpoint. This work laid the first foundation for the business model panorama view.

Assistant Professor Jacob Ravn contributed to business models operating at the bottom of the pyramid (BOP); in other words business models operating in a BMES where users or customers have no money or very small amounts of money (Ravn et al. 2009, 2010; Rayn 2012). Jacob Ravn, together with Martin Kroghstrup, also contributed to research on network-based business model innovation targeting the BOP market.

Kristin Falck Saghaug contributed to the work on competence – specifically the human resource part of the BM and the values of the human related to BMI. She published her PhD dissertation at the Faculty of Engineering at Aalborg University combining theology and business model innovation (Saghaug 2015) and made several contributions on the release of intellectual capital (IC) in BMI (Lindgren, Rasmussen and Saghaug 2013). Further, she contributed to BMIL related to how to release knowledge from SME businesses involved in BMI and to a deep research study on BMI related to the Blue Ocean Strategy approach (Lindgren, Saghaug and Clemmensen 2009, 2010). She also made a very important contribution on difference related to IC and BMI (Saghaug and Lindgren 2010).

Rasmus Joensen worked with the establishment of the ICI and the ICI platform, enabling businesses in Northern Denmark to develop and implement new global business models. His own business became one of the first partners in the project.

Rasmus Jørgensen contributed to a deeper understanding of the BMI model related to previous innovation models (Lindgren, Jørgensen et al. 2011). His work, together with his stay in Stanford University and the Innovation Center Denmark, made it much clearer to us how an innovation model for business models differs from other innovation models. His work laid the ground for proposing a sixth generation of business model innovation models (Lindgren, Jørgensen et al. 2011). Together with Kristin Margrethe and Yariv Taran we proposed and worked with new generations and ideas about BMI models. In this context Kristin Saghaug did a very valuable study on 36 women-owned businesses in Scandinavia (Norway, Sweden and Denmark) in the EU-funded project “Women in Business” (WIB 2013). This led to a new BMI process model which we will comment on in more detail later in the book.
Several businesses and not least the Region North Jutland valued this initial work on BMI. These businesses were invited in and to participate in the ICI Lab which later on laid the ground for the concept of the Multi Business Model Innovation Lab.

1.2 The Multi Business Model Innovation Lab

ICI hosted a first prototype of a Business Model Innovation Lab, where 11 network-based business model innovation projects were created and brought to their business model ecosystems in 2008–2013. All projects were based on minimum of five businesses from very different competence fields and included several researchers. Funding was given to the businesses to innovate their business models, but it could only be used to buy knowledge – not equipment, buildings or administrative help.

Provital, Assess2innovation, Skywatch, Space Creator, Mobile Tracking, SAFE and Cspot were some of the business models, who were established on the ICI platform. Comspace, Gabriel, COWI, Jydsk Løfteteknik, Skagen Beton, Hanstholm Havneforum, Skov A/S, Dolle A/S, Tankegangen, Skagen Foods, Acula, Aikon and many more valued the research and collaboration with ICI. All of the “new business models” were – when accepted – motivated to enter the ICI Business Model Innovation Lab as seen in a sketch model in Figure 1.2.

![Figure 1.2 A sketch of the ICI Business Model Innovation Lab.](image-url)
In 2010 ICI opened a new collaboration with Stanford Peace Innovation Lab around business models and BMI on behalf of peace. The Obel Fund supported this initiative and B. J. Fogg, Mark Nelson and Margarita Quidis were central to this work, together with Professor Morten Karnøe Søndergaard, Aalborg University as seen in Pictures 1.20, 1.21 and 1.22.

This began a new focus on and contribution to our business model research in ICI, concentrating on values of business models other than money. This work, together with the Neffics (Neffics 2012) BMI case study of the HSDJ Children’s Hospital in Barcelona, Spain owned by 1,200 monks, laid the ground for the change of one of the names of the seven dimensions in the Business Model Cube. The term “value formula” instead of previously just profit formula was chosen. It became very clear to the researchers that BMs focused and established on other values than money were existing and very highly important to understanding the game of business and multi business model innovation in the future.

At the research stay at Stanford University the interest of persuasive technologies (Fogg and Kaufmann 2003) and persuasive business models (Lindgren, Søndergaard et al. 2013) also commenced. Professor Morten Karnøe Søndergaard, Niels Einar Veirum and Katharina Wopulus contributed tremendously to the research and development in this field (Lindgren, Søndergaard et al. 2013). This research laid the vision for MBIT to be able in the future to create and study persuasive business models.

Parallel to the establishment of ICI, a new Center for Tele Infrastructure (CTIF) had been established, led by Professor Ramjee Prasad and his research team. CTIF focused on wireless and future wireless technologies, security
technologies and many more research fields related to these topics. Many more topics were added through the years that followed (see Figure 1.3).

We knew at that time that CTIF’s research and global partners (Figure 1.4) were doing world-class research and had access to some of the best businesses in the world (Huawei, Tata, Cisco, Nokia, Ericsson, Alcatel-Lucent, ETSI, IEEE, Princeton University, MIT and many more). It was a perfect network partner and match to ICI and to fulfill ICI’s vision and strategy. CTIF had the technology and technology research. ICI was researching and developing the business model research needed and valuable for the technology.
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CTIF Denmark (Aalborg and Copenhagen) January 29, 2004 and March 11, 2008

CTIF Global Members

CTIF Italy (Rome) September 28, 2006

CTIF India (Mumbai / Kolkata) December 1, 2007

CTIF Japan (Yokosuka Research Park, YRP) October 3, 2008

CTIF USA (Princeton) April 26, 2011

CTIF South East Europe (Montenegro, Croatia, Romania, Macedonia, Bulgaria, and Greece) November 9, 2012

The Netherlands
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Bangladesh

Sweden
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South Korea

China

Australia
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South Africa
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Figure 1.4 CTIF’s global partners 2016.
CTIF became highly valuable to our business model research from the very first moment. In 2006, when ICI was invited to join CTIF and later made me responsible for its thematic area of Multimedia, Applications and Services we became even closer network partners.

1.3 The Establishment of the Multi Business Model Innovation and Technology (MBIT) Research Group

In 2011, when I was still working as a guest researcher at Stanford University, I took a very tough decision. I decided to leave ICI and wrote a letter to its board to announce that I would leave my post as head of the ICI research centre. I took this decision because for a long time I had felt that the rest of the management of ICI was not following the vision and strategy we originally had agreed upon, or fulfilling the promises we had given to our supporting network partners and not least our funders – EU, Ministry of Economics and Region North Jutland.

A midterm evaluation report had showed that we were on track but our new 2013–2017 strategy for ICI was not accepted in November 2010 by the board of ICI and the University of Aalborg in particular. I deeply felt that ICI was taking a direction that was not in line with its original idea, aim and application. Most important, I felt that our research on BMI was not ambitious enough to become world class and I feared that it would fall back if we could not realize our 2013–2017 proposed strategy.

So in February 2011 I left ICI and began to think of a way to realize the proposed strategy that we had had for “the ICI business”. I began this journey by preparing and configuring a new research group with my old master and PhD Supervisor Associate Professor Kim Bohn, Aalborg University (Picture 1.24). Post Doc Ole Horn Rasmussen (Picture 1.23) and some master’s students at the Institute of Mechanical Engineering at Aalborg University joined us very soon afterwards and in 2012 we could finally found the Multi Business Model Innovation and Technology (MBIT) research group, based on the original proposed strategy for ICI but with a different set-up.

Ole Horn Rasmussen contributed in this time period to the work on the BM Cube and the relations of BMs – specifically the concept of the relations axiom as a tool and framework to map the relations between BMs (Rasmussen and Lindgren 2015). Further, he contributed to the theoretical verification of the BM Cube, the relation axiom and the concept of the BMES. His work on the reverse butterfly model laid the theoretical ground for the connection between the BM and the BMES (Rasmussen and Lindgren 2016a).
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In spring 2013 Associate Professor Annabeth Aagaard and I began to work out how to realize the MBIT strategy (MBIT 2014) and proposed this to Aarhus University – Head of Aarhus University B-tech Professor Michael Goodsite (Picture 1.25) and Head of Department of Engineering Professor Thomas Toftegaard (Picture 1.26) – in summer 2013.

After some adjustments and negotiation, the new MBIT strategy 2014–2020 was accepted by Aarhus University and Associate Professor Anna Beth Aagaard and I were hired at the University of Aarhus – Department of Business Development and Technology – under our new Head of Aarhus University B-tech Jacob Eskildsen (Picture 1.27).

Two MBIT labs were initially established in Aarhus University – one in B-tech Herning (Picture 1.28), and one in the Science and Technology Navitas Building (Picture 1.29).
This was not a new idea. It had already been initiated by researchers at ICI under research assistant Gert Spender who drew up a sketch model of a MBIT lab that could be replicated to as many places as needed, both physically and digitally (see Figure 1.5).

The inspiration was very much taken from the Stanford University Clark Center (Pictures 1.30 to 1.34).

Here young students, researchers and business people meet in a building or place where they innovate future business and technology. What inspired me very much during my stay and several visits was the Clark Center’s concept – built around people meeting at the restaurants and cafes at the floor level, with plenty of meeting rooms and spaces to talk and eat together, and food and drink from all over the world. The research labs are just nearby or on the next floor in a building, and here more detailed discussions and innovation
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Pictures 1.30, 1.31, 1.32, 1.33 and 1.34  Stanford University Clark Center.
can take place. The Clark Center is an open centre where everybody can walk in – researchers, business people, students... It is a perfect place for BMI – and research-based BMI.

1.4 The MBIT Strategy

The MBIT strategy was built with this inspiration and as a five-year strategy – 2014–2019. From the very first moment it was an open business model strategy (MBIT 2014), inspired by Professor Henry Chesbrough’s ideas and concepts, with a vision to move the MBIT Lab out in the open space – to where the BMI projects were actually happening and really taking place.

The MBIT strategy aims:

– To create a world-class interdisciplinary research centre for MBIT.
– To become an increasingly attractive research project partner for local, regional, national and international businesses, institutes and universities.
– To contribute to the engineering study programmes at B-tech (primarily at master’s level, but also at bachelor’s degree level) through research-based teaching and by profiling the programmes to the local business and educational communities.
– To support businesses of any kind with business model innovation and business model innovation technology, solutions and tools.
– To create a vibrant talent development environment for students at PhD level and at the final stage of the MSc in Engineering study programme.

The MBIT qualitative objectives and interests were formulated in 2013 within three areas:

1.4.1 Research

MBIT pursues and publishes research in the area of engineering and engineering management as consisting of network-based and integrated businesses and their business engineering design methodologies, which include:

– Business engineering operations frameworks
– Business technological artefacts
– Multi business model and innovation systems
– Business model information systems
– Business model information technology
– Multi business model modelling
– Entre-, intra- and interpreneurship
– Strategic multi business model innovation
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– Sustainable business models
– Data-driven business models

1.4.2 Education

– MBIT contributes to the engineering study programmes at Aarhus University – B-tech, and in particular, to the research base underpinning the MSc in Engineering study programme (cand.polyt.)

1.4.3 Business

– MBIT aims to build bridges between technology and business. MBIT aims to bridges businesses of all kinds (private, public, NGO...) in means of business development, business development technologies, and entre-, intra- and interpreneurship as well as strategic business model innovation.

To pursue these themes, MBIT aims at executing research-based BMI activities such as:

– Combining business models and related big data from experiments with (applied) science to understand the processes in scientific and engineering business model challenges and problems
– Designing science research, i.e. understanding, analysing and systematizing frameworks as well as strategic approaches to determine the design and combination of business model innovation
– Mapping analytical tools to understand business models and business model innovation in businesses and in different business model ecosystems from a business innovation perspective, e.g. technological business model innovation as a prerequisite for integration and efficiency of business models, or business model competences and capabilities as enablers for different multi business model configurations
– Applying an open approach to technology, engineering and business model innovation in the context of changes and supporting diversity by combining ‘as-is’ and ‘to-be’ business models, businesses and business model ecosystems into new opportunities
– Applying business model innovation leadership and management processes with a particular focus on business model innovation leadership, strategic leadership of business model innovation and operations processes. This particularly supports complex and changing business models and business model ecosystems related to businesses and business model innovation
– Ensuring the involvement of technological and engineering aspects in concrete business model design implementation and operation of business model solutions
– Ensuring entre-, intra- and interpreneurship in business innovation
– Ensuring execution, monitoring, control, evaluation and adjustment of business model innovation

The quantitative objectives can be seen in the MBIT Strategy document (MBIT 2014).

From the very beginning, the MBIT research group has invited master’s degree and PhD students to participate in MBIT research activities and projects. The model for MBIT research was sketched out from the very first draft of the strategy, as shown in Figure 1.6.

The MBIT Research Lab approach aimed at taking in different research projects within the field of MBIT’s research area and attracting different competences from different faculties – art, science and technology, business, social science and health – either internally from Aarhus University or from other universities or knowledge institutions. The approach in MBIT was to work with networks of businesses – seldom one business alone – because there is and was a strong belief in MBIT Research Group that future BMs will be created in networks of different competences. This idea and concept of BMI was not new but inspired by the Newgibm (Lindgren 2011) approach that we worked with back in 2005–2007 (Figure 1.7).
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Figure 1.6 The MBIT Research Lab approach.
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The very difficult task for the MBIT Lab is to make it possible for researchers from all competence and knowledge fields to study the BMI projects together and be willing to do this independent of their background and competences. However, this is one of the core competences that we want to build in the MBIT research centre and the MBIT Lab. Today – August 2017 – we have gathered a team containing a wide range of MBIT researchers (Picture 1.35).

All researchers’ interest and research areas could be found at the MBIT website (MBIT 2014). The MBIT research group has visiting researchers continuously at the lab and about 10–12 master’s students working with the group.

The next difficult part was to make MBIT Lab independent of place. Our vision was to have MBIT Lab “move” to the place where the BMI project was taking place – either this was a physical, digital or a virtual place. We have come some way down this road, but have some way to go. This is our ambition to achieve in prototype in 2018.

Jesper Bandsholm, one of our first master’s students, participated in the MBIT Lab and in this context contributed to the study and test of the Bee Board and BMES in several empirical cases: amongst others The Green Lab
Skive case (Lindgren and Bandsholm 2016). This was done in a physical set-up inside and outside the MBIT Lab in Herning.

Signe Stagstrup Jensen, together with Associate Professor Jane Flarup, contributed to research on competence related to BMI (Flarup et al. 2016) in our search for “The DNA of BMI”. Signe and Jane studied the competence profiles of more than 400 master’s engineering students, trying to identify the DNA of BMI.

Morten Laulund and Mads Buur Sandfelt contributed to the community-centric business model ecosystem, especially digital BMES communities and their BMs.

Malene Rønnow contributed to the first experiments in the MBIT Lab on what was called “the B-lab” as a working title, a simulated BMI environment (Figures 1.8 to 1.10, Pictures 1.36 to 1.39). The aim of the research was to find the most optimal BMI environment and later optimize the BMI environment in the favour of optimizing the “production of BMs”.

Cosmina Radu, with Ambuj Kumar and Per Valter, continued this research with experiments rolling out and testing the B-lab from 2015 to 2017. The aim
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Figures 1.8, 1.9 and 1.10 Sketches of the B-lab.

was to have more than 25 B-labs in Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Bulgaria and Romania up and running by January 2018. Figure 1.11 shows a sketch of the roll out of B-labs by summer 2017.

PhD Fellow Troels Andersen currently researches and contributes to MBIT’s research on strategic multi business model innovation and PhD
Fellow Torben Cæsar Bjerrum researches and contributes on data-based business models for the MBIT research group. PhD Fellow Kristian Løbner researches and contributes on business model innovation leadership in incumbent project-based organizations for the MBIT research group. They are all expected to finish their PhDs before 2020.

1.5 Future of MBIT Research and Research Group

The MBIT research group was in August 2017 standing close to “the start of 2018”. We now had about 25 researchers in our team and had integrated Stanford Peace Innovation Lab and the CTIF Global Capsule into the lab and research group. 17 B-labs/cubes (Figure 1.11) were installed in Sweden and Denmark.
A new strategy for MBIT 2020–2025 was under construction already started to be formulated in 24th May 2017. A first draft of the new MBIT strategy was suposed to be presented at a two-day strategy workshop hosted by one of our partners in autumn 2017. Then Head of Department Anders Frederiksen called me the 18th of August 2017 to discuss a proposed change in the setup and strategy of MBIT. This I will comment on in the Part 2 of the book.

With this introduction, which answered some basic questions on why I am working with business models and the Multi Business Model Approach, I would like to thank all members of my research team, all partners and funders that have contributed and supported ICI and MBIT in making our strategies happen. It has not been an easy journey – or an easy business model(s) – to implement the BMES. Every day we had to work hard in the field between business, technology and research. Some would say it is “blood, sweat and tears” – but it was worth it. In fact, when I turn up in the new MBIT Lab I see the same smiles and enjoyment in my research team as I saw right from the beginning of ICI. Multi business model innovation is a mindset and a language – once you have touched and learned it you will never forget.

It’s like “being your business.”
That is what I discovered in my many travels to businesses around the world to research and gather cases. Those business and their employees that try hard every day to “be their business” are most often those who achieve the highest performance – either measured in money or other values, or both. Often it is the other values that make them wake up early in the morning and start working.

Chapter 1 ends with giving a big thanks to Junko Nakajima and her team at River Publishers for working with me on this book. Thanks to River Publishers – and Rajeev Prasad for letting me publish this work through your business.
The History of the Business Model

Peter Lindgren

Abstract

The chapter gives a historical review of the business model literature. The purpose of this chapter is to describe how different academics have thought about the business model (BM) through history. A very detailed story of the business model literature can be found in many of the sources referred to in the chapter.

Previous BM concepts and related academic ideas on what a BM looks like are compared.

2.1 Introduction to the Business Model Approach

The first discussion on BMs can be traced back to an academic article in 1957. However, the concept did not gain acceptance until the mid-1990s (Fielt 2011). In Figure 2.1 an overview is given of some of the important contributions and developments in BM literature since the mid-1990s.

The question “What is a BM?” has been raised, discussed and answered by many researchers in the last decade (Fielt 2011). Porter argued that a “definition of a BM is murky at best. Most often, it seems to refer to a loose conception of how a business does business and generates revenue” (2001, p. 73). Morris et al. (2003), after reviewing existing theory on business models during the late 1990s to 2003, concluded that a business’s potential creation of value cannot be explained from the BM model theory, and that “a general accepted definition has not yet emerged” (p. 8; see also Fielt 2011). However, Osterwalder et al. (2005) summed up academic work on BMs from the past 20 years, and stated that a definition of a BM broadly related to a blueprint of how an organization should conduct its business (Osterwalder et al. 2005). They further argue that a BM is a set of elements which can be referred to as building blocks that, by their interrelation, express the logic of how a business earns money (Osterwalder et al. 2005).

Many academics have, in the past, been widely recognized for their approach to the BM concept (Fielt 2011). Important to note is the distinction
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The Evolution of Business Model Literature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business Models</td>
<td>“shopping list” of components</td>
<td>(Afuah &amp; Tucci 2001), (Afuah &amp; Tucci 2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List Business Model</td>
<td>Components as building blocks</td>
<td>(Gordijn 2002), (Osterwalder et al., 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model components</td>
<td>Reference model and ontologies</td>
<td>(Weill &amp; Vial 2001), (Lindgren et al., 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Describe Business Model</td>
<td>Applications and conceptual</td>
<td>(Hammel 2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model components</td>
<td>tools</td>
<td>(Lindgren, 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apply business model</td>
<td>Definition and taxonomies</td>
<td>(Johnson, 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>concept</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Casadesus-Masanell, R. 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Define and classify</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Osterwalder, et al., 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multi business model</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Amit &amp; Zott 2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>concept</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Lindgren, 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Define and classify</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Afuah &amp; Tucci 2001), (Afuah &amp; Tucci 2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business model concept</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Gordijn 2002), (Osterwalder &amp; Pigneur 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ecosystem concept</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Lindgren, et al., 2011)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Inspired and developed on behalf of Osterwalder, Pigneur and Tucci 2004

• “Taxonomies” – which business models resemble each other?
• “Reference Models” – an abstract template for the development of more specific models in a given domain, and allows for comparison between comapring models
• Organized according to some underlying common building blocks.
• “Ontology’s” – seeks to describe or hypothesize basic categories relationships within the BM framework.
• “Applications” – BM’s are stories that describing how enterprises work.
• “Conceptual tools” – BM building blocks are both physical and conceptual elements (‘Meta-Model’).

Figure 2.1 The evolution of business model literature up to 2012.
2.2 The Background of the Business Model Approach

Today, the term “business model” is used every day by those in business and by business model academics. Even national governments (including the US government) and the European Commission use the term “business model”. The increased awareness of BMs (Casadesus-Masanell and Ricart 2010; between business (Abell 1980) and BMs, as a business is considered in our framework to have one or more BMs, i.e. the multi business model approach (Lindgren 2012). Furthermore, all BMs can be referred to either as “as-is” BM – already operating in the BMES – or “to-be” BM – being innovated or preparing to be introduced into the BMES (Lindgren 2012).

From its infancy until today, it can be documented that the BM concept has naturally evolved and changed in relation to the BM context (Zott et al. 2010). Globalization and the internet have increased businesses’ interdependency and today businesses are connected in physical, digital and virtual networks (Choi published in Turban 2003; Daft 2010; Peng 2010). Thereby, it is possible to utilize competences across businesses’ BM and BM boundaries in order to strengthen the BMI (Daft 2010; Lindgren 2012) of businesses. This tendency can be argued to have influenced the BM literature. For example Chesbrough (2007) suggests that BMs should be open (Open Business Model (OBM)), so that businesses can utilize the dimensions and components of BMs of other businesses within their own BMs.

It has been argued that until 2007 the BM literature primarily concerned closed BMs (CBMs), where BMs were bound to the focal business and thereby not open to other businesses (Lindgren 2011). The CBM argued by Chesbrough (2007) was not deemed to fit in the global business model ecosystem (BMES) (Lindgren 2016b), which requires openness and interfaces being able to comprehend interfacing with other businesses’ BMs. Chesbrough (2007) further claims that CBMs delimit the potential value and effective use of BMI. BMI refers to the reinvention of current BMs’ dimensions or creation of new dimensions in order to create advantages to the business. Thus, Chesbrough’s (2007) way of thinking of BMI, as being open, has become the foundation of the development of a new and open network-based BM innovation concept (see also Daft 2010; Lindgren 2011). BMs are becoming more dynamic in their construction and today’s BMs may easily be outdated tomorrow. Lindgren (2011) suggests that new BMs should serve as platforms for continuous BMI – and development of other BMs. Any business model is proposed as a platform for other BMs and BMI – and thereby the development of a multitude of BMs.
Teece 2010; Zott et al. 2010; Kremar 2011) have intensified the search for a generic business model language. However, with increased use of and research in BMs the fuzziness on how the BM really is constructed has increased even more.

The focus on being first with a generic and commonly accepted BM language has increased drastically in recent years (Taran 2009; Zott et al. 2010; Fielt 2011). The emphasis on the BM’s dimensions has been the topic of much academic work (Magretta 2002; Osterwalder and Pigneur 2002; Johnson et al. 2008; Chesbrough 2010; Kremar 2011; Osterwalder 2011). Many theorists have focused on the question of how many dimensions the BM really consists of. Some propose four, while others propose six, nine and twelve dimensions. This raises the question of how a business model is really constructed and whether we will ever be able to find the generic dimensions and construction of the BM. Further, can we distinguish one BM’s construction from another or are they really built around the same generic dimensions?

These questions imply the increasing importance of thoroughly knowing and finding the dimensions of the BM. They are also related to the question of when can we talk about a new BM and its incremental and/or radical changes (Peng 2010; Lindgren 2011), and whether that influences the generic construction of the BM.

The focus is therefore primarily on the dimensions and construction of any BM, although this is no longer deemed sufficient to cover the whole BM theory framework as it is just one focus of many – a fragmented part of the whole business model environment, research and discussion. Today, the focus of the BM seems to be changing towards a more holistic discussion, taking in the BM’s relations to other BMs and the BM’s Ecosystem – leaving the basic BM dimensions and constructions behind. The focus of the OBM (Chesbrough 2007; Daft 2010) and the innovation of BMs (Osterwalder 2011) seems to have taken nearly all research attention.

In an ever-changing and increasingly global competition, which according to Friedman (2007) is a result of the ongoing process of globalization and business model change, Chesbrough (2007) emphasizes the need for even more BMIs, including developing open and different businesses models. But how can a business follow this advice without knowing the basic construction of the BM? As the basis of any BM discussion we must begin by understanding, defining and testing the generic construction of the BM – what we could call the generic dimensions and questions of a BM, as shown in Table 2.1 as our proposal to these.

In Part 2 of the book we will take up some of the new evolutions and trends in academic business model and business model innovation literature.
2.2 The Background of the Business Model Approach

Table 2.1 The generic dimensions and questions of a BM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions in the BM (physical, digital and virtual)</th>
<th>Core questions related to BM dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value proposition/s (products, services and processes) that the business offers</td>
<td>What are our value propositions?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer/s and users (users, customers, target users and customers, market segments that the business serves – geographies as well as physical, digital, virtual)</td>
<td>Who do we serve?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value chain (internal) configuration</td>
<td>What value chain functions do we provide?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competences (assets, processes and activities, e.g. technologies, human resources, systems and culture) that translate business’s inputs into value for customers, users and networks (outputs)</td>
<td>What are our competences?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network: network and network partners (strategic partners, suppliers and others)</td>
<td>What are our networks?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relation/s (e.g. physical, digital and virtual relations, personal, tangible and intangible)</td>
<td>What are our relations?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value formula (profit formulae and other value formulae)</td>
<td>What are our value formulae?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract
The focus in this chapter is primarily on the dimensions and construction of the proposed frameworks of business models (BMs). BM frameworks have been a central part of the business model community’s research and discussion for many years. BM frameworks have been paid a great deal of attention in the academic business model community – however, nobody has found the generic BM framework or empirically proved one.

The BM Canvas by Alexander Osterwalder (Osterwalder 2011) is still the most well-known BM framework worldwide. But other frameworks have been proposed and new ones are emerging. In this chapter, I try to discuss some of the most well-known BM frameworks and bridge them to each other. The aim is to find BM constructions and dimensions that everybody seems to acknowledge. I also try to discuss and find those BM dimensions that distinguish BM frameworks from each other, overlap and point to dimensions that seems to be lacking.

3.1 Introduction
As the amount of literature concerning business models (BMs) has increased in recent years (Teece 2010; Zott et al. 2010; Kremar 2011) a definition and a generic framework – and some say a language – of the BM have been much needed. Nobody can explain why it is so difficult to find the generic framework – and why this search has been so long underway.

However, many can understand why academia in the business model community cannot agree. Of course it would be tremendously prestigious to be the father or mother of the BM language or framework.

However, contrary to how research in the healthcare and technology fields of science are carried out, many of the existing proposed BM frameworks and languages are not empirically tested. They are just BM framework concepts
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and languages that would doubly function if they ever were “implanted” to “the patient” – the business.

All this conceptualization has led to a large variety of definitions in scholarly and practical literature (Magretta 2002; Chesbrough 2007; Johnson et al. 2008; Osterwalder 2011; Gassmann et al. 2012). However, none empirically proves their own framework.

A commonly accepted generic language and framework of the BM, therefore, has been and is much needed. For many years it has been needed to embrace the opportunities but also the challenges of business models and business model innovation (BMI). A commonly accepted BM language would enable BM research to take one step towards becoming an accepted academic theory. In Table 3.1 we point to some of the advantages in having a commonly agreed upon BM language and framework.

3.2 Comparing Different BM Frameworks and Languages

In our study that began in 2006 in the ICI research group and continued later in the MBIT group, we began carefully “bridging” BM frameworks from different business model frameworks to each other as can be seen in Table 3.2.

In 2011 ICI had tried to “bridge” some of the most developed and acknowledged BM frameworks (Osterwalder’s Business Model Canvas (2011); Johnson, Christensen and Kagermann’s BM framework (2008); Chesbrough’s BM (2007); and many more models and frameworks) to the BM Cube concept.

This research work was carried out within the EU Horizon 2020 project – Neffics (Neffics 2012) and a part of the result is shown in more detail in Figure 3.1, for example the BM canvas framework model (Osterwalder 2011) and the Johnson et al. framework model (Johnson et al. 2008).

As a result of this work we found generic BM dimensions that most theorists seemed to acknowledge – in particular, that a BM has value propositions or value offerings, that a BM has customers, that a BM has key functions, processes or activities that it carries out and that it uses key resources or competences. In Table 3.3 we map those dimensions that we found were most agreed upon, were missing and that there was some confusion around.

In Chapter 4 we discuss why we added some dimensions to the BM that our research found were missing, especially users, relations, value chain functions (secondary functions), competences (technology, organizational systems, culture) and value formula (other values).

Based on our research we also discuss why we believe that some BM frameworks are too complicated, have overlapping dimensions and therefore
### 3.2 Comparing Different BM Frameworks and Languages

#### Table 3.1 Over all benefit categories of a common accepted and agreed upon BM language

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overall benefit categories</th>
<th>Benefits in detail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interoperability in BMI</td>
<td>- Ability of devices and BMs to work and innovate together relied on BMs complying with standard language of BM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support of government policies and legislation in BMI</td>
<td>- Standards, IPR and Patents of BMs could play e.g. a central role in the global and regional BMES policy. Standards, IPR and Patents are frequently referenced by regulators and legislators for protecting user and business interests, and to support government policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in interdisciplinary BMing across vertical and horizontal BMES</td>
<td>- Increase in interdisciplinary BMing across vertical and horizontal BMES due to possibility to “talk” together across BMES, Businesses, BM and thereby competences and background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in BMI Technology development</td>
<td>- Would provide a solid foundation upon which to innovate new BMI technologies, new learning and new knowledge on BM and BMI to enhance and advance existing BMI practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide economies of scale in BMI</td>
<td>- Would provide business to being able to “produce” and “innovate” “large bats” and invest in “mass production” of BM’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encourage BMI and more BMI</td>
<td>- Standards provides business with developing BMI further on behalf of standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase awareness of technical developments and initiatives within BMI and BMI technologies</td>
<td>- Provides platform for increasing awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User, Consumer, network and “things” choice of BM and BMI would be easier to adapt</td>
<td>- Would provide a greater variety of accessible BMs to consumers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety and reliability in BMI</td>
<td>- Would help ensure safety, reliability and business care. As a result, users, customers, network, competences and businesses in general would perceive standardized BM language as more dependable – this in turn would raise these stakeholders confidence, increasing sales and the take-up of new technologies and business models for BMI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advance BMI</td>
<td>- Would provide a solid foundation upon for research, learning and new knowledge on BM and BMI to enhance and advance existing BMI practices</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In essence, if a common or standard BM language – or a standard BM language – was accepted, present and agreed upon it would amongst others be possible to gain many benefits of BM and BMI.
## Table 3.2  Business model dimensions and components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Specific dimensions and components</th>
<th>Number of BM dimensions</th>
<th>Empirical support Y/N</th>
<th>E-commerce (E)/general (G)/other (O)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abell (1980)</td>
<td>Customer function, customer group, customer technology</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porter (1985)</td>
<td>Suppliers, buyers, competitors, new entrance, substitutes</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porter (1985)</td>
<td>Value chain activities – primary and support activities</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morris et al. (2003)</td>
<td>Value offering factors, market/customers factors, internal capabilities factors, competitive factors, economic factors, personal/investor factors</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Von Hippel (2005)</td>
<td>Users</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldman, Nagel and Price</td>
<td>Network, competitors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1995)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ververst et al. (2005)</td>
<td>Network</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prahalad and Hamel (2005)</td>
<td>Competences</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chesbrough (2007)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson et al. (2008)</td>
<td>Value, customers</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casadesus-Masanell and Ricart (2009)</td>
<td>Value creation, value delivery and value capturing</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casadesus-Masanell and Ricart (2010)</td>
<td>Value creation, value delivery and value capturing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
### Table 3.2 (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Specific dimensions and components</th>
<th>Number of BM dimensions</th>
<th>Empirical support Y/N</th>
<th>E-commerce (E)/general (G)/other (O)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zott, Amit and Massa (2010)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiel (2011)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindgren, Jørgensen et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Value proposition, customers, profit formula</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porter and Kramer (2011)</td>
<td>Values, customer, supplier</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gassmann et al. (2012)</td>
<td>Value creation, value delivery and value capturing. Adapted by the elements of a business model (Casadesus-Masanell and Ricart 2010).</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>E/G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindgren and Rasmussen (2013)</td>
<td>Value proposition, user/customers, value chain functions, competences, network, value formula, relations</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baden-Fuller (2015)</td>
<td>“Who is the customer?”, “What is the value created for that customer in his or her interaction with the firm?” “How is that value to be monetized (directly or indirectly)” (see Teece 2010; Baden-Fuller and Haefliger 2013; Baden-Fuller and Mangematin 2013).</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 3.1 Comparing three business model frameworks to the business model cube dimensions.
### Table 3.3  Business model dimensions agreed upon, missing or not defined clearly

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BM dimension/s</th>
<th>Agreed upon</th>
<th>Missing</th>
<th>Confusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value proposition</td>
<td>Products</td>
<td>Several BM frameworks miss the service and process of the value proposition (process of product and services offered). Several miss digital and virtual value propositions and do not consider the integration of physical, digital and virtual value proposition.</td>
<td>Some BM frameworks talk about values of a BM as a core value of the business but this is not equal to the value proposed to the user or customer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users and customers</td>
<td>Most frameworks have customers</td>
<td>Hardly any frameworks consider users as a part of the BMs or relevant to the BMs.</td>
<td>Some BM frameworks talk about activities or value chain functions as related to a value chain of suppliers, manufactures and customers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value chain functions</td>
<td>Most frameworks include activities to be carried out</td>
<td>Most frameworks lack the focus on primary and secondary functions or activities to be carried out.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competence and capability</td>
<td></td>
<td>Most BM frameworks do not cover the organizational systems and culture of BMs</td>
<td>Network partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Relations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Revenue stream, cost structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value formula</td>
<td>Most BM frameworks cover profit formula</td>
<td>Many BM frameworks do not include profit formula and most BM frameworks do not consider other values than money.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;As-is&quot; and &quot;to-be&quot; BMs</td>
<td>Most BMs' frameworks work with the operating BM</td>
<td>Most BM frameworks do not operate with &quot;to-be&quot; BMs. Most BM frameworks work with &quot;to-be&quot; BMs on an ideation and conceptualization basis but do not consider how to prototype and implement these.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
need to merge some dimensions. We found that some BM frameworks had BM dimensions that were overlapping – e.g. in Osterwalder’s framework we believe cost structure and revenue stream could with advantage be merged to one BM dimension (Taran 2011). According to other academic frameworks, a profit formula explains very well a BM’s calculation method to ascertain price and costs. Further, we found that it is not the revenue stream and the cost structure that are essential for the BM to operate – it is “the calculation formula” that is vital.

In our research we also found that some dimensions proposed in different frameworks had to be taken out because they were not vital for an operating BM. We found that they were not really present and not really necessary to operate a BM or allow a BM to operate. This is probably due to the fact that our approach was very much focused on the micro dimensions and components of the BM and that we left the macro dimensions to the BMES. Therefore, we left out environmental and corporate social responsibility; further, we took out strategy, as we relate this to BMI and especially the “sensing” part of BMI.

We comment on those dimensions and terms that we found were confusing or not clearly defined. Cost structure and revenue stream are, for example, more a result of an analysis of costs and revenue but not really something that is vital for a BM to operate. A BM can have a certain cost structure but that does not mean that it will operate, or not operate. We relate this to the Ryanair BM example. Everybody knows that it is impossible cost structure-wise to fly a passenger from London to Athens for one euro. This does not mean that the BM is not operating and cannot operate. In fact it does. In other words the “BEE” or the BM “flies”, but seen from a cost structure and revenue stream perspective it should not even be able to “take off”.

We tried further to leave out words and classification of dimensions and components such as “partner”, “target” and “key” in our framework. We found that these words are confusing and signal a strategy decision or classification that when one studies the BM carefully might not have anything to do with what and how the BM is really operating. A business might have a key partner or a target customer, but in fact the BM does not or may not even involve these in its BM operation.

We acknowledge the latest development of BM frameworks – the process BM view (Casadesus-Masanell and Ricart 2010). However, we relate the process view to the BMI process and, further, to the value proposition process that all business and business models must take into consideration. We very much agree that BMI and businesses in the future must focus more on the process view – and leave, for example, the focus of a product and service. It is the value proposition process, for instance, that is important and critical to the
customer, the network and even the employee. However, we have augmented the process view (Casadesus-Masanell and Ricart 2010) with the receiving and consumption parts, so it includes and completes the total value process for a BM:

Create – Capture – Deliver – Receive – Consume

If a BM cannot ensure, or a business is not aware of, the entire value process for a BM then the BM will not work as intended and the value proposition will maybe never reach and be consumed by the customer. Further, the BM will not receive any value back from, for example, the customer, and the BM process will thereby not be fulfilled – which is critical for the BM and also to classify a sale as finalized (Kotler 2004). Kotler says in that case there is no market and no business. In Picture 3.1 we show how the full value circle can look in a very simple BM context. Value created, captured, delivered, received and consumed.

In this case example the buyer receives value in the form of a product and the seller receives value in form of money. We will discuss this further in the following chapters because this may be too simple a way to consider and work with BM theory.

The result of our long research work, with numerous BM cases and businesses, resulted in the proposal of a generic BM framework that we called “The Business Model Cube”. We explore this in Chapter 4.
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The Business Model Cube

Peter Lindgren and Ole Horn Rasmussen

Abstract

The Business Model Cube was developed as an output of the work mentioned in Chapters 1 to 3 and several years of BM research and empirical BM cube testing. Several researchers contributed to the formation and verification of the BM Cube and its related dimensions and components. Associate Professor Yariv Taran, in particular, contributed to the hypothetical concept of the BM with seven dimensions. Sigitas Pleikys contributed to the cube framework and digital visualization of the BM Cube (Figure 4.1).

Ole Horn Rasmussen contributed to the relations axiom framework, which will be covered in detail in Chapter 7. This chapter explains in detail the arguments of how and why the BM Cube could be a proposal for a generic BM framework and BM language. Further, it shows case examples of the use of the BM Cube in the different businesses we have studied.

4.1 Dimensions, Concepts and Language of a Business Model

The term “business” has been defined by reputed academics from several viewpoints and dimensions. Abell (1980) defined a business by just three dimensions – customer functions (what) (values); customer groups (who) (customers); and customer technology (how) (production technologies and process technologies) (Figure 4.2).

So, interestingly, Abell had already indicated in 1980 a cube which formed the “borders” of a business – in three dimensions, however Porter (1985) argued that a business should be defined by its suppliers, buyers (customers) and value chain activities. Hamel and Prahalad (1994) argued that a business could be defined by its competences and its core competences. Vervest et al. (2005) argued that a business could be defined by its network and how it organized its business together with network partners, and Johnson
The Business Model Cube

1. Value proposition
   Description
   Product
   Services
   Processes
   Physical
   Digital
   Virtual
   What do we provide?

2. Customer
   Description
   Customer
   B2C, B2B
   Customers (physical, digital, virtual)
   Chains of customers
   Who do we serve?

3. Value chain (internal)
   Description
   Value chain according to description from M. Porter with all the primary and secondary functions
   How do we provide it?

4. Competences
   Description
   Competences
   Core competences
   What are our competences?

5. Networks
   Description
   Networks (physical, digital and virtual)
   What is our network?

6. Relations
   Description
   Relations (physical, digital and virtual)
   What are our relations?

7. Profit formula
   Description
   Turnover - cost = profit
   Transaction cost economic model
   Resource-based economic model
   How do we make money and business value?

Figure 4.1 Sigitas Pleikys’ first sketch of the BM Cube for our research work (Pleikys 2012).
et al. (2008) defined the business as how it created value to the customer. Håkansson (1980; see also Amidon 2008; Allee and Schwabe 2011; Russell 2011) defined the business by its relations. Profit maximization has been the central assumption in business and managerial economics (Henry and Haynes 1978) and the reason for the stress on profits has been that it is the one pervasive objective running through all businesses; other objectives, according to Henry and Haynes, have been more a matter of personal taste or of social conditioning and were variable from business to business, society to society, and time to time. The survival of a business has until today very much been considered as depending upon its ability to earn profits, where profits have been the business measure of its success (Henry and Haynes 1978). Another reason for emphasizing profits is their convenience of analysis and because it is easy to construct formulae on the assumption of profit maximization. It has been much more difficult to build models based on multiplicity of value formulae, especially when these formulae are concerned with non-monetary factors as “fair”, the improvement of public relations and, for example, the maintenance of a customer’s satisfaction. However, other value formulae than profit formulae have become very popular these days to business – even more popular than profit – especially as a reaction to, for example, the financial crisis of 2008 and global warming.

From these acknowledged academic works, we found after five years' intense research in the ICI and MBIT research groups some generic dimensions that support the idea that any business could be defined by them.
More than 12 researchers were involved in this research in the 2007–2013 time period.

From this point of entry, we then tested our BM dimensions in more than 400 different businesses to verify empirically our hypotheses of the existence of what we found were seven dimensions of any BM. This resulted in the creation and capturing of the Business Model Cube and its seven dimensions.

4.2 Design/Methodology/Approach to the Business Model Cube

The methodology used and applied to verify and research on the BM Cube is structured firstly around deductive reasoning. First, a theoretical background of the BM Cube related to business model theory on each dimension of a BM is presented to provide a foundation for commonly accepted and acknowledged dimensions of a BM.

To verify the existence of the dimensions of the BM and the usability of the BM Cube, two business cases out of over 400 are used and presented in this chapter – Vlastuin and HSJD. To “stress test” the generic use of the BM Cube framework, the cases represent two very different test businesses with different BMs. Both cases are chosen to exemplify the concept of the BM Cube in the use of “to-be” and “as-is” BMs. “To-be” BMs are considered under construction – and perhaps lacking one or more of the seven dimensions – and “as-is” BMs are considered to be already operating in the market.

The information and data from the Vlastuin and HSJD cases were gathered through participative action research (Wadsworth 1998) carried out over three years in the EU FP 7 IOT project Neffics (Neffics 2012). Based on these cases, supplemented with other empirical cases and tests, a final definition of the BM Cube concept was formulated in 2011 and is now illustrated in this chapter, along with the detailed test and confirmation of the BM Cube that we also conducted. Appendix 1 shows which businesses the BM Cube has been empirically tested in. The BM Cube has also been functionally tested in cases with different uses on the Neffics BM software platform (Neffics 2012) together with the Dutch ICT provider Cordys (www.Cordys.NL – now www.OpenText.com), the Norwegian Software provider Induct (www.Induct.com) and the Dutch ICT provider VDMbee (www.VDMbee.com). The BM Cube, together with the VDML standard, was proposed in 2011 as an OMG standard (www.OMG.org) and was adopted as an OMG standard in 2013.
4.3 The Seven Dimensions of the Business Model Cube

4.3.1 Value Proposition Dimension

All the business models we checked in our research (Appendix 1) acknowledge that any business offers or proposes values. We define these firstly as the value proposition offered to the customers or users. This can be in the form of products, services and/or processes of services and products. Values are offered by the business as related to the customer functions that the business offers to solve for the customer (Abell 1980). Customer values can be: products – a light bubble; services – an installation of a lamp or solutions to the specific lighting of a building; or a value proposition process – a specific process consisting of lamps, installation and lighting through a certain time period delivered in a certain process to the customer. Kotler (1984) supports this argument by expressing that any business delivers or offers values in the form of products and/or services and/or process. (See also Magretta 2002; Osterwalder et al. 2005; Chesbrough 2007; Johnson et al. 2008; Casadesus-Masanell and Ricart 2010; Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010; Teece 2010; Zott et al. 2010; Osterwalder 2011.)

The literature of business process engineering (Davenport 1990; Hammer 1990) increases the value proposition dimension as it argues for a value proposition process. This is further supported by Chan and Mauborgne (2005) talking about a value proposition process before, during and after the carrying out of a certain value proposition exchange. A value proposition process thereby takes in the time aspect of any value proposition exchange and extends the value proposition offer from any business to more than just products and/or services.

4.3.2 Customers and/or User Dimension

All academic works and practitioners we consulted agree that business serves customers and/or users (Chapter 3; see also Appendix 2). “A successful business is one that has found a way to create value for its customers – that has found “a way” to help customers and/or to get an important job done” (Johnson et al. 2008). “It’s not possible to invent or reinvent a business model without first identifying a clear customer value proposition” (Johnson et al. 2008).

Here, we draw a distinction between customers and users. Customers pay with money – “there is no marked – Business – if the customers do not pay” (Kotler 1984), whereas users (von Hippel 2005) do not pay with anything or pay with other values.

Business model theory (see Chapters 2 and 3) until now has only considered the business model related to customers. However, as we will see later,
and as von Hippel argued, users can be highly valuable to business by “paying” with other values.

4.3.3 Value Chain Functions (Internal Part) Dimension

Any operating business has functions which are (Porter 1996; Sanchez 1996, 2000) able to “offer” value propositions and serve the customers and/or users with values. Most of the academic frameworks we checked acknowledge this but few are very concrete about which functions are involved and some have not even mentioned these.

A value chain function list could be adapted from Porter’s value chain framework (Porter 1985, 1996) including: primary functions – inbound logistics, operation, outbound logistics, marketing and sales, service; and support functions – procurement, human resource management, administration and finance infrastructure, business model innovation. We changed Porter’s product and technology development support function to a broader support function, which we call the business model innovation (BMI) function, as we believe that BMI covers Porter’s two support functions. The BMI function was not considered by Porter at the time he introduced the value chain model. Porter was, at that time, primarily focusing on products and the activities of the value chain. In Table 4.1 we propose a list of value chain functions (internal part) to be carried out in any BM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary functions</th>
<th>Support functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inbound logistics</td>
<td>Business model innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examples: quality control, receiving raw materials control, supply schedules</td>
<td>Examples: innovation on the seven BM dimensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operations</td>
<td>Administration, finance infrastructures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examples: manufacturing, packaging, production control, quality control, maintenance</td>
<td>Examples: legal accounting, financial management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outbound logistics</td>
<td>Human resource management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examples: finishing goods, order handling, dispatch, delivery invoicing</td>
<td>Examples: personnel, lay recruitment, training, staff planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales &amp; marketing</td>
<td>Procurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examples: customer management, order tracking, promotion, sales analysis, market research</td>
<td>Examples: supplier management, funding, subcontracting, specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Servicing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examples: warranty, maintenance, education and training upgrades</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3 The Seven Dimensions of the Business Model Cube

Any operating business needs to include some of these functions in some degree – which Porter refers to as activities that are carried out to enable a business to be able to fulfil its purpose, either executed by the business itself or carried out by others. The result of carrying out these functions is value added and/or fewer costs (Porter 1996) which can be proposed as value propositions.

Porter’s list was originally described as activities and developed on the background of an operating business. It was not in particular made for “to-be” businesses – entrepreneurs, new or changed businesses, or businesses that were in a “phase of BMI” before BMES introduction or made ready for operation. Our model acknowledges “as-is” activities but we find that it is necessary to include also the functions of a “to-be” BM that is not yet operating and still has activities.

4.3.4 Competences Dimension

Very few BM frameworks (See Chapter 3 and Appendix 2) comment on and address the questions: “How are the activities and functions carried out?” “Who takes care of the value chain functions?” and “By which competences are the value chain functions carried out?” According to Prahalad and Hamel (1990), competences can be divided into four groups – technology, human resources, organizational systems and culture. Technology according to the MIT approach covers product, production and process technologies, human resources cover the employees used in the business and its related business models, organizational systems and culture (Tillich 1951, 1990). The business can choose either to use own competences, network partners’ competences and even users/customers competences to carry out the value chain functions.

According to Prahalad and Hamel (1990), any business can have competences but only a few businesses would have core competences. Often it has been said that it is strategically preferable to protect, insource and control core competences within the business itself – and have value chain functions that are not core to the business and business model carried out by other competences, e.g. network partners’ competences.

4.3.5 Network Dimension

Håkansson argued that any business is in a network of other businesses and thereby “no business is an island” (Håkansson and Snehota 1990). Any business is a network-based business and these networks could be physical, digital and/or virtual (Goldman et al. 1995; Child and Faulkner 1998; Hamel 2001; Choi 2003; Vervest et al. 2005; Lindgren 2011). Very few of the BM frameworks mention networks; however, historically networks have been more
important and visible in the latest 10 years of BM research. Increasing numbers of businesses have chosen to outsource the handling and responsibility of taking care of specific value chain functions. Network partners have in this case been increasingly important in many businesses’ business models.

4.3.6 Relation Dimension

Businesses’ business models are related through tangible and intangible relations (Provan 1983, Provan et al. 2007, Provan and Kenis 2008; Allee and Schwabe 2011) to other businesses’ customers, competences and networks (Håkansson and Snehota 1990; Amidon 2008; Russell 2012). Businesses’ BMs are related through strong and weak ties (Granovetter 1973) Businesses’ BMs send value propositions to other businesses’ BMs through relations and receive value propositions from other businesses’ BMs through relations. Relations can be one to one or one to many, visible or invisible to humans or machines (Lindgren 2012).

Tangible and intangible relations are used in the business to deliver values (Allee and Schwabe 2011). Businesses relate their value proposition, users/customers, value chain functions, competences, network and value formulas through relations. Relations are used for creating, capturing, delivering, receiving and consuming values. Value propositions are sent through tangible and intangible relations to users, customers, competences and network. Relations are connected to roles (Allee and Schwabe 2011) played by users, customers, competences and/or network partners.

Very few BM frameworks (Chapter 3 and Appendix 2) include relations. Osterwalder (2011) acknowledges customer relations as the business is related to customers but seems to forget relations to suppliers and other stakeholders in the BM. Only very few (Casadesus-Masanell and Ricart 2010; Allee and Schwabe 2011) go into visualizing and documenting value transfers through relations in the BM. We found in our empirical tests that a BM without relations between the other BM dimensions will never be able to operate and become an “as-is” BM. We also found that relations that are not “connected”, independently of whether they are tangible or intangible, cannot transfer values from one BM dimension to another.

4.3.7 Value Formula Dimension

In our empirical tests and research, we found that any business uses some kind of a formula to calculate the value it offers to its own business or any BM in any BMES. Very few BM frameworks (Chapter 3 and Appendix 2) comment on this formula and those who do are quite vague about the formulae.
The value formula is a formula that shows how the value and the cost are calculated by the business (Henry and Haynes 1978; Kotler 1984; Porter 1985; Osterwalder 2002). The result of this calculation is a value formula expressed in money and/or other values. Henry talks about a profit maximization formula, Kotler talks about several pricing models, Porter discusses different competitive pricing formulae and Osterwalder (2011) expresses this in his BM framework as revenue and cost structure. Very few academics dealing with BM deal with how the business calculates the value they want to get out of the BM.

### 4.3.8 Business and Business Models

The seven dimensions mentioned above are equivalent to the overall model – the BM Cube – that we propose describes how any business model is constructed. The seven dimensions should be considered by any business that is interested in running its BM operations well.

However, we found in our research that there is a difference between the way businesses want to run their operations – seven visionary dimensions of a business – and how a business really runs its operations. By mapping empirical data from our business case studies to the seven dimensions, we found that most businesses have more than one business model. In other words, the businesses described via the seven dimensions are different to how these businesses actually run their BMs. Some of these BMs were close to their original description of the seven dimensions but others were different.

This attracted our attention to the fact that businesses could potentially have more business models and that there could exist a level beneath the business’s seven overall dimensions. We therefore address the importance of investigation of these business models and draw a distinction between a visionary model of a business and the models of business that are actually carried out (“as-is”) and that are intended to be carried out (“to-be”) in the business.

Most academics working with BMs have until now used the term “BM” at the business level and at the visionary level. Further, they use it to cover just one BM for any business, as seen in Table 4.2.

This observation, together with inspiration from Abell’s and Hamel’s original definitions and framework of “the core business” (Abell 1980) and “the core competence” (Hamel and Prahalad 1994) made us adapt the definition of “the core business model” as the BM model at a business level and business visionary level, which states how businesses related to the seven dimensions may wish to run their businesses. In this context we found on behalf of our research it was necessary to increase Abell’s dimensions from
### Table 4.2 Business model definition focal points

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>BM as framework</th>
<th>BM at business level</th>
<th>BM at business model level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abell (1980)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timmers (1998)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venkatraman and Henderson (1998)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selz (1999)</td>
<td></td>
<td>X?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stewart and Zhao (2000)</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linder and Cantrell (2000)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamel (2000)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petrovic et al. (2001)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weill and Vitale (2001)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magretta (2002)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amit and Zott (2001)</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malone et al. (2006)</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chesbrough (2007)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skarzynski and Gibson (2008)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson et al. (2008)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casadesus-Mansanell and Ricart (2010)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X (x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson (2010)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teece (2010)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zott et al. (2010, 2011)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fielt (2011)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindgren and Rasmussen (2013)</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gassmann (2014)</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Where X? appears, we had difficulties in placing the X, precisely due to a kind of fuzziness about what the authors really mean and focus on in their frameworks. Therefore, the placement of X? is our indication of where they should be or we, based on their descriptions, think they are placed.*

The core business model’s seven dimensions refer hereafter to:

How a business wants to construct and intends to operate its “main” and “essential” business related to the seven business model dimensions – value proposition, user and/or customers, value chain (internal functions), competence, network, relations and value formula.

The business model (BM) refers to:

How a certain BM in the business is constructed and actually operates – “as-is” BM – or is intended to be constructed – “to-be” BM – related to the seven dimensions: value proposition, user and/or customers, value chain (internal functions), competence, network, relations and value formula.
In other words, businesses most often have both “as-is” BMs and “to-be” BMs, which we will comment on in Chapter 5, which discusses the multi business model approach.

4.4 The BM Component Level

Each BM dimension can be divided into “smaller parts”, which we call components (Appendix 7). We will now exemplify the BM dimensions by explaining how each dimension in any BM can be and most often are constructed differently on the component level. We will show how they can be characterized on a BM component level. The level of detail of each dimension is up to the individual business to decide. Business can “dive” as deep in detail as it wishes; however, our research and theory show that examining components can give meaning and it is highly valuable to the business to go into detail. Businesses must be able to get value out of the details – the components – otherwise they will miss the overview and motivation of mapping their BMs.

4.4.1 The Value Proposition Dimension Component Level – “What Value Propositions Do the BM Provide?” (VP)

The definition of value (Alderson 1957; Drucker 1973; Anderson 1982; Albrecht 1992; Woodruff 1997; Anderson and Narus 1999; Doyle 2000; Lindgreen and Wynstra 2005; Wouters et al. 2005; Chan and Mauborgne 2005; Osterwalder et al. 2005) is manifold and its development since the 1950s during the “era of innovation” has been covered intensely in academia.

Value is key in understanding the value of a product, service, process and relationship offered. However, value proposition varies as it relates to different customers, because just as customers are different they are also satisfied by different values, whether it is from products, services, a relationship or a value fulfilment delivered in a process by products and services (Lindgren 2011). “Managers today continuously ask themselves: How can we understand customer’s value and how can we deliver ‘real’ value to customers in a cost efficient and profitable way?” (Johnson et al. 2008).

Figure 4.3 The value proposition dimension.
The customer’s value equation is often very complex to understand in detail because it is not static but dynamic over time (Lindgreen and Wynstra 2005). Therefore, value proposition has to be understood from:

- the perspective of both the business and the customer and/or user the value is delivered to
- the context the value is delivered in
- the time the value is delivered
- the place the value is delivered
- the relations the value is delivered through

Value can be said to be closely connected to the concept of “total value and cost to the customer” (Wouters et al. 2005). In this case, staying at the point of entry to a trade or a value proposition process is strongly related to the customer’s total perceived value and total perceived cost related to the products, services or process. This is why it is incredibly difficult as a business to measure and read the values and cost of a customer, and to decide the degree of attractiveness of a value – or whether a value is judged high or low related to a trade or a process. In this chapter, we focus on what the business – or business model – believes it offers related to value: the business viewpoint (Lindgren 2011). However, we acknowledge that there are also other views of a value proposition.

The solution to classifying value propositions taken by many businesses is to offer different value propositions to different customers, which argues that a value proposition offered by a business is often different for each customer, context, time and place.

Payne and Holt (1999) outline four types of values.

1. **Use values** – the properties and qualities which accomplish a use, work or service for the customer
2. **Esteem value** – the properties, features or attractiveness which cause the customer to want to own the product and service
3. **Cost value** – the sum of labour, materials and various other costs required to produce a product or service for the customer
4. **Exchange value** – the properties or qualities of a product or service, which enable exchanging it for something else that the customer wants

We found that this list of types of values had to be complemented by an overall dimension of work time vs. life time (Fogh Kirkeby 2003). Time as the factor that defines customers’ personal or business values of the, for example, trade or process is related to an overall lifetime value and describes the sum of actions taken in order to find work life-fulfilling and transcend oneself, a value
often seen as the driver of projects, art etc. (Tillich 1951; Austin and Devlin 2003; Sandberg 2007).

Value also has to be measured **before, during and after** value exchange has taken place (Kim and Mauborgne 2005). This means that a customer could trade or collaborate on the value from a product and service that comes out of the trade (Kotler 1984; Ziethaml 1988; Doyle 2000) but also from the value of the relationship (Reichheld 1993; Lindgreen and Wynstra 2005). The creation, capturing, delivering, receiving and consumption of value through a relationship (Brodie, Brookes and Coviello 2000; Lindgreen, 2001; Coviello et al. 2002; Lindgreen, Antioco and Beverland 2003; Lindgren 2012) is the value equation of an inter-organizational collaboration project – a network-based BM. This is one important value and also an attraction factor, which could be in this case an innovation of a “to-be” business model. The value of this can be something other than money, e.g. learning. There is a list of non-monetary values in Appendix 3.

This is in line with research claiming that the value of the relationship, activity links, resource ties, and actor’s bonds (Håkansson, 1982; Axelsson and Easton 1992; Håkansson and Snehota 1995; Ford 2001; Ford et al. 2002; Ford et al. 2003) can be even more important than the value of the product or service. The value of the relationship is both an input and an output of the business model innovation process, which supports the argument that value is not static but dynamic.

As values are created, captured, delivered, received and consumed in a value process; they are continuously undergoing change throughout the business model innovation process or the lifetime of values. Values of relationship can be related directly (e.g. profit, volume and safeguard functions) and also indirectly (e.g. innovation, market, scout and access functions). The value functions (Walter et al. 2001) can further be of a low- and/or high-performing character (Lindgreen and Wynstra 2005) which is often up to the customer’s judgement and to influence the degree of this value. Kim and Maubourgne express this in their strategic value map (see Appendix 4). However, their value map is just seen from the business viewpoint and not from the customers’ or other viewpoints (e.g. network, value chain function, competence, relation and process viewpoint) (Lindgren 2011).

The value of a customer should also be understood as perceived value – benefits and cost (Woodruff 1997; Walter et al. 2001; Lindgren and Dreisler 2002), which means that the real value of a product, service and/or a process can in some cases be neglected in favour of a higher or lower perceived value of a product, service or process. Furthermore, perceived value should not just be related only to the individual customer but also to other individuals as
customers, users (von Hippel 2005), competences (technology, humans, organizational systems and culture) and network (suppliers or other networks) in the business model interpretation of the product, service and/or process (Blois 2004). Therefore, it is the user’s, customer’s, competence’s or network’s interpretation of “value” that is important and not just what the business and its stakeholders (investors, the market, the business, the innovation leader) “think” ought to be or are the values – that is the real value proposition of the BM. In Part 2 we will comment on these different views of value – referring to the BM panorama view.

It is therefore important when analysing and understanding a product, service and/or process value, to analyse all stakeholders and both values and perceived values. Furthermore, it is important to analyse values and perceived values over time, during the trade or inter-organizational collaborative process, as both values and perceived values are dynamic and will therefore by definition always change throughout the entire value process and thereby over time. Today no business model framework has managed to cover and capture value change over time.

Values can be tangible and/or intangible. “Tangible” describes something you can see, touch or feel and others can get a full view of these components. Intangible values you cannot see, touch or feel physically. Sometimes, however, you clearly understand that the intangible values exist and have an impact – maybe even more than the tangible values.

We make a distinction between tangible and intangible values and associated value objects. Tangible value objects have often a direct financial value, underpinned by an accepted financial marketplace for realizing the value.

A view of tangible and intangible values is inspired by Verna Allee’s framework (Allee 2008), which defines tangible values as deliverables to include anything that is contracted, mandated or expected by the recipient as part of the delivery of a product, service and/or process that directly generates revenue. Intangible value objects, as proposed by Allee, could be considered in three main groups:

- Intangibles where a financial market may be established but where the stability and absolute nature of the value may be questionable (such as intellectual property).
- Intangibles where a measure is established with a wide acceptance of the measurement approach (such as a carbon footprint).
- Intangibles where only a specific context is applicable with values very much related to that context.

Li et al. draw a comparison between tangibles and intangibles in relation to markets and contexts (Li et al. 2012). This enables us to include the
operation of social businesses/exchanges within this definition of tangibles and intangibles.

In summary, any business model may offer a value proposition, which can be offered as tangible and/or intangible value. Value proposition can be products, services and/or processes of product and services. Value propositions can be values of relations.

### 4.4.2 Customers and Users Dimension Component Level – “Who Does the BM Serve?” (CU)

Any business model that we researched talks about business models having customers. However, we found that many BMs do not have customers that pay for BMs’ value proposition, but are constructed around users, which provide the foundation for other BMs with customers. Facebook, Skype, LinkedIn, Twitter and Google are good examples of such business models. Ryanair, Uber, Airbnb are examples of business models where the customers do not pay the real costs of “production” of the BM’s value proposition. How can this be? And – how can and should we understand this from a sustainable business and “going concern” perspective?

Our research showed that BMs built upon users, when growing big in numbers of users, can attract and activate customers willing to buy – or pay for – value propositions in other BMs. Either users start to pay for better performance, advanced use, deeper content, for example, or other customers buy, for instance, promotion, because there are so many users in the BM. In these cases, the customers pay for other or different value propositions – or even a different BM – compared to the users. Stock buyers of the Facebook business could be an example. The customers, however, can play a double role also – at the same time being users of the value offering in the user-based BM. Stock buyers of the Facebook business are probably often also Facebook users. Thereby customers can play different roles in a BM and in different BMs. This complicates the “picture” of business models.

This is one of the arguments for the existence of more BMs (Lindgren 2012, Lindgren and Rasmussen 2013). In all businesses where our research
was carried out we found more BMs and that BMs were often interrelated and added value and influenced each other.

We therefore propose to distinguish between users and customers by defining users as not paying for the value proposition (Kotler 1984; Von Hippel 2005) while customers pay for the value proposition (Kotler 1984).

Users can, however, “pay” with other values, other value transfers and thereby contribute to development of very important values for other business models. These values could be learning for future BMI, development of critical user mass that would be attractive for other BMs, and change of general market context and direction. Needless to say there can be many other valuable contributions from user-based BMs to customer-based BMs (Appendix 3).

4.4.3 Value Chain Functions (Internal) Dimension Component Level – “What Value Chain Functions Do the BM Have?” (VC)

Any business model must carry out certain activities to produce the value proposition for the users and/or customers. A list of these activities was proposed by Michael Porter in his value chain framework (Porter 1985). Porter called these “functions” and proposed some primary functions and some secondary functions to be carried out by a value chain. A value chain was proposed by Porter to include one or all of these functions; however, if some functions were missing and not carried out, our research showed that this can stop the BM’s operations or that the BM will never come to operate in the business and the business model ecosystem (BMES).

Porter’s value chain framework was related to an operating BM. However, when businesses start to create a “to-be” BM there are really no active functions, just wishes and expectations of value chain functions the BM should carry out. Further, when we observe an operating business at a certain moment – in this case, we freeze the picture of a specific BM – we do not see “running” activities but just functions that are carried out (Appendix 5). Value chain functions in our BM framework represent the value chain functions that
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have to be carried out or are being carried out within the BM. We acknowledge that there are value chain functions outside the BM but in this chapter we only focus on the internal value chain functions of the BM.

4.4.4 Competence Dimension Component Level – “What are the BM’s Competences?” (C)

Any business models rely on and use competences, either from the focal business, from network partners or even from customers and users to carry out the value chain functions that create, capture, deliver, receive and consume the value propositions.

As we have seen, according to Prahalad and Hamel (1990) competences can be divided to four main categories: technologies, human resources, organizational systems and culture.

Technologies, according to (Sanchez 1996, 2000, 2001), are divided into:

1. Product and service technologies
2. Production technologies – both “product- and service-production technologies”
3. Process technologies – to run and steer the production technologies so that the product and service technologies can be created, captured, delivered, received and consumed.

Each BM has a specific mix, integration and use of product and service technologies, production technologies and process technologies. Sometimes the mix, integration and use of technologies is so unique that the competence can be classified as a core competence (Prahalad and Hamel 1990).

Human resources are the people – either white collar or blue collar (Peters 1997) – that the BM can use to carry out the value chain functions. The human resource, its mix and its use can also be so unique that human resource too can be rendered as a core competence.

Organizational systems are the systems that the business models use to organize the use of technologies and human resources to carry out the value
The Business Model Cube
chain functions. The organizational system can also be so unique that it is a core competence.

Culture is the “soft” part of the competence dimension. We claim that any BM has a specific culture. The culture can be adapted one to one from the business or other BMs but can also be incrementally, even radically, different from these. Most users, customers, employees and networks “feel” the culture and the difference in culture when entering or dealing with a business – either it is physical, digital or virtual.

4.4.5 Network – “What is the BM’s Network?” (N)
In our research we found that any business model is network based. No BM is a lonely island – at least not for a very long time. Why? Because if a BM does not receive value from outside it will slowly shrink and vanish. If it does not offer a value proposition of any kind it will not be able to receive value in a long-term perspective. The BM network thereby becomes vital to any BM – a BM is its network.

Networks can be physical networks (Håkonsson and Snehota 1990), digital networks (Choi 2003) and/or virtual networks (Goldman et al. 1995; Vervest et al. 2005) that the BMs use.

4.4.6 Relations Dimension Component Level – “What are the BM’s Relations?” (R)
Any business model relies on relations. Relations in our terminology enable BMs to transfer value from one BM dimension to another. Relations enable
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BM components to create, capture, deliver, receive and consume values. Relations are like the “arteries”, “veins” and “nerves” in the “body”. Relations can have forms as tangible and intangible relations.

In our initial research, we found four sets of relations that were of importance to BMs (as shown as examples in Appendix 5) and that should be attended to by business managers. See Figure 4.9.

1. The “inside BM inside business” area relations – business model relations transferring values and securing communications inside the BM.
2. The “inside business outside BM” area refers to relations between different BMs inside the business.
3. The “inside BM outside business” refers to relations between BMs outside of the business.
4. The “outside BM outside business” refers to relations and relation areas where the BM and business do not share a relation.

We will elaborate more on the relations axiom in Chapter 7.

Value and values of a BM can be seen in a broader perspective as each partner’s BM’s relation to users, customers, competences and networks in the inter-organizational network of relations to “as-is” and “to-be” BMs. Why? Because value and cost are strongly interrelated with relationships (Blois 2004), and attributes related to the relationship between the partners’ BMs in, for example, a simple trade “as-is” BM or a BM innovation project “to-be”

Figure 4.9  The relations areas related to a BM – the original relation axiom adapted from Lindgren and Rasmussen 2013.
BM where goods and services are not necessarily defined. Needless to say, these relations also influence each other and are interrelated. However, this is not studied much in BM literature.

As was seen earlier, value proposition is not only related to products, services and processes but is also strongly connected to relations and thereby a result of the relation between BMs in either a trade or a BMI project. Value equation can be related to irrespective of whether the BMs are related or not. In this chapter, we only cover the internal relations – the “in in” relations – in a BM.

Relations, activity links, resource ties and actor’s bonds (Håkansson 1982; Axelsson and Easton 1992; Håkansson and Snehota 1995; Day 2000; Ford 2001; Ford et al., 2002; Ford et al., 2003) are all tools used to describe and map relations.

The creation, capturing, delivering, receiving and consumption of value is enabled through relations (Brodie, Brookes and Coviello 2000; Lindgren 2001; Danaher and Johnston, 2002; Lindgreen, Antioco and Beverland, 2003, Lindgren 2012). Relations connect the different BM dimensions’ components and enable the creation, capturing, delivering, receiving and consumption process of value. However, if any BM is not able or “willing” to send and receive the value through the relations, then the relations have no value and no task for the BM. Therefore it is very important for managers of businesses and managers and participants of BMI projects to focus on the relations of BMs.

4.4.7 Value Formula Dimension Component Level – “What are the BM’s Value Formulae?” (VF)

In our research we found both theoretically and empirically that any business model will have one or more value formulae. The value formula can be expressed in either a monetary and/or in a non-monetary way. The term “profit formula” as a dimension in a BM that we found through our research is too narrow a term for BMs and – we propose – has to be changed to a dimension called “the value formula dimension” to cover all types of BMs. We found that profit formula is too narrow a term to express the formula by which the value
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of a BM is calculated because our research showed that many businesses and BMs are not focused, or are not exclusively focused, on profit but instead on other values – value formulae. They “calculate” on other value formulae and to get a full understanding of why business models exist and are innovated it is necessary to include other values. We therefore propose profit formula as one of many value formulae that can be the “calculated” output of a BM. However, we claim that any BM has one or more calculated value formulae – monetary and/or non-monetary. A BM can have more than one value formulae.

Having verified academically that the seven dimensions of the BM exist enables us to complete the concept of the BM Cube. In a 2D picture and with the seven dimensions spread out flat it could look like the sketch in Figure 4.11.

However, we discovered that the seven dimensions form a BM Cube with the “in in” relations inside the Cube as shown in a sketch model in Figure 4.12.
The 2D version is very helpful when working on a BM dimension level but the 3D version can be even more helpful when working on a BM, BM portfolio, business and BM ecosystem level. Both presentations are helpful when working on BMI but a strong digitization of the BM – as we will comment on later in Part 2 of the book – will be extremely helpful in the future. This will enable us to “dig deep” in any business model.

4.5 Summary

Summing up, we propose that any BM Cube consists of seven dimensions – six sides and the BM relations inside the BM Cube that bind all other dimensions and components together and enable creation, capturing, delivering, receiving and consumption of the values that lie outside the BM Cube and bind the BM together with other BMs. We illustrate the BM Cube in Figure 4.13.

Any BMs can be defined as related to the generic BM concept consisting of seven generic dimensions. Each of the seven dimensions addresses some core
4.6 Business Cases

In order to approach the combination of business and BMs and to define, visualize and document the BM Cube, two case studies are presented as examples as a follow-up to Chapters 1 to 4.

The first case is based on the Dutch business Vlastuin which is implementing several new “to-be” BMs in order to reinforce its business and already has several BMs operating as “as-is” BMs in order to sustain its business. The second case is concerned with an already functioning hospital in Spain, HSJD, which introduced a whole range of “to-be” BMs in relation to the hospital’s business.

Here we give a very brief description of the two business cases. Further details can be found in Appendices 5 and 6.

Vlastuin (Appendix 5)

Vlastuin, located in Netherlands, started its operations in 1959. Vlastuin employs around 150 people and had a turnover of 27 million euros in 2011. During its more than 50 years, Vlastuin has added more BMs to its business and thereby slowly increased its core business. It started off by installing and servicing furnaces and boilers, gradually moved to manufacturing and
later on added assembling of cranes and parts to the business. A graphical representation of Vlastuin business evolution can be seen in Figure 4.14.

In Appendix 5, a detailed description and analysis of the case is presented.

**HSJD Hospital (Appendix 6)**

Hospital Sant Joan De Dieu (HSJD) belongs to the Hospital Order of Saint John of God and is a private, non-profit hospital. The order is represented in more than 50 countries and has almost 300 healthcare centres worldwide. HSJD is located in Barcelona, Spain, and is a children's and maternity care centre. It is a university hospital connected to the University of Barcelona and is also associated with the Hospital Clinic of Barcelona, which helps the hospital to provide high-level technological and patient care. HSJD is 95 per cent financed by the Catalan public system and the remaining 5 per cent comes from private investments. The primary goal of HSJD is to encourage and educate people to follow a healthy lifestyle with good nutrition, proper sleep, hygiene and exercise.

In Appendix 6, a detailed description and analysis of the case is presented.
The Multi Business Model Approach

Peter Lindgren

Abstract
Today, most academics and practitioners consider the business model (BM) as measurable, objective and one of a kind. Although there are many different definitions (Taran 2011) and types of BMs (e.g. open and closed (Chesbrough 2007; Lindgren 2011), free (Anderson and Narus 1999) and internet-based (Zott and Amit 2002), most define “business model” on a business level and on a core business level (Abell 1980). In this chapter we propose that there is a need for a distinction between levels of business model focus: the business level – the core business model or overall business model – and the business models existing under the “umbrella” of the core business model. This is to prevent fuzziness and support discussion and help further development of the BM theory and the knowledge of the BM community.

5.1 Introduction
In our research we found that most businesses do not stick strictly to their core business and how they want or have planned their “as-is” business model (BM) to look like and be. They have, in fact, often a variety and a mix of BMs – both “as-is” and “to-be” BMs with different value propositions, users and customers, value chains with different functions, competences, networks, relations and value formulas. One set of seven dimensions does not, therefore, fit all business models, markets, industries and worlds (Lindgren 2011) – the business model ecosystem (BMES). This mix of the seven dimensions – which we classify as different business models, whenever they are different or changed – exists and coexists within the core business. Each individual BM is not – as we said before – necessarily aligned strictly to the core business model and the seven dimensions of the core business model. All of them have their own specific seven dimensions and all of them show different combinations of the seven dimensions.
We argue, therefore, that a business’s different business models cannot be explained by just one business model – “the core business model” – but would preferably be better explained by more and, in fact, by different business models. However, each BM still can and should be explained with the seven generic BM dimensions, but each with their different characteristics on one or more dimensions. In our research, we only found Casadesus-Masanell and Ricart (2010) (see Figure 5.1) and to some extent Markides (2004) who theoretically indicate our findings – and the existence of more BMs in a business. However, we see these as possible strategies for BMs or a BM plan but as different BMs that could coexist at the same time in the business or could be co-innovated and operated in the business. As we see it, one of the reason why this track is not followed is that previous strategy lessons and BM theory did not and cannot cope with more strategies and more BMs. As we learned it several years ago from Prahalad and Hamel (1990) – “stick to your core business” is the best strategy. However, as we argue later, the one does not exclude the other – but we have to change our mindset and acknowledge that BMI and strategizing BMs are complex and will be more complex in the future.

Figure 5.1  The multi business model approach indicated by Casadesus-Masanell and Ricart 2010 related to different operating business models (“as-is” BMs).
Most academics only discuss “as-is” BMs: “What are your BMs as indicated ([x] or [x])?” If we illustrate this in a multi business model approach, we would get a picture of more operating BMs – or “as-is” BMs, as seen in Figure 5.2.

In other words we find that businesses most often have a multitude of “as-is” BMs (BM Cubes with unbroken lines) but we also find that they have a multitude of “to-be” BMs (BM Cubes with dotted lines) they are working on – innovating. We believe these BMs have to be seen together – as indicated in Figure 5.3.

In our research we found that “to-be” BMs often influence business operation and performance very much and vice versa. It is therefore necessary to get the full picture of the business and to “download” and “see” both the “to-be” BMs and the “as-is” BMs.

**Figure 5.2** The multi business model approach related to different operating business cases and business models (“as-is” BMs).

**Figure 5.3** “To-be” and “as-is” BMs in a business source (Lindgren 2016a).
As a consequence, we propose that a business can be said to have one or more operating BMs (“as-is” BMs) related to different business cases – the multi business model approach (Lindgren 2011, Lindgren 2016a) – which are more, less or not aligned with the core business model. Further, we propose that a business also can be said to have one or more BMs that are under construction (“to-be” BMs). The “to-be” BMs (dotted-line BM Cubes in Figure 5.3) are in the business model innovation (BMI) phase. The “as-is” BMs are in operation and are fully developed and introduced to their business model ecosystem.

The multi business model approach is, as we will see later in Part 2 of the book quite useful in the understanding of: “What is the business actually doing?” And also useful when we are analysing: “What are competitors actually doing?” and “What are our customers and network partners doing?”

5.2 The Bee Board

In 2014 we developed a very simple tool or board that we called “The Bee Board”. We developed it through more iteration together with several SME businesses and entrepreneur businesses. We found it could help businesses to visualize the business BM’s – both “as-is” and “to-be” BMs and provide them an overview of their BMs. In Figure 5.4 we show a sketch of such a mapping.

The general idea behind the Bee Board is that when a business model is placed over the horizontal line – “green area” – it generates a positive earning (turnover – cost = profit). When one business model is placed below the horizontal line – “red area” – the business model makes a negative earning – a loss. However, the same board can also be used if measurement is related to other positive or negative values than money. The only issue is for those mapping on the Bee Board to agree on the scaling values on the X and Y axis.

The phases – idea, concept, prototype, implementation, introduction, growth, maturity, decline – follow and are adapted by the general concepts and models from theory about innovation (Cooper 1993, 2005) and the development of a product or a service (Kotler 1984). We even put in some indication lines from theory – but that is purely for inspiration and theoretical trend line indication.

If we go back to the Bee Board and continue to use the money as a measurement guideline then when a BM has a negative earning (loss) on the bottom line it is placed under the horizontal line in the the red field (C and D) and when a BM has a positive earning (profit) on the bottom line it is placed above the horizontal line in the green field (A and B).
When one of the business models is placed to the left of the vertical line, this business model is under development, construction or, as we say, in the BMI phase. When a business model crosses the vertical line, it is fully developed and have entered the BMES. The business has invoiced a customer and received its payment for the value proposition - money. Thereby the full market circle (Kotler 1984) has been achieved from value proposition creation, capturing, delivering, receiving and consumption both for the business and its customer(s).

The Bee Board was originally divided into four fields.

The light green field (A) indicates that this is where business models are placed that are under development and are making a profit. This could be funded BMI projects or where the customer pays in advance for the BM – e.g. Crowdfunding.

The dark green field (B) is where business models are placed that make a profit – when they have been put into the BMES – operating BM’s.

Pink field (C) is where the business models are placed that are under development, construction and BMI but are costing business resources, time and money.
Red field (D) is where business models are placed that are fully developed and have already entered the market but are making a loss.

At the Bee Board’s bubble field, BMs’ ideas for new BMs are placed. The gravestones show where business can place their “dead” BMs – BMs that are no longer operating in the BMES.

Bee Board parking places are placed all over so that BMs that are waiting for some outside development – e.g. technical, regulative or business-wise development can be “parked” until the BMI or further operation can take place.

We tested the Bee Board in more than 400 businesses and over 250 education and workshop sessions. We discovered numerous possibilities and variations that the Bee Board can be used for with advantage. In the process we adjusted the Bee Board through several iterations based on our empirical data and feedback during workshops, seminars, educational sessions and try-out in businesses.

Picture 5.1 shows an example where a management group from a Danish valve manufacturer is mapping four business portfolios with their “as-is” and “to-be” BMs.

The multi business model approach can be elaborated further on, which we show in the following business cases and discuss further in the chapters that follow.

5.3 The BM Portfolio Approach

As can be seen in Picture 5.1, the management group of EV Metalværk are actually working with four Bee Boards, where they are mapping their business
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models. In our research we found in many businesses that some BMs were very egalitarian, worked together as in a group or were innovated on the same value proposition, user or customer group, value chain function, competence or network “platform”.

We therefore very early in our research discovered that some BMs can together form a group of BMs – what we call a portfolio(s) of BMs in the business (Lindgren 2011). The BM portfolio approach is very much inspired by Kotler’s product line and product depth approach (Figure 5.5).

BMIs that are interrelated we believe can be grouped and can be treated strategically and tactically as a group. Each BM’s portfolio group can be innovated as one group with advantage by the business.

If these BMs form a group of BMs that have similarities due to, for example, the same type of value proposition or customer focus, use of the same value chain or use of the same network it is possible to work with them in the business as a group of BMs. Often we found in our research that the BM portfolios’ BMs are interdependent and work as a group independently, and are in the business treated as such. In EV Metalverk A/S they work with four valve types – high pressure, medium pressure, low pressure and hydro ball valve groups.

As we have seen, some BMs attract users who attract customers to other BMs in the BM portfolio. An example of this is shown from the case study
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business Models</th>
<th>Core Building Block</th>
<th>Building Block</th>
<th>Building Block</th>
<th>Building Block</th>
<th>Building Block</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>KB Lottery Business Model</strong></td>
<td>Lottery possibility to win money, things and services</td>
<td>Research aimed at fighting Cancer Disease</td>
<td>Development of Information material about Discovery and Fighting Cancer Disease at an early stage, prevention</td>
<td>Developing and running Cancer Patient Support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KB Cancer Disease Business Model</strong></td>
<td>Donor who wants to support research in curing, support of cancer patients, information about cancer</td>
<td>KB value chain functions necessary to handle funding support for cancer research</td>
<td>Donor who wants to support development of information about Cancer Disease</td>
<td>Donor who wants to support development and running Cancer Patient Support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KB Cancer Information Business Model</strong></td>
<td>KB technology, HR, organizational structure and culture included in the KB lottery</td>
<td>KB technology, HR, organizational structure and culture included in the KB cancer research funding handling</td>
<td>KB value chain functions necessary to handle information about cancer research, cancer patient support activities, cancer discovery and protection</td>
<td>KB value chain functions necessary to handle Cancer Patient Support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KB Cancer Patient Support Business Model</strong></td>
<td>KB network partners involved in the KB lottery</td>
<td>KB network partners involved in the cancer research funding BM</td>
<td>KB network partners involved in the cancer information activities</td>
<td>KB network partners involved in the Cancer Patient Support activities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KB relations inside the KB lottery BM</strong></td>
<td>KB relations inside the KB research funding BM</td>
<td>KB relations inside the KB information BM</td>
<td>KB relations inside the KB information BM</td>
<td>KB relations inside the KB Cancer Patient Support BM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Value Propositions (Products, Services and Processes) that the company offers</strong></td>
<td>(Physical, Digital, Virtual)</td>
<td>(Physical, Digital, Virtual)</td>
<td>(Physical, Digital, Virtual)</td>
<td>(Physical, Digital, Virtual)</td>
<td>(Physical, Digital, Virtual)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Users and Customers (Target users, Customers, Market segments that the company serves) geographies</strong></td>
<td>(Physical, Digital, Virtual)</td>
<td>(Physical, Digital, Virtual)</td>
<td>(Physical, Digital, Virtual)</td>
<td>(Physical, Digital, Virtual)</td>
<td>(Physical, Digital, Virtual)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Value Chain: Internal configuration</strong></td>
<td>(Physical, Digital, Virtual)</td>
<td>(Physical, Digital, Virtual)</td>
<td>(Physical, Digital, Virtual)</td>
<td>(Physical, Digital, Virtual)</td>
<td>(Physical, Digital, Virtual)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Competencies (Skills, Processes and Activities) that translate company’s inputs into value for customers (Outcomes)</strong></td>
<td>(Physical, Digital, Virtual)</td>
<td>(Physical, Digital, Virtual)</td>
<td>(Physical, Digital, Virtual)</td>
<td>(Physical, Digital, Virtual)</td>
<td>(Physical, Digital, Virtual)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Network - Network and Network partners (e.g. Partnerships, supply chains and others)</strong></td>
<td>(Physical, Digital, Virtual)</td>
<td>(Physical, Digital, Virtual)</td>
<td>(Physical, Digital, Virtual)</td>
<td>(Physical, Digital, Virtual)</td>
<td>(Physical, Digital, Virtual)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relationships (e.g. Physical, Digital, Virtual relations, personal, peer)</strong></td>
<td>(Physical, Digital, Virtual)</td>
<td>(Physical, Digital, Virtual)</td>
<td>(Physical, Digital, Virtual)</td>
<td>(Physical, Digital, Virtual)</td>
<td>(Physical, Digital, Virtual)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Value Drivers (Costs, Revenue, structure, Cost structure and revenue)...</strong></td>
<td>(Physical, Digital, Virtual)</td>
<td>(Physical, Digital, Virtual)</td>
<td>(Physical, Digital, Virtual)</td>
<td>(Physical, Digital, Virtual)</td>
<td>(Physical, Digital, Virtual)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1 An example of a portfolio of BMs in the KB use case (Lindgren 2012)
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Table 5.2  Generic approaches to business model portfolio grouping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generic approaches to a business model portfolio grouping (each can be physical, digital or virtual)</th>
<th>Core approach related to BM portfolio grouping</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Value proposition/s</strong> (products, services and processes) that the business model portfolio offers</td>
<td>What are our overall value propositions this group of BMs offers?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Users and customers</strong> (users, customers, that the business model portfolio serves)</td>
<td>Who does the BM portfolio serve with this group of BMs – segments, target group?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Value chain functions (internal)</strong> that the business model portfolio uses</td>
<td>What overall group or mix of value chain functions do we use to produce this group of BMs?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Competences</strong> (technologies, human resources, organizational systems and culture) that transform businesses’ inputs into value for customers, users, network partners, machines, employees (outputs)</td>
<td>What are our general competences used for this BM portfolio? These BMs are, for example, produced on the same machine/s, by the same human resources, by the same organizational system, by the same culture…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Network</strong>: network and network partners (suppliers and other network partners)</td>
<td>What are our general networks used to operate this group of BMs?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relation/s</strong> (e.g. physical, digital and virtual relations, tangible and intangible)</td>
<td>What are our general relations used for this BM portfolio?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Value formula</strong> (profit formulae and other value formulae)</td>
<td>What are our general value formulae used for this group of the BM portfolio?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of KB (Lindgren 2012), a BM portfolio grouping with this point of entry or approach (Table 5.1).

This “triggered” our research to investigate how many BM portfolio grouping forms could be possible. In turn, this research resulted in our finding seven BM portfolio grouping forms or viewpoints to BM portfolios in a business (Table 5.2).

As can be seen, the BM portfolio indicates seven different viewpoints, which we will discuss in later chapters and in Part 2 of this book.
The Business Model Ecosystem Approach
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Abstract

There is much knowledge about business models (BMs) (Zott and Amit 2009; Zott et al. 2010, 2011; Fielt 2011; Teece 2010; Lindgren and Rasmussen 2013) but very little knowledge and research about business model ecosystems (BMESs) – those “ecosystems” where the BMs really operate and work as value-adding mechanisms, objects or “species”. How are these BMESs actually constructed? How do they function? What are their characteristics? And how can we really define a BMES?

There is until now not an accepted language developed for the BMES nor is the term “BMES” generally accepted in the BM literature. This chapter intends to commence the journey of building up such language based on case studies within the windmill, health, agriculture and fair business model ecosystems – the upperpart of the vertical butterfly (Rasmussen, Saghaug and Lindgren 2014; Lindgren 2016b). A preliminary study of “as-is” and “to-be” BMs related to these BMESs present our first findings and preliminary understanding of the BMES. The chapter attempts to define a BMES and its dimensions and components. Every business model is part of or offered to one or more business model ecosystems (BMESs) (Lindgren 2016b). The BMES is where the business BMs operate and “exchange” their value proposition but it is also where the “to-be” BM can be presented in an early stage version – a Beta version or a prototype. The BMES is therefore a different term than a market, an industry, a cluster or a sector, as we will verify in this chapter. In this context we build upon a comprehensive review of academic business and BM literature together with an analogy study to ecological ecosystems and ecosystem frameworks. We commence exploring the origin of the terms “business”, “BM” and “ecosystems” and then relate this to a proposed BMES framework (Lindgren 2016b) and the concept of the multi BM framework (Lindgren and Rasmussen 2013).
6.1 The History of the Business Model Ecosystem (BMES)

The first discussion of the business model ecosystem (BMES) can be traced back to an academic article in 1934 (Bloggs 1934, cited in Fielt 2011). However, the concept never really gained wide acceptance until Fielt in the mid-1990s again raised the question – “How can a BMES be defined?” (Fielt 2011). Fielt commented that:

The term “Business Ecosystem” was originally used and introduced by Moore (Moore 1993) in his Harvard Business Review article, titled “Predators and Prey: A New Ecology of Competition”. Moore defined “business ecosystem” as:

“An economic community supported by a foundation of interacting organizations and individuals – the organisms of the business world. The economic community produces goods and services of value to customers, who are themselves members of the ecosystem. The member organisms also include suppliers, lead producers, competitors, and other stakeholders. Over time, they coevolve their capabilities and roles, and tend to align themselves with the directions set by one or more central companies. Those companies holding leadership roles may change over time, but the function of ecosystem leader is valued by the community because it enables members to move toward shared visions to align their investments, and to find mutually supportive roles.”

Moore used several ecological metaphors, suggesting that the business could be regarded as embedded in a (business) environment, that it needs to coevolve with other businesses, and that “the particular niche a business occupies is challenged by newly arriving ‘entrants’” (Porter 1985) or potential exit businesses. Moore (1993) further argued for defining the ecosystem as related to the business level and not to the business model level (Skarzynski and Gibson 2008; Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010; Osterwalder 2011; Lindgren and Rasmussen 2013), meaning that business ecosystems should be defined as they related to the highest level of a business and as an ecosystem of businesses or for businesses.

DeLong (2000) defined business ecology as “a more productive set of processes for developing and commercializing new technologies” that is characterized by “rapid prototyping, short product-development cycles, early test marketing, options-based compensation, venture funding, early corporate independence”.

DeLong (2000) defined business ecology as “a more productive set of processes for developing and commercializing new technologies” that is characterized by “rapid prototyping, short product-development cycles, early test marketing, options-based compensation, venture funding, early corporate independence”.

Moore (1993) further argued for defining the ecosystem as related to the business level and not to the business model level (Skarzynski and Gibson 2008; Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010; Osterwalder 2011; Lindgren and Rasmussen 2013), meaning that business ecosystems should be defined as they related to the highest level of a business and as an ecosystem of businesses or for businesses.
Many have tried to define a group of businesses as, for example, a cluster (Porter 1998):

a geographical location where enough resources and competences amass reach a critical threshold, giving it a key position in a given economic branch of activity, and with a decisive sustainable competitive advantage over other places, or even a world supremacy in that field (e.g. Silicon Valley, Hollywood, Italian clusters) (Dópglio 2011), Danish Wind Valley (Monday Morning 2010; Genoff 2010).

or a sector – Langager (2010) comments on the difference between industry and sector:

The terms industry and sector are often used interchangeably to describe a group of companies that operate in the same segment of the economy or share a similar business type. Although the terms are commonly used interchangeably, they do, in fact, have slightly different meanings. This difference pertains to their scope; a sector refers to a large segment of the economy, while the term industry describes a much more specific group of companies or businesses.

A sector is one of a few general segments in the economy within which a large group of businesses can be categorized. An economy can be broken down into about a dozen sectors, which can describe nearly all of the business activity in that economy. For example, the basic materials sector is the segment of the economy in which business deal in the business of exploration, processing and selling the basic materials such as gold, silver or aluminum which are used by other sectors of the economy.

Each of the dozen or so sectors will have a varying number of industries. For example, the financial sector can be broken down into industries such as asset management, life insurance or as e.g., northwest regional banks. The Northwest regional bank industry, which is part of the financial sector, will only contain businesses that operate banks in the Northwestern states – a geographical approach.

An industry, according to (Langager 2010), on the other hand, describes a much more specific grouping of businesses with highly similar business activities. Essentially, industries are created by further breaking down sectors into more defined groupings.

Porter (1985) defined and agreed upon the term industry as referred: to the environment and the forces close to a business that affect its ability to offer its value propositions to customers and make a profit.
6.1.1 The “Barriers” or “Borders” of BMES Markets, Industries, Sectors and Clusters

Porter argued that a change in any of five forces – buyers, suppliers, new entrants, substitutes and exit and entry barriers – normally would require that a business had to reassess “the marketplace” given the overall change in industry formation. The overall industry, according to Porter, does not imply that every business in the industry has the same value formula (Lindgren and Rasmussen 2013) as businesses apply their business models differently.

The industry could in this sense be regarded as equivalent to a BMES – however, it must still be taken into account that Porter’s argument concerns business operating in an industry and not businesses operating with one or more business models (Markides and Charitou 2004, Markides 2008, 2013; Casadesus-Masanell and Ricart 2010; Lindgren and Rasmussen 2013). Therefore – according to our findings – Porter may be lacking more or less some fundamental dimensions of a BMES – the value chain functions, the competence, the value formula and not least the relations of the BMES. Further, most cluster, sector and industry frameworks come out of a geographical and physical notation – “thought world” (Dougherty 1992). Porter argued that clusters and industries help productivity, boost innovation and encourage new businesses to evolve. Porter also claimed that businesses’ geographical proximity, their close competition with each other and the growth of specialized suppliers and production networks around them made a winning combination.

However many clusters and industries globally seem to be ailing these days – like many ecosystems in biology today – for example, because they are victims of low-cost competition, or in biological ecosystems they are “squeezed” out of their ecosystems by “smarter” species that have adapted to change in the fundamental conditions of the ecosystem with different wants, needs and demands. They “play” a “different model” for survival and growth.

In Como, Italy, for example, an old cluster of silk businesses had for a long time been ailing, as was an old wool cluster around Biella together with the Castellanza cluster. Globalization—a typical changer and influencer of the BMES’s basic conditions—had simply made clustering and the formation of industries in this area far less certain—perhaps no longer meaningful.

Business today seems not to be able to protect itself and hide behind borders any longer – the barriers and borders of clusters, sectors or industries as Porter proposed previously (Porter 1985). More open trade, improved transport links and the internet among other explanations mean that bunching together in a cluster, sector or an industry no longer offers strong defence against, for example, cheaper foreign rivals— or business with different BMs. Italy’s medium-sized industrial businesses, for example, must adapt to the
threat from China and the benefit they previously got from being bunched together in a cluster seems to be weakening (Helg 1999).

Fragmentation of production, value chains and outsourcing abroad are clear signs that businesses have become less competitive, are weakening the networks on which their clusters were built and may even face destroying their previous competitive advantage by clustering or acting as if clustering, sectors and industries still exist.

Successful BMESs in the future may have to be established and look different from those we know of in the past. The approach to the term “BMES” and our view of BMES may have to be seen differently from previous terms like industry, sector and cluster, surrounded by and related to physical and geographical borders. Context borders and approaches might be giving us different and even better strategic advantages than previous terms and “thought worlds”.

A deeper and new understanding of the BMES could therefore maybe give us some different and new answers as to why some BMESs are successful and others not – and why a BMES terminology that is more context based could be valuable to future BMI and business model innovation leadership (BMIL) (Lindgren 2012).

### 6.1.2 The “Barriers” or “Borders” of BMES

Porter introduced the terminology of “barriers” related to industries. In a BMES context we propose to increase this terminology as not just defined as related to physical and geographical barriers surrounding the BMES – but also as related to the digital, virtual and, maybe even more important, the perceptual barriers of the BMES. We propose that barriers in a BMES are context based and really dependent on “who is seeing and sensing” the barriers – or “borders” of the BMES. A BMES formation – we propose – can be much wider than Porter’s industry and cluster term – and even cross or mix previous traditionally defined cluster and industry barriers. We claim that this can be an important explanation of why clusters, sectors and industries are suffering today – and some even vanishing – because they try to protect themselves behind barriers that really no longer exist, other business do not see – except in their or others’ (governments’, societies’ or even academics’) perceptual picture, viewpoint and mental mindset.

The threat of substitute BMs, the threat of established rivals, and the threat of new entrants – the three forces of horizontal competition – and the bargaining power of suppliers and the bargaining power of customers – the two forces from ‘vertical’ competition – have previously (Porter 1985)
been regarded as deciding the “BM organization in the industry” – in our term the “BMES culture” – according to Porter, the degree of rivalry between businesses’ BMs.

However, as we have seen, previous cluster, sector and industry terminologies were very much defined as related to the business and a single business – whereas the BMES terminology is related to the BM and the manifold of BMs that a business really has and potentially can create. As we argue, businesses have more than one business model (Lindgren and Rasmussen 2013) and business are seldom represented with all their BMs in one BMES, but with “parts of the business” – one or more BMs – in one BMES and other BMs in different BMESs. Therefore, we can say:

A business model ecosystem represents more business models from more businesses.

A business is seldom represented in just one business model ecosystem but is more often represented by different BMs in more business model ecosystems.

Figure 6.1 shows a conceptual model of one BMES, with a business offering some of its BMs to the BMES – the unbroken-line triangle – and the dotted lined triangles representing potential BMESs that the business is not yet part of.

![Figure 6.1](image-url)
6.1.3 Energy in a BMES

The flow of energy through any ecosystem is classically considered as its primary driver according to Lindemann (1940). The flow of energy in an industry, sector and cluster has not yet been fully verified – however some claim that profit is the main driver of any business and, thereby, industry (Max 1867). Lately we have seen that many business ecosystems’ real drivers seem to be related to value other than profit (Amidon 2008). In our BMES research we found that the flow of value is one driver of BMES (Amidon 2008, Allee and Schwabe 2011, Lindgren and Rasmussen 2013). However, we found that there may be more drivers to BMES but that profit and also other values seemingly play fundamental roles in any BMES’s, business’s and BM’s “energy” and their “triggers” to make value, create, capture, deliver, receive and consume.

A “system approach” has earlier allowed detailed studies of ecosystems energy and material flow (Odum 1953). A value stream analysis of a BM (Allee and Schwabe 2011) also allows a preliminary study of some of the BMES’s value flows (OMG 2015). We claim that values are exchanged through BMES’s internal tangible and intangible relations – and also between BMESs’ external tangible and intangible relations. The last we note here as a hypothesis as we have not yet been able in large scale to verify empirically value stream flow between different BMESs. Research (Amidon 2008; Russell 2011), however, claims this is the case.

6.1.4 Business Model Innovation in a BMES

The different BMs participate together in BMES to create, capture, deliver, receive and consume (Lindgren and Rasmussen 2013) value, which also sets the competence and capabilities of any BMES but at the same time also – we claim – the limits of business model innovation (BMI) and potential of BMI in a BMES. This is why some businesses take out their BMs from some BMESs and offer them to other BMESs (Chesbrough 2007) – as they consider some BMESs more sustainable and valuable than other BMESs in the future. For example, some fossil energy businesses in early 2000 slowly began to move from the fossil BMES and enter renewable energy BMES (EON, Shell, Statoil, Dong). IBM also showed this trend by leaving the personal computer BMES and focusing on the service BMES.

The amount of competence inside each BMES’s BMs and the amount of value flow from BMs in and out of a BMES – we claim – sets the limits of the BMES’s BMI competence, capability, growth and even survival potential. It is vital to any BMES to know about its competences and it is essential to any
BMES to receive value, be able to capture value – preferably new value – and also to be able to consume the value offered. However – and this has not yet been focused upon much in research – any BMES also over time has to be able to relate and deliver value to other BMESs. Very few BMESs over time can stay as a lonely island – an isolated BMES. BMESs need to relate and interact with other BMESs otherwise they will be challenged.

6.1.5 The Business Model Ecosystem Relation Axiom

The flow of value in and out a BMES can be mapped in any BMES and its BMI processes (Lindgren and Rasmussen 2013). Therefore it is important to view any BMES from different “perspectives”, which Figure 6.2 illustrates.

Figure 6.2 shows a model of value flow from the different viewpoints of a BMES:

Quadrant 1 – Internal to the individual BMES – A part of a BM’s value flow inside a BMES – an example is the different business BM value flow in windmill BMES.

Quadrant 2 – BMESs vertically related – BMESs related as suppliers and customers to each other in an “upstream” and “downstream” value flow – an example is the BMES value chain in Energy BMESs – the coal BMES to the electricity BMES to the household BMES.
Quadrant 3 – BMESs horizontally related – BMESs related as “colleges” in related BMESs – an example is oil, gas and solar electricity in energy production.

Quadrant 4 – BMESs not related – BMESs that are not related to others and make no value exchange. Examples are the windmill BMES and the circus BMES.

Any BMESs are highly dependent, influenced and related to both negative and positive values and value streams from other BMESs. However, value cannot flow between BMESs without one or more relations being created between the different BMESs. This also means that potential value of a BMES cannot be transferred and used in another BMES without relations being established. The study of value flow and relations inside and outside BMESs thereby becomes important to focus on – to verify there are relations and value transfer through the relations – and which BMESs these occur between. A BMES’s relations and its BMs’ relations to other BMs in different BMESs are fundamental to map carefully to understand the status of a BMES and its potential to BMI. Otherwise it will be nearly impossible to understand the construction and context of a BMES and its growth, survival and potential development.

6.2 Design/Methodology/Approach

The methodology applied in this chapter is structured around deductive reasoning. First, a theoretical background of BMES theory on each dimension of a BMES is presented to provide a foundation. To verify the existence of the dimensions of the BMES and the usability of the BMES, four BMES cases are presented – Danish Energy, Danish Renewable Energy, Suppliers to Danish Energy and HI Fair. To “stress test” the generic use of the BMES framework, the cases represent four very different BMESs with different contexts of BMES dimensions and components. All cases were chosen to exemplify the concept of the BMES in different stages of a BMES life cycle right from construction of a “to-be” BMES to operating as an “as-is” BMES and then a BMES that has lain down to die, prepared to vanish from the scene.

The information and data from the cases were gathered through active participative research (Wadsworth 1998) carried out over seven years in the EU FP 7 IOT project Neffics (Neffics 2012) (2008–2013) and EU Wind in Competence project (2011–2014). Based on these cases supplemented with other empirical cases and tests, a final approach to a definition of the BMES concept is formulated. This is discussed and illustrated in the following paragraphs.
6.3 Characteristics and Dimensions of a Business Model Ecosystem (BMES)

An ecosystem is traditionally regarded as “a community of living organisms” (plants, animals and microbes) in conjunction with the non-living components of their environment (things like air, water and mineral soil), interacting as a system. A BMES is proposed analogically as a “community of living BMs” where different businesses offer their “as-is BM” and develop their “to-be BM” in conjunction with the BMES environment (things like technologies, human resources, organizational structure and culture). In this context and in our approach, BMs that are under construction are also “living” BMs in the BMES as these use energy and competences of the BMES in innovating these “to-be” BMs.

We distinguish here from other frameworks (e.g. Porter) by focusing on the BMs and not the business as forming the BMES. We argue that businesses offers their BMs to the BMES – but very seldom their total number of BMs and thereby their total business. In our research (on the windmill BMES, valve BMES, fair BMES, building BMES, furniture BMES, food BMES, food tech BMES and energy BMES) we found that businesses seldom offer all their BMs in just one BMES. Businesses most often spread their BMs to more BMESs – to gain more business, spread risk strategically or because of other reasons. Our research showed that business who offer all or nearly all their BMs to one BMES often face a large strategy risk and are easier to put under value and cost pressure by customers, suppliers and competitors. The strategic best practice saying “stick to your core business” (Abell 1980) is therefore maybe not fully true in all business contexts because the business can be strategically trapped in one BMES by doing so. The saying “focus on your core competence” (Prahalad and Hamel 1990) can be true, when a business offers the same value proposition to more BMESs than one – but can be strategically risky if BMES context bases change.

We distinguish most industry, sector and cluster research and approaches from the BMES approach, as they do not consider and include the “to-be” BM as part of the BMES but what they call a market (Kotler 1983), industry (Porter 1985) or cluster (Porter 1985). We argue that “to-be” BMs are an equally important part of and valuable to any BMES or to many BMESs as there are, for example, customers, suppliers and value propositions that are “flowing” into and out of the BMES and thereby strongly influence the BMES, although these BMs are not fully developed. As an example, we found that “to-be” app and new gaming software development in the Silicon Valley incubation environment are influencing the “as-is” BMs in the app and software BMESs.
and some of these “to-be” BMs are even “traded” before final launch – even at idea and concept phase.

We acknowledge that many businesses and societies put their primary focus on – and borders around – the BMES’s “as-is” BMs – but we point out that this is not giving the full picture and understanding of all BMs, dimensions and characteristics of a BMES. The “to-be” BMs and the proposed “to-be” BMs indeed influence and “value” the rest of the BMES’s BMs. Businesses use tremendous resources and energy from the BMES and even other BMESs to carry out their BMI. The BMESs also use energy to protect their “as-is” BMs from “to-be” BMs. “To-be” BMs can be serious and important drivers in the change of “as-is” BMs in the BMES and can also be the source – and give energy – to changing the organizational system and whole culture in a BMES, even in vertically and horizontally related BMESs. Amazon, iTunes and Netflix are just some examples of businesses whose BMs have influenced BMESs that are full of vitality in retail, music and film. “To-be” BMs can disrupt BMESs and sometimes be the drivers to revitalize existing BMESs and related BMESs. “To-be” BMs can naturally be the driver to the establishment of new BMESs, of which Second Life, World of Warcraft and the Tinder Box Festival in Denmark (Tinderbox.dk) are examples.

6.3.1 How Can the “Borders” to BMES be Defined?

Physical borders like land, countries and continents have for many years been regarded as the borders to markets, industries, sectors, clusters and even businesses. Digital and virtual borders in cyberspace such as Google Search, Apple iTunes, Blizzard (World of Warcraft, Zynga) Farmville, Viasat TV platform and TDC mobile network are just some examples of BMESs which do not follow these borders, but different ones, often independent of the physical world. Some digital and virtual BMES are free to the user to access (Google Search, Wikipedia) – others are not (Disney World Paris, Legoland Billund). In the latter, you have to be a customer to gain access. Digital and virtual BMESs do most often not stick to the physical borders of yesterday; they push us to change our previous understanding of markets, industry, sectors and clusters.

Kotler (1983) described a market as consisting of values offered to customers to fulfil their wants, needs and demands. Markets consist of customers and suppliers who exchange their values (products and services) for money. Market leaders and market followers compete with each other and prevent new entrants entering the market. Kotler also described markets with special demands for value as “niche markets” and those with indifferent demands as
“mass markets”. These are small BMESs – ecosystems or communities with special or indifferent value demands. The customers’ value demands and the supplier’s value offers act as borders for “the ecosystem” and the money is the final determinant of whether a market exists or not.

Porter (1985) described it somehow differently. He defined entry and exit barriers – “borders” – to industry: “exit barriers” prevent businesses slipping out of the industry and “entry barriers” prevent substitutes and new entrants slipping into the industry. These are obstacles that make it difficult to both exit and enter an given industry, hindrances – such as capital investment, government regulations, taxes and patents, or a large, established business taking advantage of economies of scale – that a business faces in trying to exit an enter an industry with its BMs. They can also be the lack of competences a business faces in trying to gain entrance to a profession – such as technology requirements, education or licensing requirements, organizational requirements or cultural practice. Because entry barriers protect incumbent businesses and restrict competition in an industry, they can contribute to distor- tionary value formulae. The existence of monopolies or industry power often aids barriers to entry – and thereby “the borders” of an industry.

Both Kotler and Porter describe “ecosystems”, such as special habits, rules and practice (“culture” (Kotler 1983)), B2C markets, B2B markets (Porter 1985), rivalry, cost leaders, niche and focus strategies. However, the business environment seems in many cases only to be true if these borders really exist. We claim that they might not exist any more or are quickly vanishing.

It seems that they have begun to change or have even vanished since the early 1980s especially with the internet pushing and disrupting borders of markets, industries, sectors and clusters. The internet also provides the opportunity to act in physical, digital and virtual BMESs simultaneously or in an integrated way.

So to answer the question “What are the borders to a BMES?” it might be valuable to rethink the term barriers and borders – and instead think of them as context based. In this case we commence our inspiration and draw an analogy with the science of ecology.

The biotic and abiotic components of an ecosystem have been regarded as linked together through nutrient cycles and energy flows. A nutrient cycle is the movement and exchange of organic and inorganic matter back into the production of living matter. The process is regulated by food pathways that decompose matter into mineral nutrients. Nutrient cycles occur within ecosystems. Ecosystems are interconnected systems where matter and energy flows and is exchanged as organisms feed,
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digest, and migrate about. Minerals and nutrients accumulate in varied
densities and uneven configurations across the planet. Ecosystems recy-
cle locally, converting mineral nutrients into the production of biomass,
and on a larger scale they participate in a global system of inputs and output-
puts where matter is exchanged and transported through a larger system of
biogeochemical cycles. (Chapin et al. 2002)

Ecosystems have been defined by the network of interactions among organ-
isms, and between organisms and their environment: the ecosystems are said
to be of any size but usually encompass specific, limited spaces (Chapin et al.
2002; Schulze et al. 2005). However, some scientists even say that the entire
planet is an ecosystem (Willis 1997; Schulze et al. 2005; Krebs 2009) – indic-
ating that the borders of ecosystems depend on the context and the viewpoint
of the viewer(s).

The tangible and intangible dimensions and components of a BMES
are proposed as linked together through relations (Amidon 2008; Allee and
Schwabe 2011; Russell 2012). Relations “bind” BMs “context wise” in BMES
and they are the “channels” – equal to “pathways” in ecology research – in which
values are carried from one BM dimension to another. Relations set the borders
for how far the value proposition of a BMES’s BMs can reach out and poten-
tially exchange values with other BMs – either inside or outside the BMES.
Relations are the vital dimension in a BM and a BMES that can carry value –
thereby enabling value exchange and fulfilling a value cycle or a value flow.

When BMs in a BMES are related they can potentially exchange value –
but there is no guarantee for value flow and value exchange. Value flow and
value exchange are dependent on the value cycle taking place, which means
that value will be created, captured, delivered, received and consumed. Obvi-
ously much can go wrong or not happen in the value flow process. It depends
on many things that are equivalent to the nutrient cycle and “energy flow”
in a biological ecosystem, the electricity flow in an electrical system or the
heating flow in a heating system. In BMES BMI motivation, trust, ownership,
technology, people, organizational systems and culture as examples influence
whether value flow and value exchange will and can take place. Relation map-
ing (Amidon 2008; Russell 2012) can help us to understand better and show
which BMs and BMESs carry out which value flow. It can also show how val-
ues are exchanged (Allee and Schwabe 2011) between BMs – both tangible
and intangible values.

Relations between BMs and BMESs can be both tangible and intangible –
and therefore it can be rather complex to study and map BM and BMES value
flow, connections of tangible and intangible relations – analogous to nutrient
cycles and energy flow study. Mapping of relations in and between BMESs can be even more complex when culture and spiritual dimensions are also taken into consideration (Saghaug and Lindgren 2010).

The motivation and incitements in BMESs and between BMESs to relate have until now not been particularly addressed in research (Lindgren et al. 2014) – but they can be studied through the value flows, value transaction and value network mapping in BMI. Our hypothesis is that there can be more sources than motivation.

To motivate, or trigger, a BMI flow – and a valuable BMI flow – it is necessary and vital to any BMES to exchange value through relations and thereby enable the foundation of all BMI – the learning process (Caffyn and Grantham 2003) – in the BMES. It is important – and vital – to BMESs and BMs that knowledge flow and learning loops happen in BMESs and between BMESs. Any BMESs can benefit from “value adding” knowledge and, conversely, can suffer from its lack.

Learning and motivation to learn is therefore fundamental to any BMI (Lindgren et al. 2014). Motivation to learn is therefore an important trigger or driver to commence a value flow and value exchange.

Energy, water, nitrogen and soil minerals are essential abiotic components of any ecosystem. Analogically, competences (technology, human resources, organizational systems and culture) (Lindgren, Taran et al. 2010) embedded in BMES BMs are essential components of any BMES. Competences can be developed and grow – but can also be diminished, shrink and even vanish in a BMES. Competence can simply disappear or leave the BMES as value flows out – as production leaves a BMES (the Como silk cluster), but also as value flows into the BMES (the Silicon Valley Case).

Value that flows into the BMES can, however, also destroy built up competences inside the BMES and its BMS. We found in our research that both value that flows out and value that flows in can be one of the important reasons as to why some BMESs shrink, collapse and even disappear (windmill, textile and furniture BMESs).

The reasons as to why competence leaves BMs and BMESs can be multiple. One could be that competence is forced to leave – Western production in textile, furniture, windmill production and many other industries have left for Asia due to a motivation and perception in the businesses involved of lower production cost, access to new markets and maybe a perception of the possibility of creating a better value formula. Thereby the Western production in these BMESs slowly vanishes as they transfer their competences – technology, HR, organizational system and culture – to, for example, Asia. A “single loop” or a “one way” value flow transfers from one BMES to another BMES.
However, these cases do not obviously increase learning and BMI in the BMES, giving away and sharing value with other BMESs – in this case valuable competences. “Double loop” value flow can conversely – if the receivers of the value are able to capture, receive, consume and create new knowledge and deliver value back to the BMES – enable competence development in the first BMES. A BMES can thereby work as a competence-adding mechanism but also its opposite – either by just giving away value and competences or by developing new value and new competences and sharing these with other BMESs. BMES survival is strongly tied to the capability to continually develop and improve competences – by learning and attracting new value.

Competence of a BMES – the sum of all the BMES BM’s competences – therefore makes BMES more or less attractive and thereby vulnerable. Competence is therefore without question a vital dimension (Prahalad 1990) in any BMES – however, paradoxically, it is often still a neglected dimension. Many European and Asian BMESs want, for example, to learn from “the Silicon Valley BMES” competences – learn how to innovate new BMs and business, as, for example, Google, Facebook, Apple and Twitter do, and how to become a sustainable BMES. We believe that continuously learning and knowledge sharing together with motivation to learn from other BMESs are important secrets and essentials to the success of “The Silicon Valley BMES”. Silicon Valley has understood the importance of relating to and attracting other BMESs or knowledge zones (Amidon 2008).

6.3.2 “Energy” of Business Model Ecosystems

Living ecosystems – and BMESs – require energy to stay alive. BMESs require available energy to stay alive, grow and even be born. Energy can be stored in the competences of the BMES BMs – or in other BMES BMs – they “only” have to be released (Lindgren and Rasmussen 2013).

BMESs require knowledge of how to release the energy stored in the competences of BMES BMs. The oil industry has the competence (technology, HR, organizational systems and culture) to release oil from “deep under” – but it also has the knowledge inside the BMES to know how to release the oil. The knowledge – how to – is embedded in its BMES competences. If the knowledge – how to – was nonexistent in the BMES, the oil could not be “brought up” or would have to be “brought up” by other BMESs from outside.

The earth receives energy from the geothermal energy contained within it and is sensitive to changes in the amount of energy received. Energy is valuable to the earth – but also to any BMES. A BMES receives value from
other BMESs – visible or invisible – and develops the basis of this energy – sometimes in interaction with other BMES’s BMs. The BMES, however, also develops energy via the interaction between BMs inside the BMES. We propose that the biological ecosystem and the BMES function in much the same way regarding energy development.

Energy is also stored in the competences of other BMES BMs. Living ecosystems like, for example, the Earth, receive energy from the sun – some would say the sun was an ecosystem outside the Earth’s ecosystem; others would increase the Earth’s ecosystem to also include the sun. We propose this discussion to be context based related to BMESs as they can receive energy from other BMESs – but a judgement on this is made based on who “sees” and from which viewpoint.

There are, however, different forms of energy. Common energy forms, according to Chapin et al. (2002), include the kinetic energy of a moving object, the radiant energy carried by light and other electromagnetic radiation, the potential energy stored by virtue of the position of an object in a force field such as a gravitational, electric or magnetic field, and the thermal energy which comprises the microscopic kinetic and potential energies of the disordered motions of the particles making up matter. Some specific forms of potential energy include elastic energy due to the stretching or deformation of solid objects and chemical energy such as is released when a fuel burns. Any object that has mass when stationary, such as a piece of ordinary matter, is said to have rest mass, or an equivalent amount of energy whose form is called rest energy, though this isn’t immediately apparent in everyday phenomena described by classical physics.

We propose that BMESs also have or develop different forms of energy – however this we have not researched yet and define it terminologically.

Our sun transforms nuclear potential energy to other forms of energy; its total mass does not decrease due to that itself (since it still contains the same total energy even if in different forms), but its mass does decrease when the energy escapes out to its surroundings, largely as radiant energy. Therefore eventually, someday, the sun will stop shining and transforming value and energy into its surroundings. BMESs and BMs also transform potential energy – value and competences – to other forms of energy – value and competences. The total “mass” of a BMES or a BM as a result of the value transformation flow does not reduce either, but as in an ecosystem or in the case of the sun the BMES’s and BM’s mass does decrease when value or competences escape out to other BMESs or BMs – “single loop” value and competence flow – except when the BMES and its BMs receive value and energy from BMESs outside.
Although any energy in any single form can be transformed into another form, the law of conservation of energy states that the total energy of a system can only change if energy is transferred into or out of the system. This means that it is impossible to create or destroy energy. Any competence in any single form – technological, human, organizational system and culture – can be transformed into another form – inside the BMs, into other internal BMs in the BMES or outside to other BMs in other BMESs. This also means that in BMESs it is impossible to destroy value and competences – but value and competences can vanish to other BMs and BMESs – or as we have seen in several of our cases in our researches (Newgibm case research 2006; Blue Ocean case research 2008; WIB 2012, ICI case research 2013; Neffics 2012; SET cases 2014; EV Metalværk 2014), it can rest as hidden values and competences (Lindgren and Saghaug 2012) inside a BM or a BMES.

6.4 Introduction to the Business Model Ecosystem (BMES)

The focus is not on the BM but on the BMES and the dimensions and construction of BMES which any BMs are a part of. Although this is not sufficient to cover the whole BMES theory framework approach as it is just one focus of probably many viewpoints of BMES; it is an attempt to describe a fragmented part of the whole business model environment, research and discussion.

We try to find the dimensions and components of BMES that everybody seems to acknowledge and add those we believe are missing. We try to merge those dimensions which are overlapping and we try to take out those dimensions that are not vital for BMES. From this point of entry, we test our BMES dimensions in four BMES case studies to verify empirically our hypothesis of the existence of seven dimensions of any BMES.

6.5 Dimensions, Concepts and Language of a Business Model Ecosystem (BMES)

From acknowledged academic works and our research work with the dimensions of a business model and business, we found some generic dimensions that support the idea that any BMES could also with preference be defined by seven generic dimensions.

6.5.1 Value Proposition Dimension of a BMES

All businesses we investigated offer values to either BMs inside the BMES and/or to BMs outside the BMES. The BMES value proposition seems to be
a “mirror” of the BM’s value propositions individually and together inside
the BMES. We define these as the BMES value proposition offered to other
BMIs either as one BM to another or more BMs together as a shared value
proposition of the BMES. Value propositions from a BMES can be offered in
the form of products, services and/or processes of services and products.

6.5.2 Customers and/or User Dimension of a BMES

A BMES serves customers and/or users (Appendix 1).

A successful BMES is one that has found a way to create, capture,
deliver, receive and consume value for its users and customers – that has
found “a way” to help customers and users of a BMES to get an impor-
tant job done – “solve pains” and “create gains” for its “users” and
“customers”. “It’s not possible to invent or reinvent a BMES without
first identifying a clear customer and/or user base”.

Here, we draw a distinction between customers and users of a BMES. Cus-
tomers of the BMES pay with money – “there is no BMES marked – Business
of a BMES – if the customers of a BMES do not pay” (adapted from Kotler
1984), whereas users of a BMES pay with other values (von Hippel 2005) than
money. Business model theory (Appendix 1) has mainly considered the busi-
ness model related to customers. However, as we have verified in our research
(Lindgren and Rasmussen 2013) users can be highly valuable to a BMES by
“paying” with other values (Facebook, Google). Industry, sector and clusters
mostly focus on money but do also consider other values as payment to a
BMES.

6.5.3 Value Chain Functions (Internal Part) Dimension

Any operating BMES has functions that it has to carry out and which enables
the BMES to “offer” the value propositions to its customers and users. A value
chain function list including primary and secondary functions of a BMES can
be created. Primary functions can be inbound logistics, operation, outbound
logistics, marketing and sales, service; and secondary functions – support
functions – can be procurement, human resource management, administra-
tion and finance infrastructure, business model ecosystem innovation. These
do not have to all be present and carried out to have the BMES operating.

Any operating BMES needs to have someone to carry out these func-
tions to enable it to create, capture, deliver, receive and consume a value
proposition to and from its users, customers and network. These can either
be carried out by its own users, customers, competence and network or by
other BMESs.
6.5 Dimensions, Concepts and Language of a BMES

6.5.4 Competences Dimension

In BMs we have earlier (Lindgren and Rasmussen 2013), inspired by Prahalad and Hamel (1990) divided competences into four groups – technology, human resources, organizational system and culture. In a BMES we also consider the competence dimension to be technology, human resource, organizational system and culture with the different BMs “pooling” their competences. The pool of these competences forms the “shared competences” available in the BMES.

6.5.5 Network Dimension

We acknowledge that some BMESs sometimes regard themselves as isolated from other BMESs or do not relate to others. We argue that any BMES, whether they want it or not, are in a network of BMESs – and that these networks of BMESs can be physical, digital and/or virtual (Goldman et al. 1995; Whinston et al. 1997; Child and Faulkner 1998; Child et al. 2005; Vervest et al. 2005; Lindgren 2011). We found that the most “successful” BMES is the one that has found a way to create value for its network of BMESs, to help the network of BMESs and/or to get an important job done for the network of BMESs.

Some BMESs mention or communicate openly the BMES network in which they exist and collaborate – others do not. Many BMESs do not understand and often do not acknowledge value which they receive from other BMESs before it is too late and they are in risk of vanishing, or being punished or restricted.

6.5.6 Relation Dimension

Business models are related through tangible and intangible relations (Provan 1983; Provan et al. 2007; Provan and Kenis 2008; Allee and Schwabe 2011) to other business models (Håkansson and Snehota 1990; Amidon 2008; Russell 2012; Lindgren and Rasmussen 2013). Businesses are related through strong and weak ties (Granovetter 1973). As BMESs are a construction of BMs it seems also obvious that these are to be related through tangible and intangible relations – and also with strong and weak ties. BMESs send value propositions to other BMESs through relations and receive value propositions from other BMESs through relations. Relations can be one to one or one to many. Relations can be visible and invisible to humans or machines (Lindgren 2012). Tangible and intangible relations are used in the BMES to deliver and receive values (Allee and Schwabe 2011). BMESs relate their BMs’ value proposition, users/customers, value chain functions, competences and network through relations. Relations are used for creating, capturing, delivering, receiving and consuming values.
6.5.7 Value Formula Dimension

Any BMES uses some kind of formula to calculate the value it offers to its own BMES or other BMESs. The value formula shows how the value proposition delivered is calculated by the BMES. The result of this calculation is a value formula either expressed in money and/or other values.

It has been documented that the BMES operates and is influenced by its BMES environment—external environmental factors. In this chapter, we leave out these external environmental factors (political, economic, social, technical, environmental, legal (PESTEL)), conditions and competitive contexts and environment dimensions, acknowledging that the BMES’s external environment is important and critical to its survival and growth. However, we believe that these environmental factors are outputs from other BMESs.

The seven dimensions mentioned in this section of the chapter are equivalent to the overall model we propose to show how any business and business model is constructed (Lindgren and Rasmussen 2013). The seven dimensions we propose should also be considered by any BMES. However, there is a difference between the way businesses want to run their operations in a BMES—seven visionary dimensions of a business—and how a business really runs its operations in a BMES. By mapping empirical data from our BMES case studies to the seven dimensions, we found that business run their BMs differently in a BMES and most businesses have more than one BM in a BMES. In other words, the businesses they described via the seven dimensions are different to how they actually run their business models in the BMES. Some of these business models were close to their original description of the seven dimensions but others were different. This often challenges the survival and growth of a BMES—but it also drives the development, organizational system, culture and vitality of a BMES. If more businesses begin to run their BMs out of “sync” with the BMES’s overall vision, mission and the goals of the seven dimensions then the BMES can be challenged and eventually be disrupted, torn apart and vanish.

This places our attention on the “download”, “see” and “sense” approach to the BMES using the perspective that BMESs have more BMs that are different as seen in Figure 6.3. We address the importance of continuously investigating BMESs and their BMs and innovation of BMESs to “picture” the distinction between the “visionary model” of the BMES and the BMs of business that are actually carried out (“as-is” BM) and are intended to be carried out (“to-be” BM) in the BMES. Herein, we believe, lays the “seed” to BMESs’ survival.

This observation, together with inspiration from Abell’s and Hamel’s original definitions and framework of “the core business” (Abell 1980) and “the
core competence” (Hamel and Prahalad 1994), made us draw an analogy with the definition of “the BMES” as the BMES context – and the visionary level states how BMESs are related to the seven dimensions mentioned in this section of the chapter.

The core of the BMES refers, therefore, in this perspective to:

How a BMES is constructed and intends to operate its “main” and “essential” business related to the seven BMES dimensions – value proposition, user and/or customer groups, value chain (internal functions), competence, network, relations and value formula.

In this context we acknowledge that some BMESs operate without a strong vision, strategy or intention – others not – or that these evolve as the BMES grows, lives and dies.

In our research, we found that many BMESs do not stick strictly to their core business and how they were meant or intended to run and be. They have, in fact, a variety and mix of BMs which sometimes have different value propositions, users and customers, value chains with different functions, competences, networks, relations and value formulae – they cross “the borders” of “the core BMESs”. One set of dimensions of a BMES does not always fit all
BMIs and businesses. This mix of dimensions – which we classify as different BMIs – exists and coexists within the core business of the BMES – what we call BMIs inside the business – but also exists and coexists outside the BMES. Individual BMIs are not necessarily aligned strictly nor have to be aligned to the core business model of the BMES and the seven dimensions of the BMES.

We argue therefore that a BMES’s different BMIs cannot be explained by just one BM – “the core business model” of the BMES – but would preferably be better explained by different BMIs in the BMES – still each with seven dimensions, but with different characteristics. In our research, we found many examples of different BMIs operating in a BMES.

As a consequence, we propose that any BMES can be said to have more BMIs offered by different businesses – the multi business model approach (Lindgren 2011) – which are more, less or not aligned with “the core business model” of a BMES. However, any of these BMIs can be defined as related to an overall generic BMES BM consisting of seven generic dimensions. Each of the seven dimensions of a BMES addresses some core questions in relation to each individual BMES’s dimension’s characteristics and logic (see Table 6.1).

### 6.6 The BMES BM’s Dimensions and Component Level

Each BMES can be divided into different dimensions and components. We now exemplify the BMES dimensions and components by explaining firstly how each dimension and component in any BMES can be different and then how they can be characterized on a BMES dimension and component level.
6.6.1 The Value Proposition Dimension – “What Value Propositions Does the BMES Provide?” (VP)

BMFs are key in understanding the value “offered” in a BMES. However, BMFs vary in the BMES related to their different BMs’ dimensions – value proposition, users, customers… the BMES’s value proposition is often very complex to understand in detail because it is not static but dynamic over time. The BMES’s value proposition is also complex to understand because it is often a mix of shared value propositions offered by more BMFs. Therefore, the BMES’s value proposition has to be understood from different perspectives, for example of the BMES customer and/or user it is servicing, its network partners, by the context the BMES delivers its value proposition in, the time in which the BMES delivers its value proposition and the “place” where the value proposition is offered by the BMES (physical, digital or virtual). The BMES can be said to be closely connected to the concept of “the BMES’s total value and cost to its users, customer and network partners”. In this case, staying at the point of entry to a BMES or a BMES’s value proposition process over time is strongly related to the user’s, customer’s and network partner’s total perceived value and total perceived cost of the value proposition offered by the BMES. This is why it is incredibly difficult from the outside to measure, read the values and cost of a BMES and how the users, customer and network partners value it, and decide the degree of attractiveness of a BMES.

Classifying the value proposition of BMES is often different for each user, customer, network over context, time and place.

Inspired by Payne and Holt (1999) we outline four types of values related to values proposed by a BMES.

1. **Use value** – the properties and qualities which accomplish a use, work or service for the users, customers and network.
2. **Esteem value** – the properties, features or attractiveness which inspire a desire to own the product, service or process in the users, customers and network.

3. **Cost value** – the sum of labour, materials, and various other costs required to produce value for the users, customers and network.

4. **Exchange value** – the properties or qualities which enable exchanging the value proposition for something else that the users, customers and network want.

We found that the list of types of BMES values that solve “the pains and gains” (Osterwalder 2014) of BMES users, customers and network has to be complemented by an overall dimension of the BMES work time vs. life time (Kirkeby 2000, 2003). Time as the factor that defines the BMES’s users’, customers’ and network’s personal or BM values of being part of the BMES – the, for example, trade or process related to an overall lifetime value perspective of the BMES – and describes the sum of actions taken in order to find work life-fulfilling and transcend the BM, a value often seen as the driver of the BMES (Tillich 1951; Austin and Devlin 2003; Sandberg 2007).

The value proposition of a BMES has to be measured **before, during** and **after** the BMES exists. This means that a BMES’s users, customers and network could trade or collaborate on the different value and cost the BMES offers but also on the value of the relationship that exist in the BMES and between BMESs. The creation, capturing, delivering, receiving and consumption of values from the BMES through its relations are the value creation, capturing, delivery, receiving and consumption of an “inter-BM organizational collaboration business” – a network-based BM business. This is one important value and also an attraction factor, which could be, in this case, a BMI of a “to-be” BMES – when existing BMES’s BMs are not enough. The value formula of this can be money to the BMs participating in the BMES (Apple’s App Store, YouTube, Food Tech 2014 Fair, Roskilde Rock Festival), but it could also be other values, e.g. learning, supporting a vision, a case (Greenpeace, the Red Cross, a political party). This is in line with research claiming that the value of relationship, activity links, resource ties, and actor’s bonds (Håkansson 1982; Axelsson and Easton 1992; Håkansson and Snehota 1995; Ford 2001; Ford et al. 2002, 2003) can be even more important than the value of money for products or services of a BMES. The value of the relationship of a BMES is both an input and an output of the BMES and BMES innovation process, which supports the argument that value and cost of a BMES are not static but dynamic.

As values are created, captured, delivered, received and consumed in a value process in the BMES; BMESs are continuously undergoing change
throughout the BMI process or the lifetime of a BMES. The values and cost of
BMES relations can be related directly (e.g. profit, volume, safeguard func-
tions) but also indirectly (e.g. innovation, market, scout, access functions).
The value and cost functions can further be of a low- and/or high-performing
character which is often up to the user’s, customer’s and network partner’s
judgement to influence the degree of this value and cost.

The value and cost of a BMES should also be understood as perceived
value – benefits and cost (Woodruff 1997; Walter et al. 2001; Lindgren and
Dreisler 2002), which means that the real value of BMES can in some cases
be neglected in favour of a higher or lower perceived value of the BMES value
proposition.

Furthermore, perceived value should not just be related only to each indi-
vidual BM in the BMES but also to groups of BMs in the BMES – what we
propose be called the portfolio level of a BMES. Therefore, it is the user’s,
customer’s, competence’s and network’s interpretation of “value” and “cost”
that is important and not just what “the business of the BMES”, its stakeholders
(investors, the industry, sector, cluster), society and others think ought to
be or are the values and cost of a BMES.

It is therefore very complex when analysing and understanding a BMES’s
product, service and/or process of value proposition, to analyse all BMs’ and
stakeholders’ values, costs, perceived values and the costs of a BMES. Further-
more, it is important to analyse these over time, during trades or inter-BMES
collaborative processes, as values and cost are dynamic and will therefore by
definition always change throughout the entire value and cost innovation pro-
cess and thereby over time. Today no industry, sector and cluster framework
has managed to cover and capture value and cost change over time – from
different viewpoints. The holistic picture of a BMES value proposition is still
very blurred and very complex “to see” but opens up to a whole new way of
viewing value contrary to the market, industry and cluster approach.

In summary, any BMES may offer a value proposition – tangible and/or
intangible. Value proposition from a BMES can be expressed in value
propositions but also in the values of relations. In fact, the values of a BMES
can be seen at least from seven different viewpoints, which we comment on
in Part 2 of this book.

6.6.2 Customers and Users Dimension – “Who Does the BMES
Serve?” (CU)

All BMESs that we researched had users and customers. However, we found
that many BMESs do not have customers that pay for the BMES’s value
proposition. Several BMESs are “just” constructed around users – maybe for a very limited time and a limited topic (Brent Spar Shell 2014), which provides the foundation for the BMES or even for other BMESs with customers related to the BMES – sponsorship, membership, likes, referrals. Facebook, Skype, LinkedIn, Twitter and Google could be examples of such BMES. This indicates that a complete mapping of the BMES BMs can be extremely difficult to establish – also because our research shows that BMs in different BMESs can be users and customers of the BMES in focus at the same time – but in very different contexts.

Our research showed that BMESs built upon users, when growing big in numbers of users, can attract and activate customers from other BMESs willing to buy or pay for value propositions in BMs in the BMES (Facebook, Skype, LinkedIn, Twitter and Google as examples again). Either users start to pay for better performance, advanced use, deeper content, for example, or other customers from other BMESs buy, for example, promotion, data, analytics because there are so many and valuable users in the BM. In these cases, the customers pay for other or different value propositions – or a different BM – as access to, for example, knowledge and learning about the users in the BMES is attractive. Stock buyers placed in a different BMES to Facebook and Alibaba.com BMESs could be an example of this.

6.6.3 Value Chain Functions (Internal) Dimension – “What Value Chain Functions Does the BMES Provide?” – (VC)

All BMESs carry out certain functions to produce the value proposition to the users and/or customers and network partners. Porter’s value chain framework was related to an operating business. However, when BMESs start to create a “to-be” BMES there are really no active activities, just wishes and expectations of value chain functions the BMES should carry out. Further, when
we observe an operating BMES at a certain moment – in this case, we freeze the picture of a specific BMES – we do not see “running” functions but just functions that are carried out. Value chain functions in our BMES framework represent the value chain functions that have to be carried out or are being carried out within the BMES – internal value chain functions in the BMES. We acknowledge that there are value chain functions outside the BMES but in our framework we only focus on the internal value chain functions of the BM.

6.6.4 Competence Dimension – “What are the BMES’s Competences?” (C)

All BMESs rely on and use competences, either from the focal BMES, from BMES network partners or even from BMES customers and users to carry out the value chain functions to be able to create, capture, deliver, receive and consume the value propositions of the BMES. As we have discussed, according to Prahalad and Hamel (1990) competences can be divided to four main categories: technologies, HR, organizational system and culture.
Technologies within a BMES we divided into:
1. Product and service technologies of a BMES
2. Production technology – both “product- and service-production technologies” of a BMES
3. Process technology – that runs and steers the production technologies so that the product, service and production technologies can create, capture, deliver, receive and consume the value propositions of the BMES.

Each BMES has a specific mix, integration and use of product and service technologies, production technologies and process technologies. Sometimes the mix, integration and use of technologies is so unique to the BMES that the competence can be a core competence of a BMES in relation to other BMESs.

Human Resources are “the people” of the BMES placed in the BMs in the BMES.

Organizational system is what the BMES uses to organize the use of BMES technologies, human resources and culture to carry out the value chain functions.

Culture is the “soft” part of the competence dimension. We claim that any BMES has a specific culture.

6.6.5 Network – “What are the BMES’s Networks” (N)?

No BMES is a lonely island – at least not for very long. Why? Because if a BMES does not receive value from outside, our research shows that it will slowly shrink and vanish. If it does not offer a value proposition of any kind to another BMES it will not be able to receive value from a long-term perspective. The BMES network thereby becomes vital to any BMES.
6.6.6 Relations Dimension – “What are the BMES’s Relations?” (R)

Any BMES relies on relations between BMs inside the BMES. In our research, we, however, found four sets of relations that are of importance to BMESs and should be attended to.

1. The “inside BMES inside BMs” area relations – business model relations transferring values inside the BMES BMs.
2. The “inside BMES outside BMs” area refers to relations between different BMs inside the BMES.
3. The “inside BMES outside BMES” refers to relations between the BMES’s BMs outside of the BMES.
4. The “outside BMES outside BMES” refers to relations and relation areas where the BMESs do not share a relation to the BMES that are different.

Value propositions and competences of a BMES can be seen from many perspectives as shown in Figure 6.2 at the beginning of the chapter. Value propositions from a BMES can not only be related to products, services and processes of the BMES but also strongly connected to its relations and thereby a result of the relation between BMESs, activity links, resource ties and actor’s bonds (Håkansson 1982; Axelsson and Easton 1992; Håkansson and Snehota 1995; Day 2000; Ford et al. 2003). These are all tools which can be used to describe and map relations to and in the BMES.

The creation, capturing, delivering, receiving and consumption of value in a BMES is enabled through these relations (Lindgren 2012). Relations connect the different BMESs’ BM dimensions’ components and enable the creation, capturing, delivering, receiving and consumption process of value. However, if a BMES is not able or willing to relate and later send and receive value through relations, then the relation has no value, no task – and gives no obvious meaning and value to a BMES.
6.6.7 Value Formula Dimension Component Level – “What are the BMES’s Value Formulae?” (VF)

Any BMES will have one or more value formulae, which can be expressed in either a monetary and/or in a non-monetary value formula. We found that the term “profit formula” is too narrow a terminology to express the formula by which BMES calculates the value formulae of a BMES. Our research showed that many BMESs and their BMs are not focused, or, better, are not exclusively focused on profit but instead on other value formulae of the BMES. They “calculate” on other value formulae and to get a full understanding of why BMESs exist and are innovated it is definitely necessary to include other value formulae. We propose profit formula as one of many value formulae that can be the “calculated” output of a BMES.

Having proposed that the seven dimensions of the BMES exist, it enables us to complete the concept and picture of the generic BMES, which we believe can be expressed with the same generic model and questions as proposed in the B-star model (Figure 6.11).

However, we discovered that the seven dimensions form a BMES cube with the “IN IN” relations inside the BMES, as shown in a sketch model in Figure 6.12.

The 2D version is very helpful when working on a BMES dimension level and a 3D version would be helpful when working on a BMES in a BMES relation axiom level. Both presentations would be helpful when working on BMI of BMES.

6.7 BMES Cases

6.7.1 Case 1 – Danish Energy BMES

The Danish energy market can be considered in a certain context as a BMES. Oil (Maersk, Statoil, ELF, Shell, Dong, Q8, OK, etc.), coal (Dong, Neas, etc.),
gas (Dong, Praxair, Kosan, etc.), Biogas (EON, Blue Planet, Maabjerg, etc.),
solar (Dansk Sol Energy, etc.) and electricity from windmills (Dong Energy,
Watenfall, Neas) are considered as major energy forms in the Danish.

Energy BMES. As can be seen different businesses operate in the BMES
and some businesses even operate with more than one BM in the BMES
(Dong, Shell, EON, etc.).

Denmark has considerable sources of fossil energy – oil and gas from the
North Sea. The production of oil fell from 523 PJ in 2010 to 470 PJ in 2011.
Consumption of oil fell from 315 to 306 PJ (Dansk Statistik 2012). Denmark expects to be self-sufficient in oil until 2050. The production of natural gas fell from 307 PJ in 2010 to 265 PJ in 2014. Consumption fell from 187 to 157 PJ. However, gas resources are expected to decline and production may fall below consumption in 2020, making imports necessary. Politically there is a major wish to exchange natural gas (“black gas”) with Biogas but Biogas only took 3 per cent of total gas consumption in 2014 (DWI 2014). The Danish government have announced that the aim is to have “black gas” exchanged for more “green gas” so that Denmark can save more CO₂ and become more independent of fossil gas (Danish Ministry of Climate and Energy 2011). Businesses that operate in the Biogas market today are several private biogas producers together with companies including EON and HMN.

A large proportion of electricity is still produced from coal but a growing part by wind turbines, which met about 39 per cent of electricity demand in Denmark by 2014 (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wind_power_in_Denmark). To encourage investment in wind power, families (customers) were offered a tax exemption for generating their own electricity within their own or an adjoining commune. While this could involve purchasing a turbine outright, more often families purchased shares in wind turbine cooperatives which in turn invested in community wind turbines. By 2004 over 150,000 Danes were either members of cooperatives or owned turbines, and about 5,500 turbines had been installed, although with greater private sector involvement the proportion owned by cooperatives had fallen to 75 per cent.

In February 2011 the “Energy Strategy 2050” was announced by the Danish government with the aim to have Denmark become fully independent of fossil fuels by 2050 (Danish Ministry of Climate and Energy 2011). The Danish government target is to have 50 per cent wind power in the electricity system by 2020 – a major change in the relative balance between energy sources in the Danish BMES.

Denmark’s electrical grid is, however, connected by transmission lines to other European countries (other BMESs) – Norway, Sweden, UK and Germany and has thereby, according to the World Economic Forum, the best energy security in the EU – but is also heavily influenced by these BMESs. In Table 6.2 a description and analysis of the Danish Energy BMES are presented.

Coal power provided 48.0 per cent of the electricity and 22.0 per cent of the heat in district heating in Denmark in 2008; and in total provided 21.6 per cent of total energy consumption (187PJ out of 864PJ) and is based mainly on coal imported from outside Europe (other BMESs). Businesses operating in this market are primarily Dong Energy, Watenfall and others).
6.7 BMES Cases

Table 6.2  Fossil fuel consumption in Denmark

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Capita Prim. Energy (Million)</th>
<th>Production Export (TWh)</th>
<th>Electricity (TWh)</th>
<th>CO₂-Emission (Mt)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>5.46</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>5.49</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>5.52</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>5.55</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>5.57</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>change 2004 to 2014</td>
<td>+3.7%</td>
<td>−10%</td>
<td>−32%</td>
<td>−84%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Denmark has also two geothermal district heating plants, one in Thisted, founded in 1988, and one in Copenhagen, operating from 2005. They produce no electricity.

In 2012 Denmark reached its year 2020 governmental goal of installing 200 MW of photovoltaic capacity. As of 2013, the total PV capacity from 90,000 private installations amounts to 500 MW. Danish energy sector players estimate that this development will result in 1,000 MW by 2020 and 3,400 MW by 2030.

In the model of the Danish Energy BMES (DEB) it is possible to see registered operating business models.

6.7.2 Case 2 – Danish Renewable Energy BMES

The Danish energy BMES as sketch in a model in Figure 6.13, could also be seen in another context where the focus is just on the renewable energy BMES, as seen in Figure 6.14. The renewable energy BMES in Denmark consists of electricity from windmills (Dong, Watenfall, Neas), solar energy (Dansk Solenergy, Energy Midt, private households, etc.), Biogas (EON, Sydenergi, etc.), geothermal energy (Thisted Termical Energy, etc.), and blue energy based on algae (Blue Energy, Folum, etc.) as seen in Figure 6.13.

The market volume of the BMES for renewable energy in Denmark is of course smaller than the total energy BMES in Denmark. Further, some of the minor business models in the energy BMES suddenly become bigger and even large players if we change the context to now only considering the renewable energy BMES.
Also interesting is that the numbers of “to-be” BMs and the degree of innovation increase in the renewable energy BMES compared to the energy BMES. Some universities and GTS institutions are now actors in the BMES with a different value formula than money – namely research and learning as a focus. Also several municipalities, regions (Denmark is divided into five regions) and even the state government are now actors, and even investors, in the BMES due to political and renewable energy-based value formulae dictated from BMESs outside, for example the EU.
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Figure 6.15 Vertical BMESs in Danish energy production.
6.7.3 Case 3 – Suppliers to Danish Energy Production BMES

The Danish Energy BMES has a tremendous number of suppliers in both Denmark and other European countries. Beneath we mention some of these different BMES seen in different contexts:

1. Oil BMES – Maersk, Dong, Shell, Statoil, etc.
2. GAS BMES – Kosan, Praxair, EV Metalværk, etc.
3. Wind Mill BMES – Liftra, AH Industries, Nordmark, Siemens, Vestas, Niebuhr, KK Electronics, DEIF, DSV, etc.
4. Biogas BMES – Orbicon, Jenbacher, Gas2move, etc.
5. Solar BMES – Danish Solar Energy, Nordisk Solar, etc.
6. Termical Energy – Thisted Termical
7. Blue Energy – Foulum

Figures 6.15 and 6.16 show some elected vertical and horizontal BMESs.

6.7.4 Case 4 – HI – BMES to the Danish Energy BMES and Other BMESs

MCH is one of Scandinavia’s largest and most flexible amusement centres with over 900,000 visitors each year. MCH has four BM portfolios – the Fair Center Herning, MCH Herning Kongrescenter, MCH Arena and Jyske Bank Boxen. MCH has the capacity to provide meetings for 15 people, conference space for 2,000 participants, football matches and arena space for 11,000 spectators and fairs for up to 50,000 guests. MCH’s competence is to provide BMs and a BMES where amusements and business model exchange are core. Amusements can be a broad spectrum – rock, theatre, musicals and big sports events. MCH hosts and sets up more than 500 arrangements per year and is a market leader in setting up a BMES of amusement. MCH strengths are professional and service-minded employees, and up-to-the-minute facilities. Unique experiences and facilitating people and technology to meet each other are MCH’s core competences.

MCH set up every second year an industry fair – a BMES – for the windmill industry and other industries from other BMESs. The industry fair, called HI Fair, functions as a BMES for five days. Many businesses with many different BMs operate in the HI BMES led by MCH, as can be seen in Figure 6.17. All BMs present at and under the HI BMES negotiate with MCH to be able to offer their BMs in the BMES.

Until now MCH has had very limited interest in relating to different BMESs but due to a decline in some of MCH’s BMES they have decided to open up, for example, to the University BMES.
6.8 Discussion

Today, most academics and practitioners consider the BM as a part of a market, industry, sector or a cluster – measurable, objective and one of a kind. Although there are many different definitions and types of business groups most define these related to a business model level but at a business level. We have earlier proposed that there is a need for a distinction between levels of business model focus, the business level and the business model level. We propose that the BMES core level should be focused on in research as “forming”
an “umbrella” of “as-is” and “to-be” BMs represented in a specific BMES but also measured on related BMESs and BMESs that are not related – the BMES relation axiom. This is to prevent fuzziness and support discussion and further development of the BM theory.

Some BMESs together can form a group of BMESs that is interrelated – what we call a portfolio of BMESs – e.g. renewable energy BMES, fossil energy BMES – all focusing on energy production but measured in different viewpoints and contexts – either vertical or horizontally. These BMESs form a group of BMESs that have similarities due to, for example, the same customer focus, use of the same value chain, use of the same network, focus on the same mission – for example, energy production. Often the BMES portfolios like to be considered as interdependent, like Green Lab. Green Lab Skive is a business development park which will be located in a designated energy and resource landscape on the outskirts of Skive in the Central Denmark Region. The core of GreenLab Skive is a power-to-gas plant. GreenLab Skive is a symbiotic setup, where surplus energy and waste resources are used for testing, demo projects and other projects within green energy systems and green gas.

Being part of the GreenLab Skive business development park will give you the opportunity to test your own technologies and projects in real time and within a full-scale renewable energy context (www.greenlabskive.dk). Sometimes each BMES in a portfolio competes with other BMES, sometimes they manage to “live” in symbiosis. As earlier mentioned, some BMESs, however, attract users who then attract customers to other BMESs in the BMES relations portfolio.

Further, we found businesses can be part of one (Vestas – Windmill) or even more BMESs (Siemens – Windmill, Hydropower, Solarpower). BMESs are where the business BMs operate and “exchange” their value proposition. The representation of BMs in different BMESs is a strategic choice of the business.

We propose that BMES business models and BMI should be viewed on different levels, as shown in Table 6.3.

BMESs can do BMES BMI at different BMES levels. The BMES vertical and horizontal level is considered as being complex but the BMES diversification is, however, the most complex level of BMES BMI – and is maybe therefore often not used by BMESs to secure their survival. The BMES Cube can be useful for downloading, seeing, sensing BMESs “on the way to begin operating” (“to-be” BMESs) and on BMESs “already operating” (“as-is” BMESs). It is possible to “innovate”, “measure”, “test”, “download”, “see” and “sense” any levels of a BMES. It is possible to “see” if the BMES can operate and how and why it is functioning or not functioning. It is possible to
Table 6.3 Levels of BMES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levels of BMES component</th>
<th>Characteristics of the BMES level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BMES component</td>
<td><strong>BM’s value proposition</strong> components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The smallest part of a BMES dimension</td>
<td>Value attitudes, attributes of different BMs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>BM’s customer and user</strong> roles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>BM’s value chain functions</strong> Primary functions: inbound logistics, operation, outbound logistics, marketing and sales, service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Support functions: procurement, human resource management, administration, finance infrastructure, business model innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>BM’s competence</strong> Product, production and process technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HR – employees/people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Organizational system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical, digital and virtual network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMES dimension</td>
<td><strong>BM’s relations</strong> Tangible and intangible relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value proposition</td>
<td><strong>BM’s value formulae</strong> Profit and other value formulae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer and/or user</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value chain functions (Internal)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMES BMs</td>
<td><strong>BM of BMES</strong> both “to-be” or “as-is” BM Cube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMES BMES portfolio</td>
<td>Group of BMs that are interrelated in the BMES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMES business</td>
<td>Core business level of a BMES with seven dimensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMES vertical</td>
<td><strong>BMESs</strong> that are vertically linked together</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMES horizontal</td>
<td><strong>BMESs</strong> that are horizontally linked together</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMES diversification</td>
<td><strong>BMESs</strong> that are not linked together</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

see the BMES and its characteristics including dimensions and components at all different levels.

Summing up, we propose that any BMES consists of seven dimensions – six sides and the BMES relations inside the BMES that binds all the BMES BM’s dimensions and components together and enables creation, capturing, delivering, receiving and consumption of values within the BMES.
6.9 Conclusion

There is until now not an accepted language developed for BMESs, nor is the term “BMES” generally accepted in the business model literature. This chapter commences the journey of building up a “language” on BMES based on case studies within the Danish Energy BMES, Suppliers to Danish Energy production BMES, The Danish Renewable Energy BMES and HI Fair BMES. The research shows that the old thinking of industry, sector and cluster systems defined these days is very much challenged because it gives the business and even the industry a kind of false security related to what really is the market, industry, sector or cluster. Especially when competitors or other business and BMESs begin to define the BMES differently – in a context-based way – then “conservative”-thinking businesses, industries and clusters are challenges; challenges because they lack strategies and competitive tools as many of them have formulated their strategy on the basis of market, industry, sector and cluster thinking – some would say old-school strategic thinking.

In contrast to the market, industry, sector and cluster definition we propose a different terminology – the business model ecosystem (BMES), defined as related to a context-based and viewpoint-based approach – including both “as-is” and “to-be” business BMs. We propose that any BMESs are defined in seven dimensions (value proposition, user and customers, value chain function, competence, network, relation and value formula). The BM is the focus as the smallest part of any BMES, contrasting with previous terms using the business as the focus. Each BM Cube can later be used to detail any BM in terms of dimensions and components (Lindgren and Rasmussen 2013).

The BMES framework and approach is built upon a comprehensive review of academic business and business model literature together with an analogy study of ecological ecosystems and ecosystem frameworks and studies of market, industry, sector and cluster terminologies.

The BMES today has to change fast related to the context or risk in the future of vanishing. BMESs may be considered to be established and look different from those we have seen in the past. A deeper understanding of BMES, seen in a context approach, could maybe give some answers as to why some BMES are successful and others not.

The chapter has addressed the concern with the difference between “the core business” of the BMES and the variety and strategy of its “as-is BMs” and “to-be BMs”. If the distance between these becomes too large this can be a reason why the BMES falls apart or finds survival a challenge.
Abstract
The notion of business models (BMs) has been used by strategy scholars to refer to “the logic of the business, the way it operates and how it creates value to its stakeholders” (Casadesus-Masanell and Ricart 2009). On the surface, this notion appears to be similar to that of a business model strategy. We present a conceptual framework to separate relations within any BMs and between any BMs in the business. BMs, we argue, are a reflection of business models’ realized and unrealized relations. We find that in simple competitive situations there is a one-to-many tangible and intangible mapping between relations and the business BMs, which makes it difficult to separate the two notions. We show that the concepts of relations and BMs differ when there are important contingencies upon which a well-designed business model strategy must be based. Our framework delivers a clear separation between different relation viewpoints and BMs. This distinction is possible because we have verified through our research that relations are one of the seven dimensions of any BM and can be mapped internally to any BM and also externally – between any BMs internal and external to the business.

7.1 Introduction
The BM field has evolved substantially in the past 10 years. Business are now learning to “download”, “see” and “sense” their business models – and from there their business models relations. Different approaches including business model canvas (Osterwalder 2011), the Stoff Model (Bouwman 2003, Bouwman et al. 2008), the open business model (Chesbrough 2007), the resource-based view (Wernerfelt 1984, 1995; Rumelt 1984; Penrose 1959), dynamic capabilities (Prahalad and Hamel 1990; Teece 1997) and game theory (Neumann 1928, 1944) have helped academics and practitioners understand the dynamics of business models and develop recommendations on how businesses should define their “as-is” and “to-be” business models.
However, drivers such as globalization, deregulation and technological change, just to mention a few, are profoundly changing the business model game and relations between BMs. Scholars and practitioners agree that the fastest-growing business in this new environment appear to have taken advantage of these structural business model changes to compete “differently” and innovate in their business models. Chesbrough (2007), Bower and Christensen (1995), Johnson et al. (2008), Markides and Charitou (2004), Casadesus-Masanell and Ricart (2010), Teece (2010) and Zott et al.’s (2011) studies show that businesses are actively seeking guidance on how to innovate their business models to improve their ability to create, capture, deliver, receive and consume value. One of the most important analyses in this work is the “downloading”, “seeing” and “sensing” of their business models relations (Lindgren 2016a).

Advances in ICT have driven the possibility of mapping relations inside business models and business models’ relations to other business models. Many businesses constitute “to-be” and “as-is” business models. Shafer et al. (2005) and Linder and Cantrell (2000) present 12 recent definitions of business models and 55 different business models (Gassmann et al. 2012) but hardly any mention of or focus on relations in business models.

Today practically all business models’ tangible and intangible relations are possible to map and with more tools and evolvement of ICT it will soon be possible to have the full picture of any business models relations – both inside and outside BMs.

New relations for emerging business models steer researchers and practitioners towards a systematic study of relations to business models. Academics working in this area agree that for business to be effective and gain competitive advantage in different business model ecosystems in future, they need to develop novel relations inside their business models, between their business models inside their business, and between their business models and business models outside their business.

In fact, relation-based business model innovation that aims to reach the optimum of business multi business model innovation constitutes one of the most important sources of sustainability and growth of a business, but paradoxically – as far as we found it in our research – is also often neglected as a strategically important source or object in business model innovations.

Although it is relatively uncontroversial for business to innovate, managers of business model innovation must have a good understanding of how business models are related and how the BM’s relations work. The academic community has – so far – only offered early insights on the issue. In truth, there is not yet agreement on what the distinctive features are of superior business
Figure 7.1 Different early sketch models of relations inside a BM Cube and outside a BM Cube (Lindgren and Rasmussen 2013, Lindgren 2016a).
models’ relations and many academic business model frameworks even forget the relations of business models.

We believe that the dispute has arisen, in part, because of a lack of a clear distinction between the notions of business model dimensions, business models and business. The purpose of this chapter is to contribute to the research and literature by presenting an integrative framework to distinguish and relate the concepts of business model relations and business model relations’ viewpoints.

As mentioned earlier in this book, business model refers to the logic and the framework we develop around the business, the BM Cube, the business model portfolio, the BM Cube’s dimensions, the business models’ dimensions’ components (Lindgren and Rasmussen 2013) and the business present in the business model ecosystem (BMES) (Lindgren 2016b).

These relations enable the way business models operate and how the BM creates, captures, delivers, receives and consumes value for its business and its BMs.

“The way” in which one business model dimension is connected with another business model dimension is in our terminology defined as a relation. A relation relates all the BM’s dimensions together and as can be seen in the sketch model of the BM (Figure 7.1) – the relations are placed firstly in the middle of the BM and then in a later approach between BMs.

In the sketch models it can be seen that relations are drawn, for example, as

- the relation of the value proposition to the customer dimension
- the relation of value chain function to the competence dimension
- the relation from one BM to another BM.

How can we get an overview of these relations and how can we use this overview to support operations of BMs and BMI in general? We will try and cover the answers to these questions in the paragraphs that follow.

### 7.2 BM Relations

Relations in our terminology consist of as “wire” and connectors. In Figure 7.2 a sketch model is drawn of how we hypothetically imagine what a relation looks like in a BM with a “wire” delivering and receiving connectors.

A relation works by relating BM dimensions and it enables BM dimensions to relate. In most cases, the relations relate BM dimensions’ components from one BM dimension component to another. We identified (inspired by
Tangible relations are physical and visual – like a string, a wire, a pipe, a vein and/or an artery. Intangible relations are not visual, cannot be touched, are not “physically cabled”. Examples are the wireless internet, mobile phone line, one person looking in the eyes of another, sound floating from one ear to another, smell floating in the air from a cheese to a person’s nose.
Both types of relations are important in BMs – however, the physical and tangible relations have gained the largest attention and are most investigated.

Relations have to be connected to make them able to function. If a relation is not connected at both ends then values will not be able to flow from one BM dimension to another as illustrated in Figure 7.3. This can cause a lot of frustration but also leave businesses and business people in critical situations – even out of business (the Netflix case (Soteck 2014)). No wonder many business promote their brand as “being connected”, staying connected and no wonder several politicians and grassroots groups are “fighting” to have connectivity as a “the right of the human being” (EU 2017).

Inspiration in our case and for the development of our BM relations terminology is as already comment on very much taken from Verna Allee’s and Oliver Schwabe’s framework (Allee 2008; Allee and Schwabe 2011) but also from the ICT and electrical power industry and healthcare scientific research.

7.2.1 Types of Business Model Relations

There are three kinds of relations that we found existing inside BMs and between BM dimensions. We found that these are always related from BM dimension components, either inside or outside a BM, to BM dimensions in BMs outside the BM. The BM relations can take different forms, which we give hereunder some examples of.

7.2.1.1 One-to-one relations

In a one-to-one relations, a BM dimension in Business Model A can have no more than one matching BM dimension component in Business Model B. A one-to-one relation is created if both of the related BM dimensions are primary keys or have unique constraints. The relations can be tangible or intangible as seen in Figure 7.4.

This kind of one-to-one relations we found is not so common in BM operation, because most information that is related in this manner would be either inside one BM or in very special BM operations between BMs. In this kind of relation, a BM dimension component in Business Model A can have one matching BM dimension in another BM dimension in Business Model A and/or have one matching BM dimension in Business Model B and/or Business Model C, D, and so on’s BM dimensions. In Figure 7.4 we show one-to-one relations between two BMs.

Most often we found that there were many relations in a BM and its operation – often very complex to map and get an overview of. This can
be seen in the illustration in Figure 7.5 of two actual BMs in an insurance business.

In the insurance example in Figure 7.5 the customer BM dimension is “the BM dimension” in focus and is the BM dimension that most relations are connected to and values are transformed to and through. However, as can be seen in the example, the two BMs have very different set-ups from each other.

### 7.2.1.2 One-to-many relations

We found one-to-many relations very often in the BMs we studied. These kinds of BM relations are illustrated by an example in a sketch model in Figure 7.6.

In the model two BMs, A and B, have one-to-many to relations. Three BM dimensions in BM A each have two tangible BM dimensions in BM B. In this kind of relation, a BM dimension component in BM A can have many matching BM dimension components in another BM dimension in BM A and/or many matching BM dimensions in BM B and/or C, D, and so on’s BM dimensions. That is naturally when it is considered that each business offers many BMs – the multi business model approach. In the example in Figure 7.6, Business A and its BM have a one-to-many relation to Business B’s BM dimensions.

A one-to-many relationship is often created if one of the related businesses’ BM dimension is a primary, core BM dimension or has a unique constraint. This can competitively be an advantage if the business can build many and different BMs on the basis of the one-to-many BM relations dimension, one BM relation to many BMs, one BM portfolio relation to many BMs. Several car and service businesses are experts on this business modelling type.
Figure 7.5. Example of BM relations in and between two BMs in an insurance business.
and this is often referred to as a platform strategy set-up. Here more BMs (cars, mobile phones, services, etc.) are built on the same production platform.

7.2.1.3 Many-to-one relations
In this BM relations perspective many BM dimensions or BM dimension components can be related to one BM dimension or one BM dimension component.

In Figure 7.7 two BMs, A and B, have a many-to-one relation. In this kind of relation several BM dimensions in BM A have one matching BM dimension

Figure 7.6 Sketch model of one-to-many tangible relations in a BM.

Figure 7.7 Sketch model of many-to-one BM relations.
in BM B and/or can have one matching BM dimension in BM B and/or BM C, D and so on’s BM dimensions.

This knowledge can be used to optimize the BMs, to see “bottlenecks” and critical relations in BMs. This can hereby provide the “raw material” for later BMI.

7.2.1.4 Many-to-many relations

In a many-to-many BM relations terminology, a BM dimension in Business A (BM A) has many relations to BM dimensions in BM B – Quadrant 1 in the relations axiom. A BM dimension in BM A can also have many relations to BM dimensions in BM B, C, D etc. and vice versa in Business A – Quadrant 2 in the relations axiom. A BM dimension in BM A can further have many relations to BM dimensions in BM B, C, D etc., and vice versa in Business B, C, D etc. – Quadrant 3 in the relations axiom.

In Figure 7.8 we show two different examples of many-to-many BM relations. It can be seen that the relations perspective and mapping can become very complex (see the model at the right side of Figure 7.8). It is therefore necessary to have some structure and also some software to support the

Figure 7.8 Two different examples of many to many BM relations combinations.
7.2 BM Relations

7.2.2 Relations’ Role
As argued and seen above, relations play a very important role in the process of business models’ operation as they are the “arteries”, “veins” and “nerves” that enable values to be delivered from one business model dimension to another. The relations are “the lifelines” between business model dimensions inside the BM, between BMs inside and outside the business. We found in our research that if the relations do not function then BMs will not be able to operate – and live.

Relations enable the BM value process of creation, capturing, delivery, receiving and consuming values (Lindgren 2016a) to take place. BM relations enable the BM value process of and by BM dimensions from the business model dimensions within business models and between business models – inside and outside the business – to take place. Without relations tangible and/or intangible BM dimensions – and values – cannot be transferred and BM dimensions and BMs cannot interact with each other. No business model therefore will be able to operate without relations – and we do no have, therefore, a “going BM”.

Therefore we believe and also found in our research that there is a gap in BM research about BM relations. It seems to be a large mistake in BM research that there has not been more focus on BM relations and that relations in many BM frameworks and BM concepts are neglected and/or not included. The research lack is in BM relations, BM relations’ role and how BMs transfer values to each other, how BMs communicate to each other and generally how they are able to create, capture, deliver, receive and consume values. In other words, the BM value process is not well understood in the BM community – especially related to the vital roles that relations play in BMs.

7.2.3 BM Relations Nodes, Hubs and Connectors
Fundamentally, what we have discovered is that relations must be connected in both the sending and the receiving “end”. Our research shows very clearly that operating BMs have relations that have connections in “both ends”. These connections – that connect BM dimensions – we call BM relations node (BMrN). These BMrNs are called many things in businesses and academic literature. From a value network perspective they are called people or roles (Allee 2012) as seen in Figure 7.9; in technology based BMs and
ICT systems they are called hubs; from the logistical perspective of storage centres, transport logistical centres and in post systems they are called mail boxes. Independent of what they are called, these nodes, hubs, connectors, etc. are extremely important in BMs as they enable the relations to deliver the value, “leave” the value from one BM dimension to be gathered by another BM dimensions relation. It also – if the hub function is correctly
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connected – secures that the value can be collected by another relation to be transferred to next destination – a BM dimension – in a receiving BM.

Nodes and/or a hubs or connectors – BMrNs – are therefore an important part for any business model. BMrNs are used to connect relations of one BMs or more – to enable BMs to operate “live”.

We believe, as with ICT hubs, that a BMrN can contain multiple ports: business model relation node ports (BMrNPs). We have not tested and verified this yet in a multi case and sample perspective but several of our case studies show the presence of “multiple ports”.

When a value arrives at a BMrN, it can be captured and transferred from the BMrN and to a BM relation to another BMrN of a BM dimension so that all business model dimensions or other business models can “see” or “receive” “a value” or “packet of value” through or at the BMrNP.

A passive BMrN serves simply as a conduit for the value, enabling it to go from one BM dimension to another. A so called intelligent BMrN, however, includes additional features that enable an administrator to monitor the “value packed” and the value process, passing through the BMrN. Further, an administrator can configure each BMrN. Intelligent BMrNs can also be classified as manageable BMrNs. These can – as we will see later in Part 2 of this book – be extremely valuable for the management and leadership of BM and BMI.

A BMrNP can actually be managed to read the destination address of each “value packet” and then forward the “value packet” to the correct BMrNP. These are extremely valuable as these BMrNPs can secure that every value is transferred automatically to the right BMrNP and BM dimension in a BM. In other words BMrNPs can have different competences – and they can be physical, digital or virtual.

Business models have both internal and external value interaction: internal value interaction between BM dimensions internal to the business model and external value interaction with business models within the business and outside the business. Business models have therefore a manifold of different relations through which the BM operates and can operate. The many different relations open to a business are by virtue of its business models what it employs in “as-is” BM relations and wants to employ in “to-be” BM relations.

In this context it would be more clear if it was possible to get an overview of the relations and find a generic structure to map the different relations a BM can have. This map should be able to plot the business models relations that are operating and those that are expected to be operating. We have proposed this mapping tool already (Lindgren 2012) and called it the relations axiom for “as-is” and “to-be” business models.
7.3 The Relations Axiom

To integrate the concepts of relations, business models and business, we introduced in 2012 an initial proposal on a generic four-square relations axiom framework for “as-is” BMs in a business, depicted in Figure 7.10.

The initial relations axiom was very valuable to get an overview of “to-be” BMs as it made it possible for the MBIT researchers to view BMs’ relations from four different viewpoints and made us begin to study BM relations more deeply.

7.3.1 Quadrant 1 – the First Square of the Relationship Axiom – “in in BM Relations”

In Quadrant 1 – the first square of the relationship axiom – we can study “in in BM relations”. The process and focus are here to “download” and “see” the “relations of a BM’s value creation, capturing, delivery, receiving and consumption” inside a business model inside a business.

As can be seen in Figure 7.11 the individual BM’s dimensions are “bound” together and connected through relations “internally in the BM” – “the relation dimension”. This view can be referred to as “the internal logic” and the “inside value transfer of a business model”. It shows both the tangible and intangible value streams floating through the relations between the BM’s dimensions. In this view it also shows the values transferred and value transfer inside the BM and inside the business. Relations going outside the BM cube are neglected in this “view” and therefore not shown.

Relations in this context can be divided into those that “deliver”, “receive”, “send” or “pass” value on to other BM dimensions and those who receive value from other BM dimensions. Relations are, as mentioned earlier, tied with BMrN to BM dimensions in the individual BMs’ dimensions to be able to deliver and receive the “value package”.

Relations that are not tied to a BMrN obviously cannot send, receive or leave values for “storage” or then later pass on values to a business model dimension. In the HSJD RPU use case shown in Appendix 9, we verify this statement and show BM relations that are not “tied” through a BMrN. These relations often end nowhere and the BM relation cannot therefore be of any use to the BM or the business. This is also important to note in the context of a BMI process or when “to-be” BMs are created. Often we observed that business created “to-be” BM relations but when these BMs were brought to operation they were never established and thereby never came to work. Also in this case those responsible for the BMI often forgot the relations or did not make an effort to connect the relations in the BM. This was very interesting for us to observe.
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Figure 7.10 The relations axiom adapted from the first sketch model from Lindgren and Rasmussen 2012.
Any set of business (“to-be”) or (“as-is”) BM relations are unique and different from one BM to another. However, we found that some BMs’ relations can be copied to other BMs’ relations and/or share other BM relations, and even quickly start to use, and perhaps take over, other BMs’ relations. Therefore it is important to lead and manage BMs’ relations as these relations could be considered as equal to arteries, veins and nerves in a body. Most businesses would like to have control of their BMs’ relations – just as humans do not like others to have control of their arteries, veins and nerves – but not everybody can reject or refuse this as we will discuss later in Part 2 of the book, controlling and knowing the relations of BMs is very important (Amidon 2008; Allee 2012).

As we have already mentioned, BM relations consist of tangible and intangible relations that enable other BM dimensions to have value passing on and receiving tangible and intangible values. BMs and BMs’ dimensions can be “stand alone” or “unused” relations only in the very early stage BMI phases. Otherwise they will slowly vanish and not be able to be used when needed, exactly like a hand or a leg of a body that has not been used for a long time – and then slowly withers. Relations must use and be related to other business model dimensions either inside or outside the business to enable the BM to operate and thereby become “a going BM” (SB 2009; William 2011).

In our research we also show that BMs are fundamentally network-based business models (NBBMs) (Lindgren et al. 2010) and most often connected through relations to other business models of users/customers and/or network partners. A business model that theoretically is isolated from other business models would vanish simply because it would not receive value and would not be able to create, capture, deliver and consume value to and from other BMs. The BM therefore would lose the “basis and purpose of life” – and would not be “a going BM”.

![Figure 7.11 Quadrant 1 of the relation axiom – a sketch model of relations inside a BM.](image)
Our research indicates that relations are perhaps one of the most important dimensions of a BM. Different domains of theory (intellectual capital, sales and marketing, global economy and others) also consider relations to be one of the most valuable parts of a business model and our economy (Håkansson and Snehota 1990; Amidon 2008; Allee and Schwabe 2011; Russell 2011). As Martha Russell (2011) said:

Strategic value creation networks have become critically important in technology development and economic growth; co-creation relies on the relationship infrastructure of people, organizations and policies. These complex intangible relationship assets can be observed through network analysis of small, medium and large enterprises. By identifying relationships through which information and financial resources flow, visual insights toward a shared vision can be created and strategic network orchestration can be implemented. Using social network analysis, these relationship patterns can reveal competitive forces, gatekeepers and collaboration opportunities – within and across sectors – in internal and external innovation ecosystems around the world.

A BM that cannot be or is not related is worth nothing to others – or worth very little. It is therefore important to understand the relations between business models – and in this case both inside and outside the business – to get a full picture of the business models’ logic, operation and potential.

Our hypotheses and proposed framework is therefore firstly that

There exist relations inside any BM – the internal relations binding and connecting the business model dimensions in a BM together.

This is shown through two sketch models in Figure 7.12, Figure 7.13 and one sketch model from an empirically tested BM case, Figure 7.14.

As can be seen the empirical sketch model Figure 7.14 has only mapped the tangible BM relations (unbroken line relations). However, we know from our research that there were also intangible BM relations in this BM case.

We show and comment on this in detail in three different empirically verified business models inside three businesses’ BMs (Vlastuin, Margit Gade and EV Metalværk) in Appendices 5, 10 and 11.

Our hypothesis is that each of the three different BMs shown in Figure 7.12, 7.13 and 7.14 are related in a unique internal relations spin and each of these are different to each other. This – we believe – makes any BM’s relations unique and relevant to study individually and carefully. Every BM’s “in BM relations” in detail would potentially give us deeper understanding of the specific BM’s relations construction and logic.

This relations mapping we can do related to “as-is” BMs – “download- ing”, “mapping” and in the “seeing” phase (Lindgren 2016a) – the “in in
Figures 7.12, 7.13 and 7.14  Relations inside one BM; Relations in three different business models; Relations in an empirically tested BM case.
relations”. We can also relate this to the “to-be” BMs – BMI phase – what we call “the sensing phase” (Lindgren 2016a). However, we propose that this work is separate from the “sensing phase” when businesses are creating the “to-be” BMs’ relations. Therefore in Figure 7.15 we only show “as-is” BMs, but we will later (in Part 2 of the book) show “to-be” BMs’ relations.

### 7.3.2 Quadrant 2 – the Second Square of the Relationship Axiom – “in out BM Relations”

The second assumption we made – and later empirically verified – related to the relations axiom we call “in out relations” (Figure 7.16). This was a proposal that claims that there exist relations from inside any BM and outside

![Figure 7.15](image1.png)

**Figure 7.15** Three different relations inside three different “as-is” business models inside the business – “in in relations”.

![Figure 7.16](image2.png)

**Figure 7.16** Quadrant 2 – relations inside the business and outside the business model “in out BM relations”.


to other BMs. These relations – we propose – can be studied in two viewpoints or “modes”. Firstly they can be studied through the relations between BMs inside the business but out of the BM in focus – quadrant 2 in Figure 7.16 – and secondly the relations between BMs outside the business and out of the BM in focus – quadrant 3 in Figure 7.17.

In Appendices 9 and 11 we show three examples of “in out relations” in two different businesses (HSJD, EV Metalværk).

**7.3.3 Quadrant 3 – the Third Square of the Relationship Axiom – “out in BM Relations”**

The third hypothesis we had – and we also verified in our research – was that there exist relations from inside the BM and outside to other BMs outside the business. These we call “out in relations” and are shown in Figure 7.17.

In Appendices 5 and 11 we show examples of “out in” relations in two different businesses (Vlastuin, EV Metalværk). We cannot tell yet if the relations are constructed the same as those operating inside the BMs but we have a hypothesis that they are. This we are testing in our MBIT Lab at the moment.

**7.3.4 Quadrant 4 – the Fourth Square of the Relationship Axiom – “out out BM Relations”**

The fourth hypothesis we had – and that we also verified in our research – was that there exist relations between BMs outside the business that the business model is not part of. These we call the “out out BM relations” and they are sketched out in Figure 7.18.
In Appendix 11 we show an empirical case of “out out BM relations” in EV Metalværk.

By moving a BM from one relation axiom square – or relation quadrant – to another it is possible to see the BM in different BM relations perspectives – or relation viewpoints. This we found is highly valuable information not least in a later business model innovation context and process.

7.3.5 Relations with Different Characteristics, Functions and Contours

Summing up these hypotheses, tests and findings leads us to propose that there are relations inside any BM that have different characteristics, functions and contours. There are also relations connecting different BMs from outside the BMs and in this context both to BMs inside the business and to BMs outside the business. However we need more information and deeper research as we have only had limited time to study these BM relations. Further, we have not had time enough to study the cases sufficiently to stabilize our findings; neither have we had the opportunity to study the relations thoroughly in digitized BM environment. This we hope to be able to do in autumn 2017.

However our hypotheses are still that these different BM relations exist and it is not possible to explain BMs and BMI just through and by one set of relations as proposed by Granovetter (1973), Amidon (2008), Allee (2010)
and Russell (2011). We believe that the BM relations are much more complex than proposed previously and that there lie several hidden possibilities in the “spaghetti of relations”.

Our hypothesis is that a multitude of different relation types exist and it will be possible and valuable in the future “to see” these from different viewpoints to get the full picture of the business model relations, their characteristics and in what context they are operating.

In our research we found that BM theory until now has primarily focused on just a fragmented picture of BM relations (Osterwalder et al. 2005; Chesbrough et al. (2008); Johnson et al. 2008; Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010; Osterwalder 2011; Zott et al. 2011; Gassmann et al. 2012; Teece 2012) – primarily relations inside the BM and/or relations to customers and, to some extent, relations to suppliers.

We propose to increase this study by examining the types of relations that we believe exist following our preliminary research study, as outlined in Table 7.1.

Our hypothesis is also, therefore, that value deliverables passed through relations between network partners and network partners’ BMs are many, much more complex and different to what we can and do see explained today in business model literature and even other academic work covering the theme of relations and value networks.

In the Table 7.1 we found some researchers that have commenced work on relations – often within a different perspective and with a different research approach to ours. However these works are opening up different dimensions of relations related to the BM environment and are highly valuable to our field of BM and BMI research. However, we believe that this work is not complete in understanding the relations in BMs and the creation and capturing of relations in BMI. They show us just some fragments of the BM’s relation picture.

We therefore propose that relations related to BM and BMI should be studied much more and with more than just one set of relationship terminologies. We believe strongly it should be inspired and studied by and with an interdisciplinary approach and team.

In our relations axiom model we propose at least four sets of relation viewpoints of importance to BM study. This is also for the attention of BMI managers who relate to seeing the core challenges of BM relations.

7.4 Discussion

The approach in our research on the relations axiom was to use the relations axiom framework to “download”, “see” and “sense” the tangible and intangible relations in BMs and to intellectual capital (IC) as sketch out in Figure 7.19


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of relations</th>
<th>Frameworks available for inspiration and development</th>
<th>Examples/empirical cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal relations in the BM</td>
<td>To some extent Verna Allee and Oliver Schwabe’s framework (2011) can be used here – however, we consider that their work is only able to map parts of the relations in a BM. Their work is not complete in relation to the BM but more in relation to the value network.</td>
<td>The insurance case; please also see the Neffics case (Neffics 2012, D 4.2) as seen in the right side of Figure 7.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relations between different BMs</td>
<td>To some extent Verna Allee and Oliver Schwabe’s framework (2011) can be used here – however, we consider that their work is only able to map parts of the relations between BMs.</td>
<td>Not available yet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangible and intangible relations between network partners’ BMs</td>
<td>To some extent Granovetter’s (1973), Håkansson’s and Verna Allee and Oliver Schwabe’s (2011) frameworks (D 4.2)</td>
<td>Not available yet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangible and intangible relations between network partners’ businesses</td>
<td>Granovetter’s (1973) and Martha Russell’s frameworks; social networks (Davis 2009, Freemann 2009)</td>
<td>Available but in fragmented form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relations between BMs’ ecosystems</td>
<td>Martha Russell’s framework can to some extent map relations between BM ecosystems but it is not especially focused on the BM ecosystem (BMES)</td>
<td>Not available yet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 7.19: What is the BMI core challenge?
7.4 Discussion

and explained in details in Table 7.1 in four business area viewpoint. In this process the businesses were encouraged to “download” their business “as-is” and “to-be” BMs’ existing and potential relations to BMs and thereby IC. The business in question might not in their daily work be able to “see” and “sense” IC and potential relations to IC by themselves before mapping them in the relations axiom. Relations to BM competences and IC that in their daily business operations are valuable could now become visible and measured. When all relations for each BM were mapped – which we found was extremely time consuming – it showed “to-be” and “as-is” BM relations to competences and IC, which enabled the business potentially to understand better how many BMI possibilities and relations to competences and IC they really had.

In the mapping process two different types of relations-mapping approaches became valuable. Firstly the relations were mapped to each specific dimension in a BM – the BM Cube (Lindgren 2012). This work was done both for tangible and intangible values and relations. In our mappings above we have, however, only shown the tangible relations in Figures 7.12, 7.13 and 7.14. This was done related to creating, capturing, delivering, receiving and consumption of values sent through the relations. This means it is now possible for a business to “see” and “sense” which IC really has an impact and contributes to a certain BM and the BM’s dimensions.

This work would have been much less time consuming and easier to do if it could have been digitized – or was digitized in the businesses. We argue that most of this information about relations to competences and IC are lying “sleeping” and “unused” already in the business ERP systems and as tacit knowledge within employees in the business.

The relations to competences and IC outside the business can also be quite simply found and mapped if customers and network partners are included in the mapping. For research purposes we used some supporting tools (Amidon 2008; Russell 2012; Allee and Schwabe 2011) to map the relations, which helped us to gain an overview of the value stream and relations between business BMs. More research, however, has to be carried out here to get a full picture as some information is lacking – especially “seeing” the relations and value stream from the outside (different BM innovation leadership viewpoints). This will be covered in Part 2 of this book.

In our research we found that the “out out” quadrant – the fourth quadrant – was very seldom used by businesses.

Methods of mapping intangible relations to competences, IC and hidden knowledge are vital to get the full relational picture of a business BM and relations axiom. Allee and Schwabe’s value network tool (2008) is helpful to use when mapping intangible value and relations inside a BM and to some extent
The Business Model Relations Axiom between BMs. Russell’s (2012) and Amidon’s (2008) relations tools are helpful when mapping relations more in a social network context and perspective—especially intangible relations to knowledge zones. However, more work has to be done to get a full picture, and MBIT researchers have already undertaken this work which we will comment on later in Part 2 of this book.

Some challenges related to the relations mapping tools used are still present. Mapping relations processes and mapping relations over time is especially a challenge. Allee’s framework can, to some extent, help us to show us the value delivering and relations process—but there is still some development work to do to get a full “storyboard” of relations and transfer of IC over time. Russell’s and Amidon’s tools need also to be further developed to a kind of storyboard level taking the relations axiom to a mapping level that can show different times of relations.

Four cases each representing different businesses used different relations approaches to “download”, “see” and “sense” relations. The “seeing” and “sensing” part were only done from the business viewpoint. The four businesses showed very different characteristics related the four quadrant in the relations axiom. These are detailed in Table 7.2.

When one analyses the characteristics and the relations axiom of the four BMI use cases individually it shows that the businesses are quite introvert in their work with their BMs—they use relations mostly with competence and IC internally to the business or relation to competences and the IC of close customers or network partners. It seems that there is much unused potential competence and IC for both “to-be” BMs and change of “as-is” BMs in the 1, 2 and 3 quadrants.

The cases studied point overall to a need to have more business focus on “downloading”, “seeing” and “sensing” their relations on both their “to-be” and “as-is” BMs. Businesses have to “learn” their relations to IC and then learn how to release competences and IC strategically through their existing tangible and intangible relations. Businesses that try to release tangible and intangible competences and IC “blindly” often miss the real IC relation opportunities. They will not be able to “find” competences and IC that they are really looking for and which could create sustainable business model opportunities. Further, they might not even be able to release competences and IC which are vital for their BMs because they do not really “see”, “sense” and understand the relations to competences and IC and interdependencies to relations of other BMs.

7.5 Practical Implications

Business can in the work of mapping relations to competences and IC benefit from using different methods to map relations. We propose that business has to
### Table 7.2 Characteristics and relations to IC of different businesses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Quadrant 1</th>
<th>Quadrant 2</th>
<th>Quadrant 3</th>
<th>Quadrant 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vlastuin</td>
<td>Multi business</td>
<td>Many tangible relations inside each business model to many competences</td>
<td>Many tangible relations between different business models inside the business</td>
<td>Many tangible relations between business models inside and business models outside the business</td>
<td>Several identified potential BMs and networks of BMs with unreleased tangible and intangible relations to IC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Primarily “in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>out”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSJD</td>
<td>Single business</td>
<td>Many tangible and intangible relations inside each business model. Many tangible and intangible relations to many competences</td>
<td>Many intangible relations between different business models inside the business</td>
<td>Few tangible relations between business models inside and outside the business</td>
<td>Many identified tangible and intangible relations of BM and network of BM with potential unreleased IC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“in out”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margit</td>
<td>Single business</td>
<td>Few tangible relations inside each business model. Many tangible relations to the same competence</td>
<td>Many tangible relations between different business models inside the business</td>
<td>Few tangible and intangible relations between business models inside and outside the business</td>
<td>Very few identified tangible and intangible relations to BMs and networks of BMs with potential unreleased tangible and intangible IC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“in out”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EV Metalverk</td>
<td>Single business</td>
<td>Many tangible relations inside each business model. Many tangible relations to few key competences</td>
<td>Many tangible relations between different business models inside the business</td>
<td>Few tangible and intangible relations between business models inside and outside the business</td>
<td>Few identified BMs and networks of BM with potential unreleased tangible and intangible IC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“in out”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
work with different methods and hereby “learn” their relations to competences and IC. Six areas seem to be particularly important in this work:

1. Use user-friendly relations mapping tools for BM’s relation mapping.
2. Use different relations mapping methods and tools.
3. Use methods and tools which can map business models’ relations – both for “as-is” and “to-be” BMs.
4. Use BM relations methods and tools that can map value stream and relations over time.
5. Use different viewpoints related to mapping relations of BM (business model innovation leadership viewpoint).
6. Use methods and tools that can also show the implementation and operation part of value streams and relations – the “act–do” phase and part of relations of BMs.

Businesses these days have to get more knowledgeable about relations – both tangible and intangible – in their own business. They have to build up their ability to analyse and map structurally their relations in their BMs with the aim of innovating their business and BMs. Businesses today need to be more aware of their BMs’ relations, which means they have to take enough time out to “download”, “see” and “sense” their tangible and intangible relations both inside and outside their business. To do this they need to be able to “map” their relations, which has turned out to be very complicated and time consuming in some cases, as businesses often mix actual and perceived relations, finding it hard to keep these separated. We therefore propose to use the relations axiom to structure and guide this work.

In the process of mapping relations businesses also need beforehand to be aware of their potential relations and relations that they, or more precisely their BMs, are not part of – the “in out”, “out in” and especially “out out” relations (the fourth quadrant). Mapping these is a question of “seeing” and “sensing” out of the box. This of course demands resources and time to go deeper inside and outside the business and its business models. In our research we observed more times that businesses often begin BMI without analysing carefully enough their BMs’ relations and relations to IC. Thus they miss identifying where the business BMs’ real and hidden relations to competences and IC really are and thereby find those relations to potential competences and IC that can be in many cases already used in their BMI.

The business can, when mapping relations to IC, face real revelations and new self-transcending knowledge about relations to competences and IC.
7.6 Conclusion

This chapter has shown the BM’s relations axiom and the taxonomy of our proposal for a BM relations axiom. In the chapter we verify relations to competences and IC in BMs through “the lenses” and “viewpoints” of the relations axiom of business models. Hereby we show that it is possible to “see” and “sense” from the business viewpoint the business BM’s tangible and intangible relations to competences and IC.

In the cases the businesses firstly mapped their relations by “downloading” their tangible and intangible relations of both their “as-is” and “to-be” BMs. The businesses then mapped them in a four-quadrant relations axiom:

1. **In in** relations – focusing on the relations of a business model to the other six BM dimensions. The viewpoint is from the single BM’s side inside the business.

2. **In out** relations – focusing on relations of a BM to other BMs’ dimensions inside the business. The viewpoint is from the single BM’s side inside the business.

3. **Out in** relations – focusing on the relations of a BM to other BMs’ dimensions outside the business. The viewpoint is from the single BM’s side inside out and outside in the business.

4. **Out out** relations – focusing on relations of other BMs’ dimensions outside the business which the single BM is not a part of or related to. The viewpoint is from the single BM’s side outside the business.

Quadrant 1 and Quadrant 2 map relations to competences and IC inside the business whereas Quadrant 3 and 4 map relations to competences and IC outside the business. Different competences and IC release can be carried out and be expected to be carried out through the four different relations quadrant. Different quadrants and BMs “hide” different competence and IC potentials.

Mapping relations inside and outside BMs in a business is today very complicated and time consuming to carry out for managers responsible for BMI. There are today few tools that support BM relations mapping. Value network relations tools “tell” the business about value streams – both “tangible” and “intangible” – and social network relations tools “tell” the business about who is related to whom. When put into the relations axiom the competence and IC stream or potential value and IC transfer between BMs becomes visible. However, the tools still only show a fragmented picture of the relations axiom value and IC transfer and potential transfer – primarily Quadrant 1 and to some extent Quadrant 2 and Quadrant 3.
Conclusion: The Multi Business Model Approach

The BM Cube concept was evolved through our research which built on the increasing business model literature and practice in the early 2010s. The BM Cube concept initially came out of the research and test in the Neffics FP 7 EU project and was further developed and empirically tested in several businesses through the years 2010–2017.

Today, BM is argued in most academic literature to be a general model for how any business “runs” or should run its business – “a blueprint of the business”. Conversely we argue that no business has just one BM – one model on which it runs all its business or intends to run its business. In other words the BM can be used for “as-is” and “to-be” businesses.

Our research points, however – in contrast to the other BM frameworks – strongly to the fact that businesses have more BMs – both “as-is” and “to-be” BMs – the multi business model approach. This was theoretically indicated already by Markides and Charitou in 2004 and in the Casadesus-Masanell and Ricart model in 2010 – but sadly nobody followed up on this in the BM community. It could have made a breakthrough in our understanding of BMs, BMI and strategic BMI.

Chapters 1–5 of this book have addressed the concern in the BM community and in BMI practice to just focus on the ideation and conceptualization of BMs. “BM canvassing” or innovating BM building blocks or BM dimensions when carrying out BMI – what we call “blind business model innovation” – is not sufficient to run a business. BMs and BMI – we propose – must address all different levels of BMI and all BMs in the business – both “to-be” and “as-is” BMs. All BMs are objects to BMI and should be to maximize the performance and sustainability of the business. The core business and all its levels of its business models – BM dimension components, BM dimensions, BM portfolio, business and BMES are all levels that can be objects for BMI – and should be considered for BMI.

The ICI and MBIT research addresses and documents a gap in BM research and the BM community – but also, however, a strong demand to find a generic
Conclusion: The Multi Business Model Approach

definition and language of a BM (Teece 2010; Zott et al. 2011). The significance and importance of this work is related to the huge unexplored possibilities that we believe business model innovation offers today and can offer tomorrow. When we thoroughly understand the levels, dimensions and components of the business and its business models and are able to communicate, work and innovate with business models at all levels, then we will have achieved something – a next step in BM and BMI research and practice. Further, when the BM community agrees upon a common accepted BM language then it would be possible to achieve several advantages, as indicated in Table 3.1 in Chapter 3.

In this context, we proposed that any BM is related to seven dimensions — value proposition, user and/or customer, value chain functions (internal), competence, network, relations and value formulae. In the previous chapters we propose seven different levels of a BM from the most detailed level – the BM dimension component – to the BM dimension, BM, BM portfolio, business, and the vertical and horizontal business model ecosystem layer. The Vlastuin and HSJD case studies show examples of the BM Cube framework and the multi business model approach in practice and verify that the empirically documented seven dimensions and the levels really exist in the BM and BMI project.

Conceptually, the BM Cube was formed out of the seven dimensions and could be useful both in a 2D and a 3D version. The digitalization of the BM – as we will comment on and show later in this book’s Part 2 – is highly necessary for us to achieve. When we are able to digitize the BM we will be able to take BMI and the understanding of BMs together with the business and BMES up a level.

The study has enlightened a strong demand for testing the BM Cube concept in a much larger business use case scale and sample than we have done until today – and especially in a digitized version. In the chapters that follow we show how we believe we can do this in the future and how we have prepared the research set-up to be developed further on the basis of wider quantitative and qualitative empirical research. To clarify more details of the BM Cube and see if the BM Cube also will function “in real life” a digitized version is our vision – and we believe this is a must. However this requires funding and businesses that, together with researchers, will be willing to participate and contribute. It also demands – we believe – that the research is carried out with the interdisciplinary approach as we have argued for in the chapters above.

Some funding for this MBIT research has been achieved in spring 2017 and the tests are now slowly being carried out as a part of a larger national-, EU- and US-funded collaborative research project. A network of established BM Cube labs spread out all over the world forms “the test bed”. This we will comment on in this book’s Part 2.
Appendices

Appendix 1: List of some of the Businesses Tested with the BM Cube Framework and the Seven Dimensions

Aarhus Airport
Aarhus Kommune
Aarhus University Library
AH Industries
Alvac A/S
Ardo
Arla
BHJ
Biogas2020 consortium
Brainbotics
Brande & Ikast Erhvervsråd
Calibeaut
Censec
Citylabs
Dansk Minkpapir
DEIF A/S
Den Magiske Fabrik
EV Metalværk A/S
Frontmatic
Genbyg Skive
Gobi Energy
GP Rådgivning
Green Lab Skive
Guldborgsund Kommune
Haldor Topsøe
Herning Municipality
HMN
HSJD
Human Company
Appendices

Innovatoriet
IRD
KIC EIT Ship Demolishing
KMC
Kroma A/S
Lead
Løgesmose
Margit Gade
MCH
MesseC
Nettbusser
Nomi A/S
Praxair/Yarris
Salling Autoophug
Salling Entreprenør
SET, Herning
Skagen FF
Skive El Service
Skive Fjernvarme
Sotanæs Industrial Symbiosis
Strategy Reborn.Project: Stampe Elektronik
Subzidizer
Suntherm
Thise Mejeri, Veas, West Coast Lax
Trolhättan Biogas
Veng A/S
Vlastuin
X-FLEX
## Appendix 2: Business Model Dimensions and Components

### Table A2.1 Perspectives on business model dimensions and components, updating the work of Morris et al. 2003

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Specific components</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>E-commerce/ general</th>
<th>Empirical support (Y/N)</th>
<th>Nature of data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Horowitz (1996)</td>
<td>Price, product, distribution, organizational characteristics, and technology</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscio and Pastemak (1996)</td>
<td>Global core, governance, business units, services, and linkages</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timmers (1998)</td>
<td>Product/service/information flow architecture, business actors and roles, actor benefits, revenue sources, and marketing strategy</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Detailed case studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donath (1999)</td>
<td>Customer understanding, marketing tactics, corporate governance, and intranet/extranet capabilities</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gordijn et al. (2001)</td>
<td>Actors, market segments, value offering, value activity, stakeholder network, value interfaces, value ports, and value exchanges</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linder and Cantrell (2001)</td>
<td>Pricing model, revenue model, channel model, commerce process model, Internet-enabled commerce relationship, organizational form, and value proposition</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>70 interviews with CEOs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chesbrough and Rosenbaum (2000)</td>
<td>Value proposition, target markets, internal value chain structure, cost structure and profit model, value network, and competitive strategy</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>35 case studies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Specific components</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>E-commerce/ general</th>
<th>Empirical support (Y/N)</th>
<th>Nature of data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gartner (2003)</td>
<td>Market offering, competencies, core technology investments, and bottom line</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Consulting clients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamel (2001)</td>
<td>Core strategy, strategic resources, value network, and customer interface</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Consulting clients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petrovic et al. (2001)</td>
<td>Value model, resource model, production model, customer relations model, revenue model, capital model, and market model</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dubosson-Torbay et al. (2001)</td>
<td>Products, customer relationship, infrastructure and network of partners, and financial aspects</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Detailed case studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afuah and Tucci (2001)</td>
<td>Customer value, scope, price, revenue, connected activities, implementation, capabilities, and sustainability</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weill and Vitale (2001)</td>
<td>Strategic objectives, value proposition, revenue sources, success factors, channels, core competencies, customer segments, and IT infrastructure</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Survey research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applegate (2001)</td>
<td>Concept, capabilities, and value</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amit and Zott (2001)</td>
<td>Transaction content, transaction structure, and transaction governance</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>59 case studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rayport and Jaworski (2001)</td>
<td>Value cluster, market space offering, resource system, and financial model</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>100 cases</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 3: Monetary and Non-monetary Business Values
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We found that there were in principle many different ways to categorize business values, depending on the purpose at hand. In the Neffics treatment of value and in the BM Cube framework in general, we are guided by the notion of value flow between businesses’ business models and specifically the addition of value in the course of business in which businesses and their business models are engaged. Very practically, businesses are interested in values in so far as they can be clearly identified, and are at least subject to some kind of measurement even if not directly measurable, in support of the pursuit of businesses vision, mission, objectives and strategies. In Table A3.1 we identified seven business value types defined and detailed more in the Neffics project work package 3.2 (Neffics 2012). Our proposition, based on the research carried out, is that business values that may be identified fall under these categories.

Business values and their business model values are created, captured, delivered, received and consumed through value inputs which, by definition, must be carried out by competences either by the BM itself, network competences or user or customer competences. For practical purposes, businesses are primarily interested in how a change in business values (identified through measurement) may relate to value inputs, leading to better value outputs as products, services and/or processes of products and services. Our study on tangibles and especially intangibles indicated above lead us to the following exploration of businesses’ and business models’ value types. Specifically, we map the business value types (as value inputs) to competences, as depicted in Table A3.2.

A3.1 Value Levels

A business or business model value can be variously described, interpreted, measured and used on different levels – the business model panorama view. Even if the value agents and the value activity involved are the same, there

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table A3.1</th>
<th>Tangible and intangible values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tangibles</strong></td>
<td><strong>Intangibles</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial</td>
<td>Negotiable form of intangible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resources</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human capability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural capability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulatory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
could be different outcomes and interpretation of the value activity process depending on the level at which the value activity process is analysed. There is today no definitive value analysis that applies to all business cases and business model contexts.

Neffics introduces the concept of value levels, as shown in Table A3.3.

It is a critical requirement that value flow should be viewed in its entirety across a network of business models stretching across multiple business models and businesses. This is a major separation from many earlier approaches, particularly value chain methodologies where there were constraints both on the types of value involved and on the limits of the chain itself. Sveiby states (Sveiby 2001):

In contrast to the Value Chain methodologies argued that the intangible value in a Value Network – network of business models – grows each time a transfer takes place because knowledge does not physically leave the creator as a consequence of a transfer. As Value is contextual and a knowledge transfer can also be viewed as a loss. So calculating the actual value of the knowledge transfer more accurately requires being able to understand the value impact of each unique transfer.

Hereby each business model is involved or related.
### Table A3.3  Value levels of business value

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEVEL</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **L1** | Value at the level of the person and/or things  
This correlates to a person and/or things involved directly in a value activity (typically an employer, employee, user, customer or a network partner).  
*Note: it is possible, and may indeed be required, to discuss value at the level of “things” also, which are the other main categories of entities in our value landscape. The argument is that machines become more “intelligent”, possess a myriad of self-properties, and have an increasingly prominent role in a value activity which needs to be separately accounted for as entities “in their own right”, independent of the processes in which they are engaged.* |
| **L2** | Value at the level of the individual process  
This correlates to the activity of a business as reflected in or captured by a process within the business. |
| **L3** | Value at the level of the individual business unit  
This correlates to a discrete component of the business contributing to the overall business (whole). It typically comprises people, things and processes. |
| **L4** | Value at the level of the individual business (typically a business)  
This correlates to the business as an integral whole for pursuing a range of activities to meet a specific goal; it is typically (defined) within the business model of a business and is expressed through the value proposition of a particular business (value creation, capturing, delivering, receiving, consumption). |
| **L5** | Value at the level of the business model ecosystem  
This is correlated to the business model ecosystem within which a business operates with its BMs and is expressed through the value of an offering (one or more value objects) to the business model ecosystem for the offering encompassing both its supply and demand. |
| **L6** | Value at the level of the whole business model ecosystem  
This is correlated to the business model ecosystem as a whole where the focus is on the value of an offering relative to those of other offerings in the same or other related business model ecosystems, as part of a larger “value package” that drives supply and meets demand in aggregates. |
| **L7** | Value at the societal level  
This is correlated to the broader societal value as determined by culture and social norms and other drivers. |
These value-related activities are modelled in this document as flows where changes in value occur. By adapting Sveiby’s work, we arrive at a value flow framework in positioning business value categories in relation to business network complexity.

A3.2 The Economics and Measurement of Business Values

Economics as a discipline arose from the need to allocate resources: the resources available are limited – either by nature (as in natural resources) and/or by infrastructure (as in the power plant for energy and the network infrastructure for telecommunications). In economics, a distinction is generally made between supply and demand. For the purpose of this chapter, what is of most interest is the contribution of economic theories and models to the flow of value between supply (the value sender) and demand (the value recipient), and how a change in value may be accounted for in the value flow. This helps determine what to measure and how to measure it in business value and business model value analysis.

The FP7/ICT COIN Project has provided detailed analysis of the following economic theories and models in assessing ICT-based services for enterprises in relation to their utility and value-added properties (COIN 2011):

- The efficiency model: efficiency-driven competition and competitive markets to produce the “best” price through the market as an “invisible hand”
- The value chain model: “margin” as the competitive differentiator and competitive strategy
- The transaction costs model: transaction as an organizational concept and cost as an economic friction
- The resource-based view: competency as the key resource and the application of a bundle of heterogeneous and not perfectly mobile resources for creating sustainable competitive advantage
- The game theory model: decision support to prevent lock-in situations; arguments for commonly defined solutions
- The coordination model: coordination of structures, resources and people for advancing economic welfare
- The network economics model: positive feedback and critical mass as features of network economy; new notions of network externalities and demand-side economies of scale
- The new institutional economics model: “institutions matter” – broadening the scope of economics from resource allocation to the broad context for institutional arrangements
- The innovation economics model: assessment of innovation uncertainty and success; argument for innovation as a growth driver.
Table A3.4  The value types addressed by economic models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VALUE TYPE</th>
<th>efficiency</th>
<th>value chain</th>
<th>transaction costs</th>
<th>resource-based</th>
<th>game theory</th>
<th>coordination</th>
<th>network economics</th>
<th>new institutional economics</th>
<th>innovation economics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Financial improvement being directly measurable</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A change in a negotiable form of intangible</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A change in resources</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A change in human capability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A change in relationship assets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A change in structural capability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A change in regulatory requirement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Our research indicates that these economic models have a focus on different value types.

Moreover, the economic models address values and value flow at different value levels and types as indentified and described in Tables A3.3 and A3.4. A summary is given in Table A3.5.

From our assessment, it would seem useful to apply the economic models to value flow analysis in respect of the different value types and on the different value levels to which the economic models are individually mapped. This could eventually yield a set of specific business values and value measures that would, potentially, contribute to a better understanding of value analysis, within the rigours of the economic science. Econometric techniques may be used to devise value measurement mechanisms.

Sveiby gave some methods for measuring intangibles. Sveiby (2010) categorizes these into the following four categories. Sveiby states his categorization is an extension of the classifications suggested by Luthy (1998) and Williams (2000).

- **Direct intellectual capital methods (DIC).** Estimate the $-value of intangible assets by identifying their various components. Once these components are identified, they can be directly evaluated, either individually or as an aggregated coefficient.
- **Market capitalization methods (MCM).** Calculate the difference between a company’s market capitalization and its stockholders’ equity as the value of its intellectual capital or intangible assets.
- **Return on assets methods (ROA).** Average pre-tax earnings of a company for a period of time are divided by the average tangible assets of the company. The result is a company ROA that is then compared with its industry average. The difference is multiplied by the company’s average tangible assets to calculate an average annual earning from the intangibles. Dividing the above-average earnings by the company’s average cost of capital or an interest rate, one can derive an estimate of the value of its intangible assets or intellectual capital.
- **Scorecard methods (SC).** The various components of intangible assets or intellectual capital are identified and indicators and indices are generated and reported in scorecards or as graphs. SC methods are similar to DIS methods, except that no estimate is made of the $-value of the intangible assets. A composite index may or may not be produced.

Sveiby (2010) has also graphically represented all known approaches (Figure A3.1), together with a complete listing.
## Table A3.5: The value levels of economic models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ECONOMIC MODEL</th>
<th>VALUE LEVEL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Innovation economics</td>
<td>L1 (Person)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>L2 (Process)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New institutional economics</td>
<td>L3 (Business unit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network economics</td>
<td>L4 (Business/firm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination</td>
<td>L5 (Market)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Game theory</td>
<td>L6 (Ecosystem)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource-based</td>
<td>L7 (Societal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transaction costs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value chain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: √ indicates the level at which the specific economic model is applicable.
The balanced scorecard is important to include in this discussion as it was used in 2013 in more than 50 per cent of European and Asian businesses and 50 per cent of US larger businesses. Balanced scorecard uses a very limited number of measures in each of a number of (independently assessed) sub-parts of an organization’s activity. Balanced scorecard tends to focus on general objectives in a particular area rather than promoting specific measures. Its key core financial measures of return on investment (ROI), profitability, revenue growth/mix and cost reduction productivity may equate to different formulae in different contexts. Similarly balanced scorecard cites market share, customer acquisition, customer retention, customer profitability and customer satisfaction as important measures, but leaves the detail to be worked out closer to the user.

Appendix 4: Strategic Value Map: Blue Ocean Strategy Framework

Appendix 5: Vlastuin Use Case

Vlastuin located in Netherlands, started operating in 1959. Vlastuin employs around 150 people and had a turnover of 27 million euros in 2011. During its more than 50 years, Vlastuin has added more BMs to its business and thereby slowly increased its core business. It started off by installing and servicing furnaces and boilers, gradually developed manufacturing and later on added the assembling of cranes and parts to the business. A graphical representation of Vlastuin’s business evolution can be seen in Figure 4.14 in Chapter 4.
A5.1 Business Case 1: Vlastuin’s Crane Business

The first business case provided by Vlastuin is production of the crane booms. This business started due to the evolution of the crane producers (customers) outsourcing crane boom production (value chain functions). A crane boom is the extendable and retraceable arm of the crane (product) which lifts the loads. See Figure A5.1.

Vlastuin as a manufacturer of D-Tec container trailers had competences (C) of accurate bending and high quality welding (production and process technology and HR) of large heavy pieces of steel, which was exactly what crane producers were looking for. Currently, Vlastuin is a provider of the crane booms (value proposition — VP) to crane manufacturers throughout Europe. The truck crane BM involves three major stakeholders: truck crane producers (customers — CU), crane boom providers (network partner — N) and metal sheet suppliers (N). Each of these will be shortly introduced presenting their roles and interconnections between each other.

A5.1.1 Truck crane producer business case (OEM customer)

Truck crane producers, as the name implies, produce the cranes and mount them on the truck. Often they outsource part manufacturing and focus more on the final product. Part of the outsourced manufacturing is boom production in which Vlastuin specializes. The truck crane producer has extensive knowledge (C) on crane boom manufacturing since it was originally manufactured in-house. Therefore, it demands the same or even higher quality for the outsourced parts (VP). Furthermore, in this specific crane boom part provided by Vlastuin, the truck crane producer also has a contract with a metal sheet supplier to ensure that the raw material meets the specifications for manufacturing (VP).

Figure A5.1  An example of a Vlastuin crane boom on trucks.
A5.1.2 Crane boom provider (Vlastuin)

The crane boom provider, or in this case Vlastuin, manufactures (value chain – VC) crane boom parts based on customer specifications (VP). This process starts with the creation of the production drawings and product quality plan (VP) by a specialized engineer. Afterwards, special sheet metal is ordered from the supplier (VC). After raw materials are received the production processes launches (VC, C). Three major steps in production are laser cutting, sheet bending and certified welding (VC). Laser cutting involves cutting out various boom components of the sheet metal plates using a laser. This provides high quality cutting edges and very precise component dimensions. Sheet bending is where high dimension heavy components are bent at right angles according to predefined sequences. In order to obtain exact bend angles, very precise laser angle measurements are performed during the process. Certified welding is performed with high-end welding equipment by certified welders (C) due to safety regulations of truck cranes. Here, the separate boom components are welded together in a pre-set welding order. This is to avoid the crane boom getting twisted due to the heat transfer and thick metal, causing problems later in crane boom operation. After all the production processes are carried out and quality is ensured, separate welding assemblies are grouped together and sent to the customer production line (VC).

Below, we have summarized the value chain function and process that Vlastuin addresses. It also indicates some of the tangible and intangible value propositions that Vlastuin takes care of together with some of the competences embedded in Vlastuin’s BM. Further, it gives an overall view of the relations (R) inside the specific BM.

A5.1.3 Sheet metal provider

Specification-meeting sheet metal is supplied by a sheet metal provider after the truck crane provider sends out a stock release order assigning certain amount of stock to the crane boom provider. Due to its long manufacturing processes this is manufactured in batches and kept in stock. After receiving an order the sheet metal is transported to the crane boom provider.

For an overall graphical overview of the Vlastuin crane business case, we have drawn up three BMs in action with Vlastuin BM at the centre in the Figure A5.2.

One building block is not shown. Our comments regarding the value formula of the crane boom provider Vlastuin is confidential information. In the next case we will, however, be able to go a little deeper into another of Vlastuin’s BMs.
A5.2 Business Case 2: Vlastuin’s Paperless Manure Transportation Business Case

Vlastuin is also in the manure transportation data administration business. In the Netherlands, it is decided by law that in order to transport manure, authorities have to be notified at the start and at the end of the transportation with manure samples. Due to these regulations, Vlastuin started providing AGR units (Dutch for Automatic Data Registration) (VP). This unit sends data (VP, VC, C, R) to the Vlastuin server where it is filtered and forwarded to the authorities (user). By doing this, it dramatically decreases the processing time and paperwork needed for manure transportation (VP) for the user and customers (CU). There are eight significant stakeholders in this business case, which will be introduced next.

A5.2.1 Manure producer
A manure producer is usually a livestock farmer (CU’s customer) who has excessive amount of manure. Farmers usually have a contract with the manure transporter (see A5.2.3) (CU) which means that all the work that comes with manure transportation is done by the manure transporter. Some examples could be that the manure transporter is responsible for finding manure consumers (CU’s customer), or the manure transporter is responsible for all the paperwork around the manure transportation (customers’ value proposition demand). The cost associated with manure transportation is deducted from manure producers’ payment for manure. The manure producer gets a digital version of the paperwork from the manure transporter.

A5.2.2 Manure consumer
The manure consumer (CU’s customer) is usually the farmer who needs the manure as fertilizer for his or her fields (CU’s customers’ (upstream) value proposition requirement). The manure consumer has a contract with
the manure transporter which includes all the work associated with manure transportation (CU’s customers’ (downstream) value proposition). Manure consumers get the invoice for manure together with the digital copy of the paperwork.

A5.2.3 Manure transporter
Manure transporter is the direct customer (CU) of Vlastuin. This usually is the transportation company which transports manure from manure producer to manure consumer. The manure transporter has a contract with both manure producer and consumer, and dispatches tank trailers to manure producers upon request. During loading of manure to the tank, samples of the manure are packaged into the sealed bags, as can be seen in Figure A5.3.

These samples are fitted with barcodes (added value proposition) which are scanned and sent to the authorities together with other required information (VP, VC, C, R). This is automatically performed by the AGR unit via an infrastructure provider service (internal business network partner (N) value proposition). After receiving confirmation from the authorities (N) about successful transmission, the manure is transported to the manure consumer (CU’s customer). The manure consumer is automatically determined by GPS data (added value proposition) combined with manure administration data (added value proposition) thus identifying the closest manure consumer location. Before transportation, the consumer will need to confirm if he or she wants to receive the manure.

Figure A5.3 Manure sample bag.
A5.2.4 Infrastructure provider

The manure infrastructure provider, in this case the ICT department in Vlastuin (C), is providing the platform for data transferring and registration (VP). Vlastuin has a server stack which acts as a communication centre for manure transportation (C). The AGR unit (Figure A5.4) sends information to the servers with GPS coordinates and scanned sample bag barcodes together with other information (VC, C, R). The servers (network partners (digital) internal to Vlastuin) immediately filter out only mandatory information and send this data (value chain functions at an internal BM in Vlastuin) to the authorities (CU). Authorities (N) send back a notification to the servers informing if the transaction was successful (external network partners’ value proposition and value chain functions in BM) where it is forwarded to the AGR unit allowing further processes for manure transportation (VP). In the case where the transaction is not confirmed (which is very infrequent) the problem is addressed manually by calling the authorities and further addressing the problem.

The manure administrator is also connected to the server, which allows access to the laboratory results even though the laboratory (external network partner in the BM) is not connected to the servers directly. All this data can be accessed through the AGR website where the manure transporter provides additional functionalities such as Track-n-Trace (transport movement insights) and consumer specific accounting data. The AGR unit is sold with attached service contact including mobile data connection necessary for communication with the data server together with firmware updates of the unit, and software updates for the AGR website. In addition to the AGR unit, Vlastuin also provides D-Tec sampling units which takes the manure samples and packages them to the plastic bags as seen in Figure A5.3. This unit also comes with a servicing contract together with consumables and spare parts.

Figure A5.4   AGR unit.
A5.2.5 Manure administrator
The manure administrator (network partner) provides administrative services (network partners’ value proposition and value chain function) to meet the requirements of the fertilizer law. One of the examples could be the application of manure accounting ID from the ministry (value proposition to user demands). The manure administrator also feeds in data from laboratory results of the manure samples. The manure administrator acts as a middle man between authorities and manure transporter, therefore; only the final data is uploaded to the authorities.

A5.2.6 Laboratory
The laboratory (network partner) receives the manure samples for assessment of its value. It identifies the manure producer or receiver by the barcode, and returns its findings to authorities and the manure administrator.

A5.2.7 Authorities
In this particular case, the authority is the Ministry of Agriculture and Nature Management and Fisheries (user) in the Netherlands. They receive the manure transporting data combined with the laboratory results (combined value proposition).

A5.2.8 Regulator
This is the AID (Dutch for General Inspection Service) (user) in the Netherlands. It ensures that all requirements are met by all the participating parties in the manure transporting process. This includes checking farmers, the manure transporter infrastructure provider, manure administrator and even the authorities themselves. If any of the requirements are violated, the violating business (or private party) is given a fine (VP by user).

Figure A5.5 illustrates how, on a theoretical perspective, at least two “as-is” BMs can be seen in this particular manure transportation business case. Vlastuin not only has two simultaneously operational business cases, but looking into manure transportation with just some simple business modelling details shows that the same business case – the manure transportation business case – has at least two “as-is” BMs. An overall graphical overview can be found in the illustrations in Figures A5.6, A5.7 and A5.8 of the manure loading, transportation and unloading business case.

In order to more easily understand the flow charts, the transportation processes have been split into loading, transportation and unloading.
As can be seen in this very fragmented and small part of the Vlastuin’s business, there are many “as-is” BMs in operation. It can also be seen that many business partners – network partners in the overview are shown each with their “as-is” BMs.
Appendix 6: HSJD Use Case

The hospital Sant Joan De Dieu (HSJD) belongs to the Hospital Order of Saint John of God and is a private, non-profit hospital. The order is represented in more than 50 countries and has almost 300 health care centres worldwide. HSJD is located in Barcelona, Spain, and is a children and maternity care centre. HSJD is a university hospital connected to the University of Barcelona and is also associated with the Hospital Clinic of Barcelona, which
helps the hospital to provide high-level technological and patient care. HSJD is 95 per cent financed by the Catalan public system and the remaining 5 per cent comes from private investments. The primary goal of HSJD is to encourage and educate people to follow a healthy lifestyle with good nutrition, proper sleep, hygiene and exercise.

The Risk Pregnancy (RPU) Business Case
HSJD handles and treats about 4,000 pregnancy cases per year. 10 per cent are cases where the women are at high risk of losing their babies. To postpone the birth, the doctor stops these complications and exposes the woman to a daily maternal-foetal monitoring control.

- It is real-time monitoring, concentrated in two parameters:
  - Uterine contraction
  - Foetal heart rate
- It allows the physician to view in real-time the measurement variables of the pregnant lady and her child and to take the necessary measures.
- The realization of this control involves the travelling of pregnant women to the hospital, with different frequencies of controls (some have to come every second day, others less frequently)
- It is a contradictory path: since they are high-risk patients, our physicians advise them to not move and stay calm at home. However, the control demands the pregnant women to come to the hospital every day or every two days.

Source: JJ, HSJD

In the “as-is” BM and in a number of other cases, this control involves patient’s admission to the hospital. Today, it is possible to detect and measure heart rate and other key measurements from the child inside the mother. Those machines and equipment that can measure the child work very well today and nurses can do all the work on preparing and measuring the data from the child.

Today, the “as-is” BM works as the mother leaves her home for a 30-minute visit at the HSJD hospital, where a nurse generates the measurements of the child by putting the equipment on the mother’s “tummy” as seen in Figure A6.1.

HSJD’s doctors responsible for the pregnancy “as-is” BM find it a bit peculiar that they tell the mothers:-

“Don’t do anything – do not move while at home – stay at home”

Source: HSJD Doctor responsible for RPU BM
and then they, at the same time, ask them to transport themselves to the hospital to have the measurements done. Sometimes, the mothers have to come every second day and this is very inconvenient and not a healthy way to act, especially for those in risk of losing their child.

The doctors would therefore like to give the mothers another and better solution – something to use at home. They would like to give them some
possibility to stay at home and at the same time measure the child. Today it is already possible to monitor diabetes patients in their home (Figure A6.2).

Doctors and staff at HSJD worked for two years to find technical solutions and a “to-be” BM for the challenge and BM ecosystem of risk pregnancy. The result of this work has shown the following issues seen from HSJD’s perspective:

1. Cost challenge – the technique is not cheap enough. Technology has to be affordable to implement. The cost of the technology could reach $3,000 with camera, screen and so on per mother.
2. Price challenge – HSJD will not and cannot charge the mother.
3. Provider and cost challenges – West wireless institute, California US has already developed “a baby sensor” which costs US$25,000. They are interested; how interested is not known yet.
4. University of Barcelona has also developed a device but this is not tested in real environment.
5. The solution has been presented to the medical house with Philips Monitor Careview equipment; however, Philips does not want to take the risk of tele-measuring pregnancy yet.
6. Physician challenge – it is well known that the measurement can come out with false negative and false positive measurements. Doctors/physicians relying on the new device might then risk falling into some wrong conclusions.
7. HSJD is thinking about how it can involve other physicians outside – near the mother so the HSJD doctors and experts do not need to be directly involved and HSJD’s “market area” can be increased.

When we were initially presented with the “to-be” risk pregnancy BM use case, we were not aware of the multitude of the “to-be” BM and BMI potential for HSJD. This was carefully studied before making the final choice and decision for one or two “to-be” BMs. Figure A6.3 illustrates the map of “as-is” BMs and the proposed “to-be” BMs registered in HSJD.

The RPU “to-be” BM is a new BMI initiative from HSJD’s management which involves increasing HSJD’s activities to also doing RPU with support of high-technology equipment. Therefore, this initiative involves a whole new platform of value propositions from HSJD, new customers and users, new value chain functions, new competences, new network partners, new relations and maybe new value formulae. This could be classified as, to some degree, radical innovation on many of the BM’s dimensions and components. It could also address and increase the BM ecosystem for risk pregnancy as the “to-be” BM could address markets in Iraq and Morocco.
The RPU centre is in the “to-be” BM and in the first phase it is addressing a well-known user and customer group in Spain, but in future it would consider also addressing new **user and customer** groups external to the hospital, which would to some extent be radical related to previous target groups. We classify this change in the first phase as incremental related to most BM dimensions; however, HSJD must be aware that the customers’ environment would then be outside HSJD’s control and the BM would then be operating outside the HSJD physical business environment together with new network partners (tele-operators, equipment operators) which can be risky.

The **value chain set-up and functions** that have to be carried out in the RPU “to-be” BM are now related to some functions; however, HSJD has great experience in the internal and core functions of handling the functions of RPU women. The functions outside the HSJD hospital are new to HSJD and some of these are also outsourced to network partners as can be seen below.

HSJD has until now controlled most of the value chain functions around the handling of users, customers and the network in the RPU BM.
A well-developed handling programme has been tested and is operating. Now, the “to-be” BM involves other network partners. So this is all new to the HSJD pregnancy department – to some extent, a radical BMI. HSJD solved this via outsourcing some of the functions to professional network partners – for example telecomm companies, equipment providers.

- New competences also have to be developed for technology, HR, organizational systems and maybe also the culture. This can also mean radical innovation.
- Network partners were new – relations are not known, especially regarding the external network partners. However, all the relations internal in the BM are known but have to be built up from scratch. Therefore, we also classify the change on the network building block as kind of radical.
- The RPU “to-be” BM value formula is not known yet but it seems as if it may be different to other BMs in HSJD as its point of entry is related to different success criteria and different value formulae than profit and other BMs in HSJD.

With these characteristics we would classify the RPU “to-be” BM as seen in Table A6.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BM dimensions</th>
<th>Incremental BM innovation</th>
<th>Radical BM innovation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Value proposition</td>
<td>Offering ‘more of the same’</td>
<td>Offering something different (at least to the business)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Target users and customer</td>
<td>Existing market</td>
<td>New market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Value chain architecture (internal)</td>
<td>Exploitation (e.g. internal, lean, continuous improvements)</td>
<td>Exploration (e.g. open, flexible, diversified)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Competences</td>
<td>Familiar competences (e.g. improvement of existing technology, HR, organizational system, culture)</td>
<td>Disruptively new, unfamiliar, competences (e.g. new emerging technology, new HR skills, organizational systems, culture)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Network partners</td>
<td>Familiar (fixed) network</td>
<td>New (dynamic) networks (e.g. alliance, joint-venture, community)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Relations</td>
<td>Continuous improvements of existing relations (e.g. channels)</td>
<td>New relations, relationships (e.g. channels physical, digital, virtual, personal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Value formulae</td>
<td>Existing processes to generate revenues and values followed-by/incremental processes of retrenchments and cost cutting</td>
<td>New processes to generate revenues followed-by/disruptive processes of retrenchments and cost cutting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure A6.4  A three-dimensional business model innovation scale – risk, complexity and reach of the RPU “to-be” BM.

Seen in another diagram, the RPU’s “to-be” BM could be characterized, to some extent, as a risk project as it is changing some building blocks related to the “as-is” RPU BM in HSJD seen above in Figure A6.4.

This is very much dependent on which of the several RPU “to-be” BMs HSJD would choose to implement.

In Figure 4.26, we propose the space in which the RPU “to-be” BM can be positioned in terms of its degree of innovativeness by means of its radicality, reach and complexity.

As can be seen, the RPU “to-be” BM is radical on innovation of BM dimensions and it is also complex as it is changing six out of seven BM dimensions. Finally, it can also be classified as far on reach as it is addressing a BM new to the business, business model vertical.
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Appendix 7: BM Component List

Table A7.1  BM component list

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BM dimension concept</th>
<th>Group of BM components</th>
<th>BM components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value proposition</td>
<td>Product, service, process of product and service</td>
<td>Values, attitudes, attributes, tangible and intangible values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User and customer</td>
<td>A person, a family, A business</td>
<td>Roles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value chain functions (internal)</td>
<td>Primary functions Support functions</td>
<td>Functions and/or activities necessary to run the BM – inbound logistics, operations, outbound logistics, marketing and sales, service – procurement, human resources management, administration and financial structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competences</td>
<td>Technologies HR Organizational system Culture</td>
<td>Product and service technologies Production technologies Process technologies Employees and people Organizational – roles Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>Physical network Digital network Virtual network</td>
<td>Network participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relations</td>
<td>Tangible relations Intangible relations</td>
<td>Relations, links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value formula</td>
<td>Formulae</td>
<td>Formula of price and cost expressed in monetary and/or non-monetary terms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix 8: List of Businesses Tested with the BMES Framework

Primary Cases in Chapter 6

AH Industries
Censec
Danish Windmill Cluster
Dong
EON
EV Metalværk
Greenlab Skive
HMN
MCH
Siemens
Vestas
Vlastuin
Watenfall

Secondary Cases in Chapter 6
Blue Ocean case research 2008
ICI Case research 2013
NEFFICS 2012
NewGibm case research 2006
SET cases 2014 and 2016
WIB 2012

Appendix 9: HSJD, Part 2

A general introduction to HSJD can be found in Appendix 6, plus the RPU business case which is the basis of the findings below.

Figure A9.1 illustrates the development timeline of the hospital, and Table A9.1 gives its main facts. In 2004 HSJD experienced a need for a homogeneous profile and strategy plan caused by the growth of the hospital and the increase in activity; this resulted in the Paidhos (child in Greek) programme, which is shown on the right side of Figure A9.1, and the following values: professionalism, accessibility, innovation, teaching, hospitality, openness, solidarity and sustainability.

In 2008–2009 new needs were identified. As hospitals are typically confined to their facilities, it would open new possibilities if the patients could get in contact with the hospital by using technology like mobile phones or the internet. The Liquid Hospital (H2O) was therefore established with a goal to be an open and transparent hospital with no boundaries of facilities; it includes e-health, a social network, web portals and e-learning. Figure A9.2 illustrates the strategy of the Liquid Hospital where it is emphasized that the strategy has three action lines: the hospital, home and mobility. HSJD therefore also seeks to provide “liquid” innovative solutions for their internal and external
stakeholders. For example, a five-minute online training programme for their nurses educating them to use social network portals like Facebook, Twitter etc. to inform and interact with stakeholders is provided.

A9.1 Value Mapping Related to Business Value
(Neffics 2012, D 3.2)

MBIT researchers commenced the work with HSJD simultaneously on two BM cases in HSDJ – the Darwin and the HVM cases – by trying to get data from HSJD on the RPU case (see Appendix 6) about the less studied segments of the value landscape (e.g. the merged world, and associated business values, value levels and value measures).
The following data and value/role mapping was made available to MBIT researchers by HSJD.

From drawing value mapping such as in Figure A9.3 we were able through interview and workshops to identify more values and relations related to the stakeholders involved in the “as-is” BM. As can be seen a detailed value delivering and receiving is, however, not present, as the model shows a very overall value transfer between stakeholders in the “as-is” BM.

A more detailed value mapping and definition of value deliverables in the “to-be” BM was therefore made and it was found necessary to fully develop this. After a new information and data collection session MBIT researchers tried to set up a list of values and relate these to what values come in and go out from the stakeholders.

This was firstly done for the “to-be” BM from the viewpoint of women with risk pregnancies – “the customer leadership viewpoint” (Lindgren 2012) – and then from the the point of view of one of the other stakeholders – “the network leadership” point of view. will be shown in Part 2 of the book.

Actually many “to-be” risk pregnancy BM scenarios showed potential – however we did not have the resources to go through all “to-be” BM potentials and will therefore not show them in this appendix. A digital BMI service scenario tool would have been very helpful here to make the BMI scenario process faster. This we are now developing and will show and comment on in Part 2 of the book.
The woman with a high-risk pregnancy in the “to-be” BM could receive values from several identified partners – listed in the next section, who could play very different roles in the value network. However MBIT found that there could be more partners in the value mapping that could be of interest than those we original had received information from and had got information about at the interview with HSJD. Especially inside the HSJD we found that there were more stakeholders that could receive and send values to the “to-be” BMs.

A listing based on the values received by HSJD in the interview placing the high-risk pregnancy woman at the centre of the relations axiom is listed beneath. MBIT were not able at the interview to map where all the values were sent internally and externally by the woman, for example family, or to which roles – BM dimensions – they were sent.

A9.1.1 Brainstorming – first listing after downloading and seeing phase

Out – value from high-risk pregnancy woman to:

The Risk Pregnancy women send out values to several partners in the “as-is” BM network and to several BMrNs in the BM network. Below we have set up and listed those values we were able to get information about at the interview.
on 8 August 2012. However we believe a more detailed analysis would be able to give a much bigger value list and mapping.

A9.1.1.1 The HSJD
In – values to HSJD from Risk Pregnancy women
1. Customer and user – the patient is a customer and user of the HSJD Pregnancy Centre.
   Roles – customer and user
2. Getting/recruiting branding to other users/customers for the HSJD Pregnancy Centre – capturing customers and marketing HSJD to other pregnant or potentially pregnant women.
   Roles – “selling” role, capturing users and customer role, “branding provider”
3. HSJD gets paid by the government for each consultation
   Roles – “indirect payment via the government”

Out – value from HSJD to the patient
On the basis of the study the following “to-be” BMs could be identified
1. “To-be” BM 1: Pregnancy service – the woman gets all pregnancy health care services from HSJD – right from first consultation to birth to post-natal care. This means that she demands a process of value propositions – with different value propositions (products, services and processes) “tailor made” to the individual woman aligned with where she is in the value proposition process.
   Roles – health care provider – before, during and after pregnancy
2. “To-be” BM 2: Health care security – HSJD provides the best available health care for the pregnant woman – security for the RPU patient, her child and her family.
   Roles – health care security provider
3. “To-be” BM 3: Pregnancy data service – the woman gets all the pregnancy health care data services demanded by government and others provided by HSJD – right from first consultation to birth to post-natal care. This is a process of value propositions – data registration and services “tailor made” to the individual woman where she is in the process.
   Roles – health care provider – before, during and after pregnancy
4. “To-be” BM 4: Pregnancy funding service – the woman gets all the pregnancy health care funding data services demanded by government and others to fund and support medicine provided by HSJD – right from first consultation to birth to post-natal care. This is a process of
value propositions – data registration and services “tailor made” to the individual woman and where she is in the value proposition process.

Roles – health care funding service provider – before, during and after pregnancy

A9.1.2 The medical technology provider’s viewpoint – network business model innovation leadership

In – value to Risk Pregnancy woman from medical technology provider

1. Provide safe and secure equipment that the Risk Pregnancy woman can use

Roles – safe and secure equipment provider/supplier

2. Provide maintenance and service of equipment to the Risk Pregnancy woman

Roles – maintenance and service provider/supplier

3. Provide teaching/training and teaching/training material for the Risk Pregnancy woman – train the trainers and the service personnel at the Darwin Centre (http://simpeds.org/international_coe/about-barcelona/)

Roles – training role if this has to be done by medical staff

Out – value to medical technology provider from Risk Pregnancy woman

1. Provide a user and/or customer base for the medical technology provider businesses

Role – user, customer, showcase user and/or customer, reference role.

2. Medical businesses can have users and customers as showcases, where other potential users and/or customers can see the use of the equipment and thereby develop a preference for the equipment

Roles – use and/or customer showcase role, reference provider, brand provider

The medical technology provider to HSJD

In – value to HSJD from medical technology provider

1. Provide safe and secure equipment that the Risk Pregnancy woman can use – tangible value delivered to HSJD

Roles – safe and secure equipment provider/supplier

2. Provide maintenance and service of equipment to the Risk Pregnancy patient – always maintained and serviced equipment – tangible value to HSJD

Roles – maintenance and service provider/supplier though HSJD

3. Provide teaching and teaching material for the HSJD staff and maybe also for the Risk Pregnancy women – intangible/tangible value as
high quality and pedagogical teaching/training and teaching/training material – train the trainers (HSJD personnel or others) so that this service can be provided by the personnel at the HSJD hospital or other centres to pregnant women

**Roles** – direct and indirect teaching and training provider role

**Out – value to medical technology provider from HSJD**

1. Provide a user and/or customer base for the medical technology provider businesses
   **Roles** – user and customer provider, showcase user and/or customer, reference role
2. Medical companies can have a users’ and customers’ showroom, where other potential users and/or customers (B2B hospitals) can see the use of the equipment and thereby develop a preference for it.
   **Roles** – use and/or customer showcase role, reference provider, brand provider

**A9.1.3 The telecomm provider’s viewpoint**

**In – value to HSJD from telecomm provider**

1. Provide safe and secure telecomm equipment, line, bandwidth that the Risk Pregnancy woman can use – tangible value delivered to HSJD
   **Roles** – safe and secure equipment provider/supplier
2. Provide maintenance and service of telecomm connection to the Risk Pregnancy equipment – always maintained and serviced equipment – tangible value to HSJD
   **Roles** – maintenance and service provider/supplier to HSJD
3. Provide teaching and teaching material for the HSJD staff and maybe also for the Risk Pregnancy women if necessary on the telecomm service – intangible/tangible value as high quality and pedagogical teaching/training and teaching/training material – train the trainers (HSJD personnel or others) so that this telecomm service can be provided by the personnel at the HSJD hospital or other centres to pregnant women
   **Roles** – Direct and indirect teaching and training provider role

**Out – value to telecomm provider from HSJD**

1. Provide a user and/or customer base for the telecomm provider businesses
   **Roles** – user and customer provider, showcase user and/or customer, reference role
2. Telecomm provider can have a users’ and customers’ showroom, where other potential users and/or customers (B2B hospitals) can see the use of the telecomm service and thereby develop a preference for it
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Roles – user and/or customer showcase role, reference provider role, brand provider role

A9.1.4 The Gyn. and Obs. Department

In – value to Gyn. and Obs. Department from Risk Pregnancy women
1. Provide centre with participants – users/and customers. The Risk Pregnancy women provide these centres with users/and customers.
Roles – customer and user of the Gyn. and Obs. Department

Out – value from Gyn. and Obs. Department to Risk Pregnancy women
1. Branding and reference provider for Gyn. and Obs. Department
Roles – branding provider, reference provider
2. Course and training provider to Risk Pregnancy women
Roles – course and training provider

The previous value mapping is not complete but has been described around stakeholders near to one of the Risk Pregnancy “to-be” BMs. However, in another BM case the Darwin Case customers also receive and send values to the customer, suppliers and others from outside HSJD hospital.

On the basis of the detailed value description it was possible to draw the following revised value mapping of the “to-be” Risk Pregnancy BM. In this revised value mapping it is possible to see slightly more detailed values – however still not the complete value mapping of tangible and intangible values, nor all roles around the “to-be” Risk Pregnancy BM. In Figure A9.4 we have tried to model the different BMs that are potentially involved in the Risk Pregnancy Unit (RPU) BM. As it is a Network based (NB) BM these BMs have to be “merged” together to the new RPU “to-be” BM.

To form the new RPU “to-be” BM a forming process has to take place as we illustrate in Figure A9.5.

To do the value mapping, a deeper analysis was necessary to get more information from HSJD, which was not available on 8 August 2012. However it was stated by “JJ” at the hospital that HSJD and the innovation department at HSJD do three value metrics as mentioned above. This also includes the Risk Pregnancy “to-be” BM.

In the interview and workshop we also saw some attempts to register costs of BMI Risk Pregnancy project – especially operating cost, costs that HSJD will have to manage and service, for example the Risk Pregnancy “to-be” BM. However, we did not see any calculations of proposed “to-be” business models.

The business value in the “as-is” BM for Risk Pregnancy and the “to-be” BM can indeed, as with the other BM use cases, be variously described,
interpreted, measured and used on different levels. However the detailed information was not available to the MBIT research group on 8 August 2012 and it would take a great deal of time and effort for HSJD to get it.

In this context even if the value agents and the value activity involved are the same, there could be very different outcomes of the value activity depending on the level at which it was analysed, and again it would take time and effort for HSJD to make this information available.

However, we provided and prepared a first table (Table A9.2) of the different value levels for the Darwin Case to be filled out by HSJD.

It can be stated that this work has to be done for every possible Risk Pregnancy “to-be” BM to get the full value potential scenario picture. As there are many different potential “to-be” BMs in the Risk Pregnancy use case as the MBIT researchers saw it this would take some time to develop. In this case again a BMI service tool for helping HSJD in this work would be highly valuable.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEVEL</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION “AS-IS BM”</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION “TO-BE BM”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>Value at the level of the individual business (typically a business)</td>
<td>Value proposition today</td>
<td>Value Proposition “TO BE” N1, N2 … NN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>This is typically (defined) within the business model of a firm and is expressed through the value proposition of a particular business (value creation).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2</td>
<td>Value at the level of the business model ecosystem (BMES)</td>
<td>Users</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>This is correlated to the BMES within which a business operates and is expressed through the value of an offering (one or more value objects) to the market for the offering encompassing both its supply and demand.</td>
<td>Customers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Suppliers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Network partners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3</td>
<td>Value at the level of the whole business model ecosystem (BMES)</td>
<td>Hotel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>This is correlated to business ecosystem as a whole where the focus is on the value of an offering relative to those of other offerings in the same or other related BMESs – either vertical or horizontal BMESs, as part of a larger “value package” that drives supply and meets demand in aggregates.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L4</td>
<td>Value at the societal level</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>This is correlated to the broader societal value as determined by culture and social norms and other drivers.</td>
<td>Africa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Network-level business model building blocks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description before network based business model is an actuality</th>
<th>Description of after the network based business model is an actuality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Value proposition</strong></td>
<td>Gives a view of each network partner’s value proposition – the bundle of products, services and processes of products and services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Target user and customer</strong></td>
<td>Describes the user and customer segments that each network partner offers value to.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Value configuration</strong></td>
<td>Describes the arrangement of activities and resources each network partner involves in developing its BM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Competency</strong></td>
<td>Outlines the competencies each network partner can execute to the NBBM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Network</strong></td>
<td>Portrays the network and network partners offered by the network partners that they can and will offer and use in the NBBM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relationship</strong></td>
<td>Explains the kind of relations – internal and external that each network partner can and will offer to the NBBM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Value formula</strong></td>
<td>Sums up the Value formulas - monetary and non-monetary formulas that each network partner offer and can offer as the means in the NBBM.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure A9.5** Model of the network based RPU “to-be” BM.
Appendix 10: Empirical BM Relations Cases: Quadrant 1 – the First Square of the Relations Axiom – “in in BM Relations”

Margit Gade Case – Example of Quadrant 1 of the Relations Axiom
Margit Business is a Danish start-up business within the learning industry. Margit Business develops learning material – books, homework portals, courses – for primary school children who face difficulties in understanding existing learning materials. Margit Business translates existing material into learning materials and teaching materials that help children to learn and learn better, and supports teachers to teach these children. The Margit Business operates in Denmark, Norway and Netherlands. Margit Business develops and produces all material together with elected network partners.

The Margit case showed us a business that had many tangible and intangible BM relations but kept in a very closed network and particularly inside the business. Margit struggled in establishing her business, pushing the release of BM competences to find new BMs. Margit was, when we entered the project, mainly focusing on internal competences in her BMI but when we later finished the project was continuously developing her relations and use of relations to customers and network partners. The method released competences and hidden IC/knowledge both internal to the business model and between business models within the business and external to the business.

Margit Business was included in a business model innovation camp run by MBiT researchers – “the Junget Business Model Innovation Camp” – together with five other business from different sectors. The businesses were encouraged to find, tell and visualize their relations and business models at a social, human, intellectual capital and personal level and in their relations to competences and intellectual capital (IC). All these tangible and intangible relations were considered important to a business and its hidden business model innovation capacity – which many in traditional business model innovation and traditional business model innovation capacity measurements do not see and often forget to work with and focus on. Picture A10.1 shows the mapping process in the Junget Camp including Margit Business mapping her relations to competences and IC as can be seen in Figure A10.1.

Methods of releasing BM value, competences, intangible IC and hidden knowledge in the Junget Camp – and the other cases – was based on a carefully planned process including different tools, processes and expression methods (storytelling, discussion, writing, 3M noting, BM relations axiom mapping,
Picture A10.1  Pictures from the Junget Business Model Innovation Camp releasing competences, IC and hidden knowledge in business model relations.

Figure A10.1  Margit Business BM use case.
walk and talk, two by two and group discussion and processes, homework, pitching, rapid prototyping and presentation tools). The difference in methods was chosen because MBIT researchers realized that different businesses measure relations in different ways. This helped us to release very powerful different values, competences, intangible IC and hidden knowledge in the businesses both in the single sessions we had with the businesses but also over the whole process. Each of the businesses “found” and “discovered” relations to far more potential competences and IC to do BMI than they were even able to use fully in their business. This stressed again the importance of mapping and having an overview of one’s business’s BMs relations to IC.

Appendix 11: The EV Metalværk Case – Quadrants 1, 2 and 3

EV Metalværk is a Danish business producing fittings and valves. EV Metalværk is a total supplier of turned and milled parts with high technology production equipment. It offers its products in many different materials: brass, steel, stainless steel, aluminum, titanium, plastic etc. and produces, together with qualified subcontractors, any kind of surface treatment. EV Metalværk works as subcontractor to more than 50 different branches. EV Metalværk offers varied production methods – including CNC turning, CNC milling, long turning and different mounting assignments. It operates in the EU and the US. It holds a niche position in the high and middle end valve OEM market. EV Metalværk’s own production and innovation focuses on the high to middle pressure market.

The EV Metalværk use case showed us that a business and business models had many tangible and intangible relations. Especially in Quadrants 1, 2 and 3 their relations mapping looked, as they described it, like “spaghetti”, as shown in Figure A11.1. Due to lack of external networking and internationalization EV Metalværk had not much to map in Quadrant 4. They did not know much about potential IC that could contribute to their business models. They were hardly using or focusing on Quadrant 4.

As EV Metalværk was mainly focusing on internal competences, IC and relations to well-known customers and network partners in Quadrants 1, 2 and 3 the business BMI was strongly based on internal and narrow competences.

A simple map of EV Metalværk’s relations to competence and IC in BMs gave valuable inputs to where they could release competence and IC and network in their BMs. However, as seen in Quadrant 3, EV Metalværk needed more information as to where in the business models outside the business EV
Figure A11.1  EV Metalværk business use case.
Metalværk’s BM relations were linked to. This demanded a deeper insight into the BMs outside EV Metalværk’s business.

Appendix 12: Quadrant 4 – The Fourth Square of the Relationship Axiom – “out out” Relations

For a further understanding and exemplification of the relations axiom, the business of a no-frills airline, e.g. Ryanair, will serve as a practical example (Table A12.1).

Ryanair has many business models, for example the flights themselves, different sales BMs, several fee BMs, and many more. Besides, it collaborates with other businesses, for example “third party providers”: in Ryanair’s terms, airports, and aviation fuel and lubricants suppliers. Crewlink is one of the businesses which provides cabin crew to Ryanair. Stansted Aircraft Maintenance Services is one of the businesses which provide maintenance to Ryanair’s aircrafts. Aviation fuel supply businesses, e.g. Shell Aviation, supply fuels and lubricants to aircrafts.

Airport Hamburg has four main business areas: aviation, ground handling, centre management, and real estate management. For the first two business areas, some examples of BMs are given in the following. The main task of aviation is to ensure the smooth operation of the airport in cooperation with the airlines, by securing the airport logistics, and providing security services, a plant fire brigade, and other services. Ground handling is divided into four businesses: AHS Aviation Handling Services, CATS Cleaning and Aircraft Technical Services GmbH & Co. KG, GroundSTARS, and STARS, “Special transport and ramp services”. Each of those has several BMs; a selection is shown in Table A12.1.

The following shows only an excerpt of the businesses and business models which are related to the operation of a no-frills airline like Ryanair.

Firstly we show in Figure A12.1 one of Ryanair’s business models in Quadrant 1.

Inside the business of the no-frills airline and outside the focal BM flight, relations of the focal BM to the BM sales of food, beverages, confectionery, on-board snacks (BMSF) and to the BM of retail shopping, i.e. sales of fragrances, skincare, cosmetics, jewellery and watches (BMRS) are shown in Figure A12.2.

BMF is providing sales competence (lighter arrows) from its competence dimension and is selling the catering items for BMSF, and the retail items for BMRS. BMSF and BMRS in turn make internal payments (darker arrows) from their value formula dimension to the value formula dimension of BMF.
### Table A12.1  Excerpts of BM in aviation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No-frills airline, e.g. Ryanair</th>
<th>Third party providers</th>
<th>Airport, e.g. Hamburg, Germany</th>
<th>Aviation Fuel e.g. Shell Aviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flights (BMF)</td>
<td>Crewlink</td>
<td>Aviation</td>
<td>Aviation fuel (BM_{AF})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales of food, beverages, candies, snack on board (BM_{SF})</td>
<td>Cabin crew (BM_{CE})</td>
<td>Airport logistics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail Shopping, i.e. sales of fragrances, skincare, cosmetics, jewelry, and watches (BM_{SE})</td>
<td>Stansted Aircraft Maintenance Services</td>
<td>Plant fire brigade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales of scratch-cards</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fees for surplus baggage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FH Ground Handling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fees for equipment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AHS Hamburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fees for fast track</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Check-In</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fees for Business Plus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IATA Travel agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales of Samsonite bags</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CATS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cleaning (BM_{C})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GroundSTARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Loading, unloading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Baggage handling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Technical equipment provision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>STARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Passenger transport to and from aircraft (BM_{PT})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Crew transport to and from aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pushing aircraft into desired positions on airfield &amp; parking</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


As these are contracted value exchanges, the arrows are shown with continuous lines. Intangible relations transferring non-contracted values are shown with dotted lines, for example information from BMRS to BMF, and from BMF to BMSF.

**Figure A12.1** Quadrant 1 Ryanair business model.

**Figure A12.2** Quadrant 2 Ryanair internal business models inside the Ryanair business.
In Figure A12.3 it is possible to see business models of Ryanair that are operating outside the business.

Finally we show in Figure A12.4 some business models that Ryanair is not involved in and is not interacting with outside the business.

Summing up, we get a full relations axiom picture of an elected part of Ryanair business as seen in Figure A12.5.
Figure A12.5 Full relations axiom picture of a part of Ryanair’s business.
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It is argued in most academic literature that the Business Model (BM) is a general model for how any business "runs" or should run its business – "a blueprint of the business". The book argues that no business has just one BM and just one model on which it runs its entire business or intends to run all its business. The research presented in the book points in contrast to other BM frameworks that businesses have more BMs – and have both "as-is" and "to-be" BMs. Further our research shows that the BM framework can and should be used for both "as-is" and "to-be" models – which we call "The Multi Business Model Approach".

Theoretically research indicated already by Markides and Charitou in 2004 and Casadesus-Masanell and Ricart model in 2010 indicated that business have more BMs. Sadly nobody followed up on this in the BM community, which could have made an earlier breakthrough in the understanding of BMs, BMI and strategic BMI.

The book addresses further the concern that BM community and BM practice mainly focus on the ideation and conceptualization of BMs. "BM canvassing" and just innovating BM building blocks can in many cases be classified as "blind business model innovation". This is not sufficient to run and create a sustainable competitive business today. BM understanding and BMI must address all 7 levels of BMI and all BMs in the business. All BMs are and should be continuously objects to BMI in the aim of maximizing the performance and sustainability of the business. The core business with all its 7 BM levels – BM dimension components, BM dimensions, BM portfolio, Business and Business Model Ecosystem (BMBE) and BMI Process should all be objects for BMI.

The book addresses and documents this gap in BM research and propose a new generic definition and language of a BM and a Business BMI layers. The book points to the huge unexplored possibilities that BMI offers today and can offer businesses in the future. When thoroughly understanding the 7 levels of BMI and businesses are able to communicate, work and innovate with these together, then a next step in BM and BMI research and practice can hopefully be taken.

The book proposed that any BMs are related to seven BM dimensions – value proposition, user and/or customer, value chain functions (internal), competence, network, relations and value formulae. Conceptually, any Business Model Cube can be formed on behalf of these seven generic BM dimensions and these can be used both in a 2D and a 3D version. This is what the forthcoming part 2 of the book will elaborate on.